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Mr. GOODELL. Mr. Speaker, at no
time in its history has the United States
confronted a more serious crisis in its
international financial relations than it
does today. The effect of the British devaluation was to make the dollar-as the
key currency in the world monetary system-even more vulnerable than it had
been to speculation. Almost $1 billion in
gold moved out of this country in the
single month of December, bringing our
total gold reserves to their lowest point
in 30 years.
The speculation against the dollar continues and has been aggravated by the
announcement that our balance-of-payments deficit for 1967 will be 1n the $3.5$4 billion zone, the largest such deficit
since the crisis of 196G-61. These developments have raised grave questions as to
whether the existing international monetary system has not become so fragile as
to be in danger of collapsing without
warning and plunging the world back into the financial chaos and trade restrictionism of the 1930's. President Johnson's response to the crisis was his announcement on New Year's Day of a
comprehensive program of controls on
movements of American capital abroad,
on bank lending abroad, and on tourist
travel, primarily to Europe.
Do these measures not already constitute an ominous step backward toward
the controls and protectionism of the unlamented 1930's? Are there no other options open to the American people for
resolving the crisis and rescuing the dollar? These are issues which are clearly
of momentous import to the Nation, not
only in terms of today but probably for
years ahead.
Mr. Speaker, it was to consider these
very questions that the planning and
research committee of the House Republican conference, of which I have the
honor to be chairman, sponsored a seminar on January 24, 1968, on the balanceof-payments problem and the President's
proposals for coping with it. Some of the
Nation's most distinguished authorities
in the field of international monetary

affairs were panelists in our seminar.
They included: Mr. Edward Bernstein,
Edward Bernstein Consultants, Ltd.;
Prof. Robert Trifiin, Yale University;
Prof. Gottfried Haberler, Harvard University; Prof. Robert A. Mundell, University of Chicago; Dr. Howard Piquet,
Library of Congress; and Dr. Patrick M.
Boarman, director of research, House
Republican conference and professor of
economics, Long Island University <C. W.
Post College) .
In addition, the following distinguished economic journalists and representatives of leading national associations participated in the seminar as observers: Mr. Edwin L. Dale, Jr., the New
York Times; Mr. Hobart Rowen, the
Washington Post; Mr. Richard Janssen,
the Wall Street Journal; Dr. Carl Madden, U.S. Chamber of Commerce; Mr.
George Hagedorn, National Association
of Manufacturers; Mrs. Elizabeth Jager,
~IO; and Mr. John Petty, Treasury Department.
We were fortunate in having in the
audience and as participants in the discussions many Members of the Congress,
both Democratic and Republican. The
expression of interest in the seminar
proceedings has been exceptional on the
part of the Members, the press, and the
public. In order to make this material
available to a wider public, I include in
the RECORD the individual supporting
papers submitted by the seminar panelists and the transcript of the seminar
itself:
THE

U.S.

BALANCB-01'-PAYMENTS

PROBLEM

(Seminar. Plfr£n~and Rgenrcb camm'*1'e
the Repub can oilference, House of Representatives, Washington, D.C., January
24, 1968)

The Committee met, pursuant to notice,
at 9:30 A.M., Honorable Charles E. Goodell,
presiding.
Present: Representative Charles E. Goodell,
Chairman.

Dr. Patrick M. Boarman, Director of Research, House Republican Conference.
PANELISTS

Mr. Edward Bernstein, Edward Bernstein
Consultants, Ltd.
Prof. Robert Trlftl.n, Yale Univers1ty.
Prof. Gottfried Haberler, Harvard University.
Prof. Robert A. Mundell, University of Chicago.
Dr. Howard Piquet, Library of Congress.
OBSERVERS

Mr. Edwin L. Dale, Jr., the New York Times.

Mr. Hobart Rowen, the Washington Post.

Mr. Richard Janssen, the Wall Street Journal.
Dr. Carl Madden, United States Chamber of
Commerce.
Mr. George Hagedorn, National Association
of Manufacturers.
Mrs. Elizabeth Jager, AFL-CIO.
Mr. John Petty, Treasury Department.
TRANSCRIPT OP THE SEMINAR PROCEEDINGS

Mr. GooDELL. It is my very great pleasure

to welcome to our seminar today the dlstingulshed members of our panel, my colleagues, particularly those in ranking positions on the key committees that are going·
to be considering this important subject in
the weeks and months ahead, representatives
of the Chamber of Commerce and the National Association of Manufacturers, the
AFL-CIO, and particularly the gentlemen of
the press.
This seminar is sponsored by the Republican Planning and Research Committee in
the House of Representatives. Our subject is
the balance of payments problem and President Johnson's recently announced proposals
for deallng With it. As Republicans, as Members of Congress, and as Americans we are
deeply concerned by the persistent deficits
in our balance of payments, particularly by
the record deficit of almost $4 blllion in 1967.
We are not meeting here on partisan tenns
and our participants certainly are not here
as Republicans or as Democrats. They are
here as experts on a most serious matter
which we feel should be debated and d.lscussed to enUghten the Congress and the
American people to the fullest extent possible.
We are alarmed at the massive decline in
our gold reserves which followed the devaluation of the British pound and, as a consequence of these developments, the threat of
immlnent International monetary crisis
which hangs over this country and the entire
world. We are equally concerned, may I add,
by some 1mpl1cations of the remedies recently proposed by the President.
On January 1 and ag&ln In his State of the
Union message on January 17, President
Johnson proposed a series of measures of a
drastic nature aimed at reducing the balance
of payments defic1t by $3 b1llion in 1968.
Misgivings have been expressed on many
sides about the possible impact on the world
economy and our own long-run International position of the President's announced
mandatory restrtctiODB on direct private
foreign Investment, the proposals to reduce
the tourist deficit by a helld tax on tourists,
or possibly by rationing foreign exchange to
tourists, and the suggestions to e.llow a
tax rebate for exports, and to levy new 1mposts on imports.
Many serious questions have been asked
a.nd must be asked concerning the domestic
a.nd International 1mplica.t1ona o! the de
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facto exchange controls proposed by the President. At the same time, I would like to emphasize the fact that in convening this
seminar, we have no preconceptions with respect to the substantive issues that may be
raised. The issues are, indeed, bipe.rt.tsa.n, and
are of momentous import not only to the
Congress, which must aot on certain portions
of the President's program, but to all
Americans.
For this reason we believe it is imperative
to begin at once a public dialogue on the
President's proposals. And we regard this
seminar as the first step in making avaUable
to the Congress and the Nation an impartial
evaluation of the President's recommendations and an equally unbiased examination of
the feasible alternatives to his program.
To this end we have been most fortunate
in assembling here a number of the country's most distinguished authorities in the
field of international monetary affairs. I
would like to present them briefiy to you:
Mr. Edward Bernstein, of Edward Bernstein Consultants, here in Washington; Professor Robert Tr11!ln, of Yale University; Professor Gottfried Haberler, of Harvard University; Professor Robert Mundell, of the
University of Chicago; and Dr. Howard
Piquet, Senior Specialist in International
Economics in the Library of Congress.
Gentlemen, we deeply appreciate your taking the time from your busy schedules to
llelp us, we hope, shed more light on a most
complex subJect.
In addition to our panelists, we have invited several distinguished representatives of
the press who specialize in economic affairs
and representatives of leading national organizations to participate in our seminar as
observers.
May I introduce Mr. Ed Dale, of The New
York Times; Mr. Hobart Rowen, of The
Washington Post; Mr. Richard Janssen, o!
The Wall street Journal; Dr. Carl Madden,
of the United States Chamber of Commerce;
Mr. George Hagedorn, of the National Association of Manufacturers; and Mrs. Elizabeth
Jager, of the AFL-CIO.
In opening our discussion I would like to
suggest the following simple agenda. It seems
logical to divide our topic into the following
three parts:
1. The problem.
2. The President's proposals for solving it.
3. The other options or alternative courses
of action which are open to this oountry in
lieu of the &etlan program requested by the
President.
We shall hear first from our dlstlngu.lshed
panelists. May I suggest that, in the interest
of making optimum use of our time, each
participe.nt keep his remarks within a reasonable time of eight to ten minutes. LErii
me add that our panelists have submitted
longer statements of their views and that
these are available here to interested members of the press and Congress.
After we have heard from all of the gentlemen on our panel, I propose that we allot
a further period of time for an exchange of
views among the panelists and that thereafter, until the close of our proceedings
around noon, we open the seminar to questions and comments from the members o!
Congrea; who are here with us on the dlas
and from our distinguished observers. I note
the presence of a good number of members
of Congress of both parties in the audience
and I hope they will feel tree to submit
questions also.
May we begin with a. desm-iption of the
problem? Professor Trtmn, would you be
kind eough to start us off?
Professor TRDTIN. Thank you very much,
Mr. Chairman.
As you very well said, we cannot really
appraise a cure without knowing what the
disease is. We cannot solve the problem
without knowing whatt the problem is.
293-82~11713

I think the difflculties which we !ace must
be viewed as two problems and not one, two
problems which are inextricably linked together: the problem o! the balance of payments and the problem o! the weaknesses
o! the international monetary system.
The solution of either one of these problems would have very beneficial effects on
the other and would contribute to a solution
o! the other. I think, however, that neither
of these problems can be solved fully in
isolation from the other. We cannot expect
our own balance of payments problems to
disappear and be solved simply by international monetary reform nor can the problem
of international monetary reform be fully
solved as long as our balance of payments
deficits remain as large as they have been.
Let me turn first to the problem of international monetary reform and be extremely
brief and unpleasantly blunt about it. I
think the basic faot is that the old gold
exchange standard on which we have llved
for the last fifty years is now dead or at
l~ast it is dying.
It rested essentially on two sources of
supply for the increase of world reserves
which are necessary to sustain international
trade and production. These two sources of
supply were gold, on the one hand, and,
secondly, gold convertible foreign exchange,
primarily sterling initially, and since the
end of World War n, primarily, the dollar.
Both o! these sources ha.ve dried up.
I need not expand on the drying up of the
gold source. Over the last five or ten years it
has provided only an ever decreasing fraction
of the general increases in world reserves,
something of the order of 25 per cent, at
most, In the years 1960-64, for instance. And
two-thirds of this accretion came from Russian sales in Western markets.
But the problem is even worse today. In
the last two years the ofllo1al gold reserves of
all central banks together (who are members
of the International Monetary Fund) have
been decllning. They are no longer increasing. They had been declining by about $200
million previous to the big gold rush of last
December. And then they declined dramatically to a point which has not yet fully been
disclosed but which probably is well in excess
of $1.5 b1llion, certainly of that order of
magnitude.
Therefore, quite obviously, we cannot
count on gold unless we adopt the insane solution proposed by Mr. Rueff, the doubling
of or a substantial increase in the gold price.
I need not, I think, indicate to this kind of
audience the reasons which I gave in Paris
last week why this Is a most irresponsible
type of action and contrary, in fact, to the
rational long-run evolution of the monetary
system.
Moreover, the second maJor source of increased world reserves after World War n,
viz., gold convertible foreign exchange, sterUng and dollars, also has dried up.
I think that, essentially, the system is
bound to last only for a while. The death of
a reserve currency is written in its birth
cert11l.cate, for the simple reason that it can
remain viable only by accumulating larger
and larger short-term debt, convertible at
any time into scarcer and scarcer gold metal.
This cannot last inde1ln1tely. Reserve currencies have never lasted and never will, in
that form.
Events are quite clear as far as the two
reserve currencies are concerned, the dollar
and sterling. Together they still constituted
$18 billion of net monetary reserves In 1949.
Today this figure has declined to something
of the order of minus $10 billion.
During the same period, the reserves of the
rest of the world have increased from $18
billion to something approximating $64 or
$66 billion. This is an evolution which cannot continue forever and it is bound to kill
the reserve currencies that try to support it.

Now, if we do nothing, if the world cannot succeed in solving this problem, I think
that the path is very clear. It is traced for
us by the path of sterling in the years since
1931.
Somebody said-! think it was General
MacArthur--old generals don't die, they
fade away. I think that we can apply the same
maxim to our reserve currency. It doesn't die,
it shrinks.
When Britain found itself unable to continue to support sterling as a worldwide
currency, it salvaged what it could by making it a regional currency, the currency of
the sterling bloc in the 1930s. At that time,
the members of that bloc, other than Britain, would accumulate the largest part of
their reserves in sterling and Britain would
manage the gold pool which would make
settlements for the whole sterling bloc to
outside members.
But the di111culties increased for the BritIsh. I must say that they were magnified,
of course, out of all proportion by the Second World War and in the end the sterling
bloc had to be transformed into a sterling
area. To slow down leakages of gold from the
members of the bloc to outsiders, a preferential system was organized within the area.
which involved the institution of various
kinds of trade preferences, and Joint discrimination against the non-members of the
area. This was the fate of the pound sterling.
Gentlemen, if we don't do something about
It, the same kind of fate is going to befall
the dollar. In fact, we are gradually slipping
into a policy, the consequence of which
would be to my mind immensely damaging,
not only financially and economically but
even politically.
There are some isolated voices which consider that a dollar bloc would indeed be a
good solution. We are far more powerful
than Britain. We could force many more
countries than Britain ever did into e. dollar
area system. What would this mean insofar
as it is successful? And I think it has helped
us considerably already over the last few
years. But what would it mean if you really
tried to perpetuate such a system as some
people would like to do?
The end result would be this: Total irresponsibility at home and a political blowup abroad. At home it would be very hard
for the Administration or for Congress to
follow responsible economic and financial
policies if we can incur continuous deficits
and have these deficits financed by the accumulation of dollar IOU's by foreigners.
This would invite irresponsib1lity here.
As far as the foreigners are concerned, It
would put them on notice that they have
entered the dollar area, that they are bound
to finance any amount of deficits that the
U.S. would incur. It would mean that foreigners would have to finance those deficits
regardless of their size and their origins. I
think that there would always be people to
point out that foreigners would clearly view
as irrational a system to have their own
printing press work to finance our deficits.
I am quite sure that in the end, even if central bankS in some countries were inclined
to accept this solution for fear of the alterI:ative which would be chaos, these Central
Banks would not, in the end, be supported
by public opinion or parliament. This would
be especially true when, as now, U.S. policies,
decided unilaterally here, appear to be contrary either to the interest of the prospective
lenders or to their view of International
morality or common sense. And this obviously would be the case because of our
absurd and immoral venture In Vietnam
and in Southeast Asia.
Broad resolutions have already been
adopted, many of them unanimous or nearly
unanimous, by three parliaments of countries which are very friendly to us, expressing
their desire to see the bombing of the North
stopped or even withdrawal from Vietnam

itself. Will these people accept the financing
of poltctes to which they are deeply opposed? I think this would be an invitation
not only to an economic blow-up but to
deepening and frightening divisions With
our NATO ames.
This being said, gentlemen, I don't think
that any responsible person that I know
would favor such an awkward situation, but
we may be slipping into it gradually without
wishing to do so, as has happened to us in
Vietnam itself.
To conclude this broad review (I think my
time is just about up), I Will refer very
briefiy to remedies proposed by the President
on January 1.
I think this program can be interpreted in
two different ways. It leaves us an option
between long-ruB policies which could follow
two diametrically opposed lines. The first
one-end I sincerely hope It Is the one which
is in the mind ·of the administration-is to
meet the conditions which have been requested by our European partners for honest and fal:r negotiations within the framework of the International Monetary Fund.
They have been clamoring for years for correction of huge and persistent deficits as one
of the prerequisites for activation of the new
monetary agreement. We are now trying to
give them full satisfaction. We are taking
a maJor step to meet that demand.
I hope that this is the preface to a speedy
and decisive negotiation of an international
agreement which could become effective even
before we activate the real machinery which,
as you know, still has to be hatched by many
congresses and parllaments.
There is, unfortunately, a second Interpretation. We have been classifying all the countries of the world into three groups: The
paradise or heaven, purgatory, and hell. This
is perfectly Justified if we look at their relative strengths or weaknesses because we don't
want to hurt countries which are already
weak or which are poor.
But, on the other hand, we see already the
reactions we may expect (witness those of
my former countrymen, in Belgium) when
countless people are transferred from one
classification to another. They will prefer to
be in purgatory rather than hell, or in heaven
rather than purgatory. One of the things we
may be tempted to do would be to say, "Ail
right, you may enter the dollar area as long
as you take dollars and don't convert them
into gold." We would be slipping, then, Into
the solution which I consider fatal to us in
the long run.
Now-and this was the message which -I
tried to carry to Paris last week-it is for you
to decide because I think that the Administration itself is deeply divided on this. I
suspect that it has not fully made up Its
mind. In any event, we have to have cooperation and a new will to cooperate, more
fully than we have had, on both sides of the
Atlantic. We cannot do it on one side alone.
I am sorry to say, as of now, being purely
an academic without any kind of omcial
responsibllity in this matter, I remain myself very much puzzled as to what the ultimate outcome will be.
Thank you.
Mr. GooDELL. Thank you, Professor Tri111n.
At the outset I indicated to the participants that they could range across the board
on any issues that they felt were directly
relevant to our problem here. Let me express the hope, however, that while recognizing that Vietnam is relevant in many
ways, we have enough issues to divide us
without deba.tlng the propriety of our involvement In Vietnam and I hope we won't
get off on that.
I think we would like to hear from Mr.
Bernstein next.
Professor BERNSTEIN. I recognize as Professor Tri11ln does, that we have two problems here, though I think he does have a
293-82~11713
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third problem that is bothering him and
which I shall not discUss.
We have a balance of paymente prOblem.
The external evidence of this balance of
paymenta problem is that in the last ten
years our gold reserves have dropped over
'10 ·billion.
It ls interesting to note that the gold
reserves ot the United States on January
1, 1958, were slightly larger than they were
on December 31, 1950. The real balance of
payments problem, therefore, is a ten-year
problem. That is long enough.
In the last year we have paid out about
$1 billion of gold, nearly all ot It in the
last two months. Essentially, we have been
spending or paying out far more dollars for
imports, for services, for government military expenditures, for aid and for private
investment, than foreigners have wanted to
use in buying goods and services in this
country or to add to their liquid investmente,
their private dollar holdings.
And when the foreigners get too many dollars they convert the dollars into their own
currencies by sell1ng them to the central
banks. The central banks, in turn, convert
the excess dollars into gold.
Now, we must not confuse the problem of
our balance of paymente with the outfiow of
gold. The outfiow of gold is the symbol of the
problem. The problem is that we have been
paying out to the world an excessive quantity
of dollars, excessive, that is, compared to
what the rest of the world wants to use and
wante to hold.
Now, the solution to that problem is the
most urgent business which exlste for our
economy, domestic and international, and
for our monet&l"y system, for the monetary
system of this country and for the International monetary system.
There are other problems of a long-range
character. There is a long-range gold problem. That long-range gold problem is the
fact that gold, the traditional reserve. is no
longer growing. As Professor Tri11ln has
pointed out, total gold reserves have declined in the last few years and have recently
dropped sharply as the result of the movement of gold into private hoards and speculative holdings.
Now, there is no way of supplying gold reserves even if we had a strong balance of
payments with the rest of the world. There
is no way of providing gold to the rest of the
world when there is a shrinking aggregate
of gold reserves except by their cannibalizing
our gold reserves.
Now, mind you, I am not arguing that
this is already happening. It may be an
element in the persistence of our balance
ar paymente. It is, however, a problem we
are going to have to deal with in the future.
And, as Profeeeor Trtmn has already pointed
out, a growing world economy needs a growIng volume of reserves. There may be no
mechanioe..l link, no precise mathematical
relationship between the growth of the
world eoonomy-that is international trade
and payments and investment--and the
quantity of reserves that the world needs.
But it is quite clear that you cannot have
zero growth of reserves while you have a
continually expanding world economy.
Now, this problem of providing the world
with adequate reserves is, I think, well on
the way to solution through the special drawing rights. I am very hopeful that the lessons of the last three months will stimulate
activation of the plan for issuing a new
fiduciary reserve in the form of special drawing rights.
The gold problem, in my opinion, will remain and it needs very special treatment.
I come DJYW to the basic problem, the one
that ought to concern us most beciluse it is
the prerequisite for doing anything else. I
said that our real problem is that we are paying out for goods and services, for milit&l"y

expenditures and aid, and for private oe..pital
investment far more than the rest Of! the
world wants to use in purchasing goods and
services and as6ets in this country or to hold
as 11quid dollar investments.
The solution to that problem has to be a
reduction in our payments relative to our
earnings. It would be wonderful 11 we could
eolve this problem by incree.slng our foreign
exchange receipts. But in the short run. this
is qulte impossible, so the Immediate solution must involve a reduction of the outflow
of dollars to the rest of the world.
Now, I must warn you that there is no
easy way to I!IOlve the ba.la.noe of payments
problem. Anybody who tells you that there
is a painless, automatic way of reducing the
payments of the United States 90 th&t we
won't feel it and the rest of the world won't
feel it is eelling you an elixir, a patent medioine that rea.lly has no effect on the body
economic except to intoxicate it. The truth
of the matter is that every solution to a balance of payments problem Involves pressures, pressures on the country itself and
pressures on the world economy.
The big question is: having allowed oureelves to drift into this dtmcult position,
what is the eolution that will have a minimum adverse effeot on us and a minimum
adverse effect on the world. Without subscribing in detail to everything that is being
done now, and I think it would have been
well if we had done it sooner, what is being
done is designed to have a minimum effect
on the United States and a minimum effect
on the world.
The most important aspect of the President's action program, is thatt it does not
envisage any reduction in trade in goods
and servicee, with the single exception of a
penalty on travel outside the Western
HemisphE!I"e.
As Professor Trimn has said, the big part
of the program is to reduce the private capital outfiow. The reduction in the private
capital out1l.ow is to be achieved mainly in
respect to the surplus countries of Europe.
Presumably, these countries can afford to
operate their economies at a high level even
if their foreign exchange receipts decline.
They can do this because they have strong
balances of payments and large reserves.
Now, for the surplus countries of Continental Europe, there is to be no net new
funds coming from the United States for
direct investment there. With respect to
those Industrial countries and aU-producing
countries. on the edge o! having some paymente dlmculty, we will permit the maintenance of a level of direct investment
(through new funds transferred to England,
Canada, Japan, and Australia) which, together with retained earnings, will be about
65 per cent of the average of what they had
In 1965 and 1966. This Is, Incidentally, a very
high historical base.
The poor countries, the less developed
countries get very generous treatment. They
are in heaven, as Bob Tr111ln has said. They
can have 10 per cent more than the base
they had in 1965-1966. In fact, that is more
than they would get under normal conditions.
To fac111tate adjustment by our own companies, transfers are allowed within each
group of countries so that If, say, General
Motors needs the money in Belgium Instead
of in Germany, it can transfer the funds
(these may be earnings not required to be
repatriated to the United States from Germany). And if United States companies operating In Canada find that they have more
than enough money for Canadian investment, they can move money !rom Canada to
England, if they have operations in the latter country. It is easy to exaggerate the impact the President's program will have on the
group B countries because there is one big
safety valve and that is the freedom of the
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Canadians to borrow all they want here so
that funds can move say, from Canada to
England Without violating either our regulations or Without causing too much hardship.
Nevertheless, I don't want to brush the
dlfll.culties away. This program Is going to be
hard on the countries that are not in surplus (except for the less developed countries).
Now, superimposed on this essential program of direct Investment control there is
a requirement to bring back about $600 million In loans outstanding to the continental
countries of Europe. In 1968, 40 per cent of
the American short-term loan portfolio will
be liquidated and as many of the long-term
loans as mature.
The government Itself Is undertaking a
program to save $500 million on the foreign
exchange costs of Its enormous operations
overseas. Some civilian workers Will be
brought back. Another $100 million of aid
Will be tied. It Is a wonder there is any more
left to tie. And presumably there w111 be
some method of economizing further on the
foreign exchange costs of our mmtary operations overseas.
As I said, this is not an easy program. I
don't think there Is any danger that this
Will lead to a world deflation. In fact, I think
It is the only kind of program that could
give us a quick Improvement In our balance
of payments without generating deflationary
forces.
It Is a pity that we have a balance of payments problem of this magnitude. It is a
pity It wasn't dealt with more etfectlvely
before. That doesn't alter the absolute necessity of doing something drastic on a big scale
to restore the dollar to a position where It
is a currency that countries everywhere feel
they want to use and want to hold. And that
means that we have to restore equ111brium In
our balance of payments.
Thank you.
Mr. GoODELL. Thank you, Mr. Bernstein.
Mr. Haberler?
Professor HABERLER. Mr. Chairman, ladles
and gentlemen, I should like to start at the
other end from which my friend, Robert
Trtfll.n started, namely from the domestic
situation. Later, I shall comment on alternatives and the International monetary system.
Looking at the program outlined by the
President In his New Year's Message, let me
say qulte frankly I :find It absolutely shockIng. It Is a big step. It is really a. big step
In the direction of more and more controls.
It is a big step In what used to be called the
Schachtian system, the system which wa.s
Invented by the Nazi economic wizard, Hja.lmar Schacht.
Of course, this drifts into more and more
controls. That ha.s been going on for quite
some time. Our policy has been one of drift
to more and more controls. We started by
reducing tourist expenditures, you may remember, and later capital controls were Imposed. The capital controls were at :first mild;
then they were made tighter, and now they
have been made mandatory. Controls on
bank lending are also virtually mandatory.
If you re:fl.ect on the details, the President's
program is simply horrible. And one very
bad aspect about It is the discrimination
that Professor Trlfll.n mentione4. I believe
Congress should act to counteract discrimination between the Western Hemisphere and
the rest of the world, and I see no justl:fl.cation why tourists golng to Israel or to Italy
should be taxed and those tourists going to
Mexico, which they adore, should not be
taxed. I! the program Involves restricting the
amount of money the tourist is allowed to
take out of the U.S., that is very easily
evaded. We shall need a. lot of police supervision to reduce such evasions, Including
censorship of the ma11, etc.
If on the other hand the objective is accomplishe4 by putting a head tax on depart293-82G-11713

ing tourists, that is out~eously regressive.
Rich men can alford the additional cost, the
poor cannot. When the deta.Us of the program are examined, they add up to what
used to be called Nazi methods. I only hope
the Congress will not go along with that.
Now the capital controls are not quite so
revolutionary because bank investments were
previously subJect to controls. However, the
controls have been made tar more stringent.
It Is Interesting that there is a law already
on the book&-lt was passed In 1917-whlch
gives the President the powers to do all sorts
of things In case of war, in case of a declared
emergency.
Indeed, the President could have put the
tourist controls Into etfect under the terms
of this law. I think It covers this thing and
much more. But evidently he felt that was
going a. little too far, and that Is just as
well.
The controls on direct Investments wm
probably help In the short run. The program includes a moratorium on direct Investment in Western Europe (excluding Great
Britain, Greece and Turkey). Since Western Europe was the place where most of
the direct Investment went, this part of
the program Will doubless be effective. However, direct Investment in the long run
yields interest and repayments. In fact, investment Income from abroad has grown
very rapidly-it Is now running the rate of
$5 bUllon. The long term Impact of these
controls on the balance of payments wm
thus be adverse. In the short run. It probably also means a loss of exports. American atHliates and subsldiarie3 abroad account for a very large percentage, 25 per cent
If I remember correctly, of the manufacturing exports of the United States.
So, in the medium run the program will
reduce some of our exports and in the long
run It will cut Into Investment Income.
Hence, the program will be counterproductive
in the long run even in narrow balance of
payments terms.
In addition, an enormous amount of supervision wUl be required. Any investment
which exceeds the very narrow Umlts allowed
outside Western Europe will have to be separately Investigated. A new ofll.ce has been
established in the Department of Commerce
which has already started to issue explanatory amendments closing loopholes and to
make exceptions where necessary. It would
be very easy to picture how this system Will
snowball Into an enormous bureaucracy.
The other programs mentioned in the
Presidential Message are partly things which
have been said many times. We are going to
stimulate exports. We are going to persuade
foreigners to come to the United States. That
has been said In every speech and every
statement on the balance of payments for
the last thirty-:fl.ve years and It Is becoming
a little stale. And to stress them so much
cannot help but arouse suspicion that nothIng decisive will be done.
There Is one thing on which I would like
to comment, namely the proposal that a. tax
be levied on Imports (the figure I have seen
is 3.5 per cent), and a. tax rebate on exports
to compensate tor Internal Indirect taxes.
Now this Is a system which other countries
have operated. The Gennans have it. The
French have it. But the reason Is that they
have a national turnover tax which we have
not. We have only local and state taxes of
the indirect kind which makes the administration ot such a measure rather complicated.
But what I would like to point out is that
this is disguised devaluation. I! you put a
tax of x percent on all exports or imports,
and apply a similar refund to all exports, this
is a disguised devaluation of that amount.
You can even look at the tourist proposals
as a disguised devaluation of the tourist dollar. Most of the other restrictions are really
disguised kinds of partial devaluation.

The port tax proposal plan-a tax on imports and a tax refund on export&-is a system which comes much closer to real devaluation than the other programs, because
it would allect a large segment of the American balance of payments, all exports of commodities and imports o! commodities.
Let me make Just one further remark on
this. For the United States, the proposed tax
Innovations would be something entirely
new. The United States has not so far practiced export subsidies on any extended scale.
So it this were not highly restricted, If all
exports were subsidized to compensate for
domestic taxes, an entirely new dimension
for foreign economic policy and tor trade
policy would be opened up. And I think this
Is a very serious matter. You would have to
set up a new administrative machinery which
does not exist. The European countries are
in a ditferent situation because they have
the requisite machinery in place.
It can be shown quite clearly that such a
system, once installed, will be used for other
purposes. The tax refund and the border tax
on imports would not be uniform. They
would be equivalent to a. devaluation but
would be differentiated according to commodities and according to countries, thus
introducing a new kind of discrimination.
So I think the Presidential program is bad;
moreover, it Is quite inadequate. I should
mention In passing that the figure which
the President used referring to this year's
balance of payments deficit of $3.5 or $4
bllllon is an understatement. It you allow
for all the cosmetic devices which are being
used to make the balance of payments look
better, you have to add at least $1 bllUon,
probably more.
But I don't want to be exclusively critical.
I want to say something about alternatives.
Here, I :find myself in some disagreement
with earller speakers. It appears to me that
the first thing we need to do is to stop or
slow down inflation. After all, last year the
quantity of money increased at a record rate,
something like 7.2 per cent. Everything has
gone up much faster than in prior years. By
way of contrast, the period 1958 to 1964
was one of fairly stable prices.
Inflation, in short, has to be stopped. A
record budget de:fl.clt is in the making and I
don't see how It will be possible to avoid a
tax increase. I am all in favor of reducing
expenditures, but I don't see how you can
cope with a deficit of $20 blllion or more,
reallstlcally speaking, in polltioal terms, by
reducing expenditures. So a tax increase
probably will have to come. The alternatives
would be that monetary pollcy would have
to become extremely restrictive, with interest
rates rising sky-high, and so on.
Now, may I say a few more words about
the things which Professor Trtfll.n discussed.
The international monetary system Isn't
quite what it Is supposed to be, but I cannot
take quite such a pessimistic view as my
friend, Professor Trtfll.n. For instance, the
United States started out with a tremendous
International reserve so there was really a
lot of time and a big margin within which
action could have been taken.
Of course, the answer wlll be that the
United States had to have the deficit in the
first years after the war in order to supply
other countries with international reserves.
This of course is perfectly true. The deficits
in the American balance of payments up to
1960 and a little thereafter were necessary
because gold production wasn't sufllclent to
meet the demands of the countries that
wanted to accumulate international reserves.
But the situation has now changed. Other
countries don't want more dollars, so the
deficit in recent years cannot be Justified on
grounds that it was necessary to supply international reserves.
I agree that the point wlll come sooner or
later, it world trade goes on rising as it has
in the post-war period, when larger interna-

.,

tional reserves will be necessary. But I don't
think this point has come. We have a confidence cr1sis which is rather dltferent from a
liquidity cr1s1s. P'lrst, confidenoe in sterling,
now con:fl.dence in the dollar hu been shaken.
But somehow I 1mag1ne this problem wlll
be solved. Our present system which has been
criticized so much was able after all to surmount a number of confidence crises. The
crisis of confidence in the pound was handled. The Italians got into trouble a few
years ago. That was handled. Of course, it
the dollar gets Into stm deeper trouble, that
Is a more serious problem. But I think the
present system would be able to cope with
that, too. And I would hope that the new
scheme about which you heard so much,
these special drawing rights which were accepted in principle at the Rio Conference of
the IMP J.a.st summer, wm come into being
eventually and provide additional international reserves when they become necessary.
The only d1fll.culty here Is the disagreement
between the big powers. The French are not
w1lUng to cooperate. Now I am not going to
speculate on whether such an agreement wUl
be reached. It an agreement cannot be
reached, it the French remain adamant and
the other Europeans go along With the
French, then, of course, we would be in a dit:fl.cult situation.
And now let me very brie:fl.y raise an issue
on which I am sure most of the panelists w1ll
not agree, namely, :fl.exlble exchange rates.
If an impasse Is reached on the creation of
international liquidity, our problem can still
be solved by cutting the dollar loose from
gold and letting it fluctuate. This might come
1n any event if in:fl.atlonary policies are continued and our deficit goes on mounting. The
present policy sl.mply calls for controls where
the alternative would be to cut the dollar
l.oo6e from gold and let it :fl.oat. I hope it
won't come to it but I am not sure. If it
comes to a :fl.oating dollar and If 1t 1s done in
the proper way, I don't see any reason why
that should do a lot of damage to the
American economy.
An outright devaluation of the dollar by
110 many per cent-10 per cent 01' whatever
lt would be-would be difll.cult because we
cannot know in advance what amount of
devaluation Is right. If you devalue a little too
much, you get lots of other countries into
trouble. If you devalue by too little, you
don't solve the problem. So If it comes to the
pol.n.t where the international value of the
dollar has to be changed, I think a much
bette!' system would be to let the dollar :fl.oe.t.
I am not opt1m1stio that this will be done.
I am afraid it we go on like we have, what we
shall get is more and more controls. But one
thing I am pretty sure about. People Will get
so ted up With controls, so disgusted with
the petty annoyances they impose and with
the supervision they make necessary, that
they won't last very long. But to get rid of
the controls won't be easy unless we do the
right thing. The right thing is to let the
dollar float; it will be fa.lrly easy.
If you don't w.mt to do that, then the
alternatives are either to go on with the controls or have an outright devaluation where
you are never sure whether it Is too much or
too little. Either route would be bad and
it would be sheer luck it we were to hit upon
exactly the right rate of devaluation.
Mr. GooDELL. Thank you, Professor Haberler. With you and Professor Trifll.n, we have
set up a pretty good potential competition
between Harvard and Yale here.
And I think now we will turn to the
senior specialist on economic International
economics !rom the Library of Congress, Dr.
Piquet.
Dr. PIQUET. In twenty years ot working
tor you gentlemen in Congress, I have
learned that the more expert Is the advice
you get, the more confused you get.
293-82(}-11713
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b11Uon. • But at least through the :first three
quarters of 1967, With the exceplllon at the
travel account, we were in a. better poettlon
tha.n we had been previoualy.
Now this adoption of a restrictionist
posture to solve the so-called problem oosts
doubt upon the c:red.lblllty of the United
States. Also, it wlll result in the lang run,
as Dr. Haberler pointed out, in a worsening
of the balance of payments rather than a
bettering of it. The Simple reason Is that the
income returns on the dlrect investments
which we're trying to curtall, looked at
cumulat ively tor the last thirteen years, are
about $16 bUUon larger than the total outflow.
Thus, even though the proposed program
wlll provide some temporary :rellef for the
balance of payments, there wlll not be a cure
in the long run balance unlesa we get rid ot
these controls.
I cannot get away from the !eellng that this
problem is not a. bala.nce ot payments problem. It 1s not a. :financial problem. l t is a
monetary problem. It is the question of
whether the WOI'ld wants to continue to use
dollars a.s its fundamental money.
Throughout history the world has used
many different things for money. Virginia
used tobacco. Old Ben Anderson used to say,
"You could use old dodo bones If people
would accept them." The sole criteria of the
value of money ls Its acceptablllty, the confidence t hat you can accept lt and the expectation that you can pass lt on to somebody else. Now what has happened?
Other countries decided long ago, because
of the shortage of gold, to use dollars, the
lOU's of the United States, the only country
that hasn't devalued since 1938, at which
time there was no reason to do it anyway.
The dollar was the soundest currency in the
world and they decided to use It as money.
And there has been, as tar as I can see, no
actual loss of confidence in the dollar. If
there were a fundamental loss in the credlblllty of the dollar, do you suppose that the
dollars t hat are now circulating In Europe,
dollars used by Europeans, loaned and borrowed and spent by Europeans, withou't any
control by any government whatsoever,
would have skyrocketed to the volume of $15
b1llion as reported in the Wall Street Journal
for January 15?
Now, this doesn't mean to say that there
won't be lose of confidence in the dollar
and it doesn't mean that I disagree Wit h my
good friend, Robert Trifll.n, that there 1s
not a strong need for a rationalized international monetary system. But mark you
this, no monetary system Will work unless
the participants In that system, the leading
participants want lt to work. The gold
standard can be wrecked if anybody wants
to wreck it, 1! they have the power to do it.
The dollar system can be wrecked. The IMF
system can be wrecked.
Short of a world economy, a world sovereignty, a world government, we have the
problem
of
international
oooperat lon
whether we want it or not. Why should we be
the banker? Now we have been chosen as
banker by the rest of the world and we're
deallng in financial Intermediation, meaning
by that that we are sening as banker, t hat
we are exchanging our short-run Uab111tles
f or the long-run llablllties of foreigners.
U I am a banker and you want to borrow
to build a house, you give me your mortgage, your deed and your note and you repay me over, say, a period of ten years and
I give you the cash. I am a banker.
Our obligations to foreigners now run
about eao bllllon, over halt ot which are
short-term liablllties to banks, governments,
and private people. Our claims against tor-

I should Uke to approach this problem, not
!rom the point of view of the many trees
and shrubbery in the forest, but from the
point ot view of the forest itself, looltlng
at it as a. whole, from above, in fairly simple
language.
Par thirty-tour years the United States
has been the leader of the world in urging
an open multllatertal trading system and a
free and open payments syatem. It was our
initiative that started the reduction of
tariffs that culminated In the Kennedy
Round. It was our initiat ive that resulted in
the formation of the International Monetary
Fund.
And now, In one day, we have cast doubt
upon the cred1b111ty of the United States in
really meaning what it has said ln terms of
fundamental policy. That Is point one, which
Gottfried Haberler brought out very well.
Point two, what Is the problem? Is it a balance of payments problem or Is it something
else? There Is always danger in economics of
ignoring the fundamental on-the-scene
farces and relationships and concentrating
on the obvious, the superficial and the symptoms rather than the ailments. We have
jumped at the conclusion, litent.J.ly jumped
at the conclualon tha.t the only way that
the United Bta.tes can ma.lntain international
:financial integrity Is by having equality between Its out-go ot dollars 0!' money and
the in-:fl.ow of money across the national
boundary line.
In fact, we have to do With two problem
areas h.ere. One lB the financial area and
the other Is the monet;azy. The balance of
payments Itself is pr1marlly a matter ot
:financial transactions involving money transfers rather than money creation.
Now, if the United States were j.ust another
oauntry, this accumulated balance or payments deficit would not have occurred because it could not have occurred. What would
have happened was that the lOU's, the AmerIcan dollars, would have come home to roost.
The only place my IOU is good Is with me
uni- you decide to use it as money among
YQurselves. Those dollars would have come
back in the form of a demand tor United
States exports. And we would have been in
balance. U we had had :fl.uctuating exchange
rates, balance would have occurred by way
of a deprecla.Uon in the foreign exchange
value of the doll8l'.
Now, then, 11 we analyze the :figures in the
balance ot payments since 1960, we :find that
the subsidence ot the gold rush at the fall
of 1960, a.t which time we had a balance of
payments de:fl.cit of $3.9 billion, followed
upon President Kennedy's declaration that
the United States was not going to raise the
price of gold. The price of gold subsided in
the London market from $41 an ounce back
to $35 and our balance of payments deficit
declined from $3.9 to $2.4 blllion in 1961.
That deficit had been declining steadily
through 1966. In 1965 it was down to $1.3
bllllon and in 1966 it was down to $1.4 billion. Taking the first three quarters of 1967
compared with the :first three quarters of
1966, ellmlnating military expenditW'ee only
from the current balane&---Q.lld they don't
really· belong in the current balance, in my
opinion-but counting the trade balance and
the balance on investment ee.rnings and
trade and transportation and miscellaneous
set'Vlces, we ftnd an imProvement ln the :first
three quarters of 1967 over the :first three
quarters of 1966 l:>y about $100 to $125
million.
There was, ot course, an Increase in the
deficit on travel, largely explained by Expo
'67 in Montreal.
In other words, what I am driving a.t is
that it Is possible that there was a big
out:fl.ow of funds in the fourth quarter, but
we don't have the :figures on this. They are
•Ofllclal figures released in Pebruary 1968,
not yet available, except the global ftgures showed a total balance ot payments de:llclt
which were given by the President, $3.5 to •4 for 1967 of $3.6 b1111on.
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eigners amounted to $112 blllion at the
close of 1966. There is no question about
the baste fl.na.nctal and economic strength
of the United States. That 1s beyond question. The question is one of liquidity.
Liquidity in this case is the abil1ty of the
United States to redeem its dollars, its lOU's
in gold at $35 an ounce.
We have now about a 40 per cent reserve
of gold if we release the 25 per cent gold
cover. A 40 per cent reserve, if the analogy
of banking holds, 1s a pretty good reserve.
So what we need primarily, tt seems to me,
is confidence in ourselves, confidence tn the
fact that we are not weak and because the
Europeans say we should do something
doesn't mean that we should. I will conclude by saying that the President and you
Members of Congress have other options. I
don't think we are supposed to go into the
options right now. We will come to them
later.
But there are clearly other options than
abandoning the long-run economic posture
of the United States. This wlll start the
world off again, as Dr. Haberler said, on a
restrictionist path dangerously stmtlar to
what it was tn the 1930's.
Thank you.
Mr. GooDELL. Thank you, Dr. Piquet.
Now we will move to that center of enlightenment, the University of Chicago, Professor Mundell.
Professor MuNDELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I hope you won't mind tf I don't repeat the
points on which I agree with other panellsts.
I should say first, I-I know I am disappointing Dr. Haberler in this-that I agreed with
every word that Mr. Piquet, on my left, has
just said. I think coming from outer space,
that is Chicago, coming by airplane, tt 1s unavoidable to escape the view when you travel
up and look down that the world is round.
But each time I come to Washington I see
that the world looks fiat. And having to present the idea that the world is indeed round
is often shocking.
I fl.nd that analogy of some importance
because had I been in Washington tn 1960I was here in 1961 or 1962-I could say this
is where I came in. When I listened to Mr.
Bernstein I wondered if his statement would
have been changed in any sense had he been
speaking ten years ago, In 1958 or 1960, when
the balance of payments problem was fl.rst
raised. Today, we have a particular set of
balance of payments figures. We want to cut
these figures on paper and so we Impose restrictions, some voluntary, some mandatory.
We put a little tax on this, a tax on that. in
order to make the figures look a Uttle bit
better next year. But in fact the figures never
look better next year and they won't look
better next year and they won't look better
ten years from now.
If we stop to think of what the U.S. balance of payments is going to be, not next
year or five years from now, but ten years
from now or fifteen years from now, we will
find that when we examine these accounts
In the balance of payments, going back to
1947 and 1950, and up to 1966, the U.S. deftcit 1s larger than it is now. And it Is larger
than It is now not for spurious reasons but
because of the systematic way In which the
gold exchange standard operates.
And here I wm have to part company with
Robert Trltnn. I don't think the dollar exchange standard is dead. I think tt ts going
to get In the near future perhaps a new
heart; such things are possible.
What has failed, as I think Dr. Piquet has
made out, is our understanding of how the
system is operating. If we look back over the
figures for the past ten years of our balance
of payments, we see this number, this magic
number, $3.4, $3.9, $3.9, $2.4, $2.8, $2.7, $2.2
b1ll1on--a.ll of the same order of magnitude.
Why? Why is the balance of payments always
$3 btllton?
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The grOBB national product increases by
$50 btllton every year. The gross national
product in the United States is $800 b1111on;
it is running at that rate at the present time.
World income is of the order of $1.5 or $2
trilllon. But the balance of payments of the
United States is $2, $3 or $4 b1111on. It is
always the same and this is an implementation of the working of the gold exchange
standard itself. This is the way the system
is operating. This is not a spurious figure.
This is not a figure that is magic, for instance.
I remember in 1963 and 1964-I expressed
the view a number of times that this figure
is something that is persistent. It is part of
the system. And this has been occasionally
laughed at and derided and called a. coincidence. But next year the same coincidence
comes up and next year and next year. It
is a persistent change and it is a persistent
change that is related to the rate of world
expenditure and of world growth and the
world demand for international reserves and
the particular position that the u.s. dollar
has become to occupy In the world.
Now, Robert Trltnn has brought out the
fact that the llquidity position of the U.S.
looks bad. We started off back In the postwar period with a very Uquid situation, a lot
of gold and a few lla.b1lit1es. Now we have
less gold and more Uab111tles.
But this transition is the transition of the
world economy from a system that did not
have a dominant currency like the dollar to a
system that had a dominant currency like
the dollar. And the fatlure of pollcy over
the past ten years, I would say, has been
to not recognize the fact that the old figures
that are appllcable to an old system do not
apply to the present system.
From 1844--the year of the Bank Act--to
1914, Britain ran the gold standard with
no change in the gold price. lt ran that
system-the gold standard-but lt was
a. standard that relled hea.vtly upon sterllng.
It ran that system by allowing reserves to
fiuctua.te but t.t never imposed exchange controls whenever a particular set of fl.gures
looked bad.
The U.S. has become a bank. It has become the world bank and it is creating dollars. It does this tn a whole complex of
d-ifferent ways and I think the view that
Charles Kindleberger and that Mr. Despres
have expressed tn this connection is worthy
of note. The U.S. is a. savings and loa.n association, if you llke, with respect to the world
economy. Bu:t the U.S. is more than that.
The U.S. also manufactures dollars which
are demand deposits which operate as international money, as an international medium
of exchange for all private traders, what
Robert Roosa oaJls "vehicle currency." The
analog to that tn the domestic economy is
simply money.
The dollar is, tn short, the cement of a
great multiproduct financial system. The
U.S. is the world's capital market. That 1s a
new element in the picture. All these functions don't have to be ooncentrated in New
York and Washington, but the domination
of the U.S. economy in the world has made
·this necessary. Consequently, these pollcles
of restriction, the interest equalization tax,
the volurutary foreign purchases restriction
program, the new measures are all operating
against a natural evolutionary law in the
world at large. They won't WOil'k. This would
remain true even if one took the maximum
steps to undermine confidence tn the dollar,
and I believe that the u.s. government for
ten years, since 1958, has come close to
taking the maximum steps to undermine
confidence in the dollar.
Even if General de Gaulle has his way
and his finance ministers oontinued to incite speculation against the dollar with the
result that the price of gold ts changed, or
gold is demonetized, the dollar will emerge

even more powerfully as the world's currency.
If you follow the advice of my colleague
Mtlton Friedman, who says get out of th~
gold market, then the dollar w111 become
more important than it is now. If you don't
follow his advice and simply do nothing
then the dollar wm become more important
than lt is now. You cannot fight the basic
fundamental evolutionary forces that have
been at work in the tnterna.ttonal system
for a decade and that are simply refiections
of the fact that it is the dollar and not
gold that is the determining factor.
Gold is not even a medium of exchange
on the international economy. Gold can be
bought and sold. Gold is an asset. It ts a
commodity that is subject to speculation and
people wm want to hold tt as long as there
is speculation that its price is going to rise.
But when people say "In the long run gold
has to go up in price," when this defeatist
attitude toward the U.S. dollar is advanced,
what they are really saying is something remarkable. Consider the world gold market:
There are 60,000 tons of gold floating around
in hoards in the world, $40 blllton worth are
in the central banks. Annual production is
about 1,000 tons. Private demand 1s usually
less than that but in the past couple of years
tt has been a llttle more than that. What
people are saying is that it is impossible to
keep the price of gold down.
Now, if that is true, then you must throw
all the laws of economics out the window.
They don't apply. If the world economy can
maintain the present price of gold, the U.S.
dollar can emerge without baste problems
connected with the balance of payments
deficit, which is simply a set of figures. It ts
the system which has to be run right. The
system hasn't been run right.
The system comprises N countries in the
world-the IMF says there are 105, but there
are probably 175--and one key currency representing about 40 percent of the free world's
production, and that is the United States.
Adding up all surpluses of other countries
indicates what the rest of the balance of
payments deficit is. So it is ludicrous when
someone says "we wtll put a tax on tourists "
"we will tell this or that company they can'•t
invest abroad."
What they are saying is that the surpluses
of the N minus one countries are going to
change by some aggregate amount. Now I
don't know of a single economist tn Washington who has gone around and calculated and
predicted what the surpluses of the N-1
countries in the world are going to be. I
know some have tried. Mtlton Gtlbert, tn
his speech before the American Economic
Association in Washington, did go around
and try to calculate what the surpluses tn
the rest of the world would be, but he could
not come to any direct answer.
But the current trend, the current movement, the current understanding of the system Is simply faulty. The proposed program
won't work and In ten years we wm have
the same kind of problem and perhaps we
wm have the same kind of panel talking
about tt the same as we are, and saying the
same things.
Of course, as long as we keep talking, there
is something to be said for that because talking ts better than fl.ghting.
Thank you.
Mr. GooDELL. Thank you, Professor Mundell.
Generalizations are dangerous In this area
and we appear to have, however, at least two
of our panellsts who belleve the proposals
made by the President are necessary, at least
two that think they are bad, and perhaps
one who thinks they are necessary as a temporaryevll.
I might say at this point that I did invite
the President of the United States to send
a representative to participate in the panel.

The lndicatl.on from Secretary Fowler was
that he felt that it was a very useful thing
to have such a d1scuss1on but he declined
to name a participant for our panel
Now I saw Mr. Bernstein stgnallng a few
minutes ago and I think we had better turn
to him.
Mr. Bernstein?
Professor BERNSTEIN. Mr. Trltnn and I haVe
agreed that Mr. Mundell's very pleasant and
reassuring conversation-Mr. Piquet's, too-need a reply. I am speaking for both Mr.
Trttnn and myself on this. This is one ques•
tion we agree on thoroughly.
Let's fl.rat be clear about the balance of
payments problem. It 1s quite true that the
balance of payments defl.ctt, the balance of
payments problem can't be measured, tt can
only be analyzed. That is to say that there
will be blg differences of optnton as to the
size of the deficit.
Now, I want to indicate that I, too, think
that the United States is a different sort of
country from others, that there will always
be a demand for dollars, normally, to add to
working balances, llqutd holdings, and to
some extent for monetary reserves. I have
myself, elsewhere endeavored to make this
point clear.
So far as I know, nobody in the world disagrees on this proposition. I had this question ~ted to me once at a meeting of the
International Chamber of Commerce: Why
is it that when we don't have a deficit the
Europeans complain? And when we do have
a deficit they also complain?
I think the reasonable answer is that uatng
the def1n1t1on of a deficit that the Commerce
Department uses, which is the llquidity defl.nitton, Europeans would be opposed to a zero
U.S. deficit. But if the defl.ctt gets much
larger than, say $1 b1111on by the liquidity
definition, they do run into the problem of
having unwanted dollars.
I am going to try to explain the llm1ts of
this proposition and Indicate why the deficit
stays at $3 btllton and then indicate the
fallacy of trying to talk away our balance of
payments problem instead of dealing with
it. In a 1959 report for a congressional committee, I pointed out that year after year,
from 1950 to 1960, the increase in foreign
holdings of dollars was $1 b1111on a year.
When the balance of payments gave them
more than $1 bllilon, the tendency was to
take gold.
The $3 btllion U.S. deficit persists !Oil' two
reasons. One reason, of course, is that the
figure Is tnfia.ted, even though properly defined. That is to say we could tolerate by
that definition, a deficit which would not
exceed $1 billion or $1.25 billlton a. year.
We have been able to go on with a larger
deficit prtmartly because we have used $11
b1llton of gold to meet that deficit from
1958 on. The reason the fl.gures are never
more than $3, $3.5 Oil' $4 btlllon a ye&" is beosuse when they do get bigger the administration fl.nds another way of sell1ng another
kind of paper which It then classtfl.es, you see,
as a oa.pttalinftow.
But if the fl.gures were taken legitimately
without making allowance for fancy paper,
you would not get a steady figure of $3 btlllon. So, one explanation of the steady figure
of $3 b1111on ts that part of tt ts, in fact, not
a defl.c!t. Tha.t is about $1 Oil' $1.25 blliton a
year. The rest of it is being operated on by
the government to keep tt within the $3-4
bllllon range because that is regarded as a
fl.gure which is correctable. Unttl the deficit
moves well above this fl.gure, everybody wlll
say tt will be easy for the United States to
get back.
Now, let's clarify this business of "we are
a great banking country" and it is only the
ignorance of the foreigners tn not real1z1ng
our special position that creates a problem.
Of course, we're a banking country. That is
why we can have an accumulation of the $1
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or •Ui b11Uon by foreigners, by foreign
banks, lily foreign bustn- ftrma, and by foreign central banks. But the notion that because we are a ba.nlt 1.n this sense, there is
no lim1t to the amount of dollars that they
ought to accept on our initiative, really
means that they turn over to us the Job of
deciding how much tnftatton there should be
in the whole world.
Now, this 1s a pragmatic question. You
can't defl.ne away a balance of payments
problem. You can defl.ne away a deficit but
not a balance of payments problem. When
a country finds that the dollars tt is paying
out don't come back for the purchase of
goods and services or for the holding of assets
in this country, wanted assets, but is being
presented for conversion into gold, you have
a balance of payments problem.
The proof of it is that you can't go on with
a balance of payments problem without
changing something. In a few years the gold
would be gone. What would you say then?
You could say there is no deficit. The foreigners don't understand how to defl.ne our
balance of payments. But the practical fact
is you couldn't go on with that balance of
payments.
Now that 1s the aspect we had better
recognize. Whoever heard of bankers operating a good, sound sensible bank for the
benefit of the bankers and their customers
who have to twist the arm of a depositor
when he comes tn with a check to cash?
That is what we are doing.
Whoever he&"d of the banker that keeps
increasing his loans and investments year
after year when the cash goes down and his
deposits at the Federal Reserve show not
net deposits but more and more debts to
the Federal Reserve? Now I think we had
better get rid of the notion that because
we have 40 per cent of the world's industrial
production and because the world did accept dollars tn the past, somehow it is only
their stupidity that keeps them from understanding that there 1s no llm1t to the
outftow of dollars from this country which
they are morally obllga.ted to acquire and
to hold. They won't do tt.
Professor TRDTIN. I don't think that this
system is working very well.
But, secondly, and more importantly, what
we have now Is not the old gold exchange
standard. The old gold exchange standard
was, tn my opinion, killed and for very good
reasons. It was killed by Under Secretary
of the Treasury, Mr. Roosa, when, tn 1960,
he had to go around and say that the gold
convertible dollars should no longer be converted because this might bring the whole
system crashing down. He was right, but at
that point the system which previously functioned because foreign central bankers chose
freely to accumulate dollars and could at
any time decide whether they wanted to
change the nature of their investment, ceased
to function. That system was changed that
day from a monetary system Into a pollttcal
football, as the results of which the United
States was exposed to increasing pollttcal
blackmail. It was, a year or two ago, General de Gaulle. who suddenly decided to withdraw his dollars. Tomorrow, it may be the
Germans if we run into trouble with them
about the stationing of our troops in Germany.
The present system exposes us to gold
withdrawal at any moment of time. That
system cannot last. What can be subst ituted
for it ts, as I Indicated, an tnl!tlt uttonallzation of the system along the llnes indicated
by Mr. Mundell. This assures that other
countries agree and become wtse and decide
that they will run their printing press in
order to fl.nance our defl.cit and wm absta.tn
from converting into gold. That was the
m&ln mesl!lage which I wanted to leave with
you.
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Mr. Mundell rightly said that the system
worked this way for a hundred years for the
British, before 11113. I would point out that
tn Ull3, according to the best estimates
available, the total amount of sterllng balances in foreign central banks (many of
which were in tact under the British in terms
of pollttcal relationsht~) was of the order of
$600 millton.
The total amount of our present debts to
foreign central banks, I belteve, runs around
above $16 billlon. Secondly, as far as private
gold holdings are concerned, I would 11ke at
least to correct the record. The total amount
of gold produced since Columbus. which is
not accounted for by increasing otncial reserves, is not of the order of $60 btlllon but
of the order of $30 or $31 btlllon all of last
September. It is slightly larger now beoa.use
of the $1.5 or $2 blllton that may have been
lost to o1Hc1al monetary reserves since then.
Professor MuNDELL. I was including the
central bank holdings in my figure.
Professor TRDTIN. In that case, we have
$45 b1111on, plus $30 bUllon, which would
make about $75 b1111on.
Professor MUNDELL. The second point, in
quoting the Bank of England's ftgures in 1914,
I didn't hear you quote the Bank of England's
gold reserves.
Professor TRIFFIN. The gold reserves of the
Bank of England, I quote from memory now,
were certainly very low, perhaps on the order
of $200 or $300 mil11on.
Professor MuNDELL. The Uab111t1es were in
any case very much larger than the gold
reserves.
Professor TRDTIN. I can give you the exact
ftgure later on, but I think there ts a supplement to be added there. At that time there
was an enormous amount of private gold ctrcula.tton in England.
Professor MUNDELL. Yes.
Professor TRDTIN. And part of the balance
of payments problem was met not from the
gold Of the Bank of England but from the
gold tn circulation, from the publlc's gold
holdings.
Professor MUNDELL. You would agree,
wouldn't you, that the Bank of England got
along and ran the system on an incredibly
email gold reserve?
Professor TRDTIN. This is quite correct.
Professor MUNDELL. !Ught .
Professor 'I'RIPTIN. But this was also a period, of oourse, which was characterized by
an extraordtn.ary degree of stability, by the
absence of rumors about devaluation, by
absence of exchange controls-Professor MUNDELL. Yes.
Pro!e680!' 'I'RIITIN. A very different world
from the one with whic.h we are concerned
today.
Professor MuNDJU.L. Exactly.
Professor TRDTIN. If I may turn very
briefiy, Mr. Ch&lrman, to an appraisal of the
measures which have been taken, I have submitted to you a tour or five-page set ot comments on a very brief and very simple table
1ndtcattng the major changes which have
appeared in our balance of payments since
1964. Let me say that these figures relate to
the period previous to September of last year.
It does not include the last deficits for which
we don't yet have precise figures.
The major point to my mind is not the
fluctuations in the balance of payments
deficit, which 1s calculated differently every
year, and which 1s alfected by all kinds of
changes which Dr. Bernstein mentioned. The
major tact, I think, is that instead of running a current accounts surplus (minus
foreign al.d) of about $4 b1111on in 1964, we
were running a deficit at an annual rate of
abOut $200 million during the year, i.e., for
the first; nine montha of 1967. That is a reversal of more than $4 bUllon in our current posttliOn.
Now, I wm not, in deference to our chairman, make any comments on the reasons
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which to my mind explain all or practically
all of that $4 billion reversal. Let me turn
directly to the January 1 measures.
I think that these measures had to be announced. All Dr. Bernstein said, we had to
do something spectacUlar, and we had to
do it on January 1 because on January 3 we
would have had to announce a loss of gold of
nearly $1 billion in a single month. And it
was necessary to ward off the speculation
which such an announcement would have
triggered if it had not been accompanied by
a clear indication that we intended to do
something about it.
This being said, I think it is essentially
a short-run program put together on the
basis of various studies which presumably
have ~n in the making for some time at
the Treasury. The study which the Treasury
has just released on this point, is extremely
interesting, though I woUld disagree with
several of the Interpretations in the document.
Turning now to the program of January
1: this program aims at saving about $3
billion of foreign expenditures by American
residents. I am afraid that a substantial
portion, perhaps $1 blllion of these saVings
on the expenditures of American residents,
including tourists, is likely to be offset for
two reasons.
First of all, we must take into account the
withdrawal of funds by foreign residents or
reduced investments by foreign residents In
the American market. Why should they withdraw funds or why should they invest less
in New York knoWing that such withdrawal
of foreign funds will yield the same amount
of deficit as the export of American funds?
The reasons are, first, that the new measures are expected to tighten the current
markets for gold, to force up interest rates
abroad, and to slow down Interest rate rises
in the United States. It may, therefOre, become more profitable to invest funds in the
foreign dollar markets, in Euro-dollar
markets than in New York. And foreign residents will be free to do this, of course, unless
we institute exchange control not only on
American nationals but on the foreigners,
thus at once kUling the New York market
itself. I don't think that we could even contemplate such measures.
Secondly, the purchase of U.S. securities
abroad rather than here, securities fioated
by U.S. firms to finance their direct investment programs, allows American firms to
continue to invest as long as they borrow the
money abroad. But the money, the obligations which they float in Luxembourg or in
Amsterdam or in Paris, may be subscribed to
a large extent by foreigners who face alternatives of investing in New York or investing
abroad. So that this will not mean a net
saving of $3 billion. It Will mean a somewhat
lesser saving.
Secondly, and in a somewhat opposite direction, I would Uke to suggest that to the
extent that these measures are successful,
they wlll have tremendous repercussions on
other countries. The United States hopes to
improve Its balance of payments by $3 billion. The British have taken measures and
hope to Improve their balance of payments
by $1 to $1.5 bllllon. That means a total of
$4 to $4.5 billion.
If we look at the estimates currently a vallable for the total surpluses of the rest of
the world for the first nine months of last
year, we find that the Oontlnental European
countries show surpluses of $700 milUon and
the rest of the world about $350 million. This
is all in all, a Uttle more than $1 billlon in
surpluses.
Now, it would be very nice if our measures
affected only countries With a surplus. But
even if it succeeded In doing that, it will
still leave a gap of roughly $3 b1llion or $3.5
bllUon which wUI have to be met by putting
some countries in deficit. And, secondly. I
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don't believe that, no matter how hard we
try, we can simply hit the strong brothers.
We are also going to hit the weak sisters.
Our program Will affect the British. The
British program Will affect us. And not only
that but our joint programs will affect other
countries which are already in a somewhat
vulnerable position.
Therefore, these countries probably will
have to react and when they react, of course,
they will cut down our own exports and they
will create di11icUltles for us. I think that we
might start again a spiral reminiscent of the
past in which the dl1ficulties of one country
entail difficulties for the others. It is frightening to contemplate what might happen if
some of these countries felt no compulsion
about devaluing and thus reopening the
speculative moves which we saw in December.
All far as possible solutions are concerned,
I would like to underscore the two directions
I indicated. Clearly, we have to do something to improve our own balance of
payments.
We shall also have to put into effect immediately measures that will improve the
international atmosphere and that will reduce gold speculation. We will have to activate, If you like, the SDR's in order to meet
the situation I have just been describing.
Since it is Impossible to activate those SDR's
immediately, we will have to look tor substitute methods of achieving the same purpose
as soon as possible. In that connection, I have
made proposals tor the strengthening of the
gold pool. This would really amount to an
Immediate implementation of some of the
SDR techniques, avoiding the need to walt
for parllamentary ratification of the SDR
reform.
Let me again stress that we have two problems here, not one. There is the long-term
problem, on which there Is not yet full agreement, of how to increase world reserves in
the future. This is a di1ficult problem because
it implies that when you Increase world reserves by fiat you have to decide who gets
them, for what purposes they Will be used
for, and so on. It gives us lots of difficult
questions.
The immediate problem which concerns us
is to prevent a sudden contraction of world
reserves. At the time of the Rio agreement I
pointed out that we had really for four ye~rs
discussed essentially the long-run problem of
how to increase world reserves in the future,
but that we have not discussed the problem
of how to prevent their contraction.
We have discussed how many SDR's we
should create and how many SDR's other
countries should absorb, Without saying anything about what would happen to the other
two reserve components, gold and foreign exchange. And It is for us very difficult to make
national decisions about how you wlll work
one piece of this paper machinery Without
knoWing what happens to the other two. The
amount of SDR's that might be needed to
solve the liquidity problem would be very
dl1ficult to estimate If we continue to succeed
in palming olf dollars on Germany or Italy
or if, on the contrary, they decided tomorrow
to convert them Into gold. This is a problem
that we tried bravely to sweep under the
carpet at Rio.
I said at that time that the current crisis
of the pound and the dollar might eventually
force us to put our nose in that dirt that
we tried to sweep under the carpet. I said
I hoped that on the occasion of the rescue
operations In question, we would be able to
indicate how the three reserve assets would
be combined, how we would use gold, dollars,
and the new reserve assets to make possible
an orderly evolution of world reserves.
I think that we should have concentrated
first, therefore, on preventing large-scale
liquidation of dollar IOU's issued over the
past fifty years under the gold exchange

standard and accepted by all during those
years. We cannot liquidate fifty years overnight. We have made the mistake of not
discussing this issue and of trying to rush
into the long-run problem without solving
the short-term one.
If we could negotiate an agreement along
these llnes, this woUld make It easier for us
to finance from our own resources and international borrowings from the IMF, the
residual deficits that would stlll remain with
us as long as we refuse to look at the real
problem facing our current account balance.
This would make possible a quick rescue
operation Without the need to impose mutually disastrous restraints on our capital exports.
But in the end we cannot avoid the need to
achieve a current accounts surplus in our
balance of payments which is consonant with
the posi-tion and the responsibilities of the
richest and most productive economy In the
world. And what we are doing now is not
going to solve that problem.
Mr. GooDELL. Thank you, Professor Triffin·.
We would like to get to our distinguished
observers as soon as possible. I think, Dr.
Piquet, you wanted to make some brief comments?
Dr. PIQUET. I certainly wouldn't want to
say anything that would indicate, as I said
before, that I am opposed to the Triffin plan
for a world bank or a reorganization of the
International monetary system. However, I
think this Is a long ways off.
Meanwhlle, I tried to make clear that we
had a big bulge in our balance of payments
deficit In 1960, as we had in 1958 and previously. We made steady Improvement
through 1966, but now we have another
bulge in the deficit in the fourth quarter of
1967.
We don't have the detalled figures but the
figures that we do have for the first three
quarters of 1967 and 1966 certainly indicate
very strongly that the big increase in the
outflow of funds in the fourth quarter of
1967 was speculative. There was no change
in the fundamental balance; in fact, In the
first three quarters of 1967 there was a decllne In the outflow of direct Investment
capital.
People In the Department of commerce
have told me informally that they expected
the errors and omissions Item will be In the
neighborhood of $1 billion, although that Is
not o1ficial, of course. Now, if the problem is
speculation against the dollar, isn't that a
psychological problem? Isn't it a monetary
rather than a financial problem? Then what
can we do to eliminate the speculation? The
answer is to keep the dollar inviolate, that
is, avoid Inflation relative to other countries.
This is essential. The President could have
announced on January 1 some curtailment of
expenditures. We must choose between Vietnam and the moon and agriculture subsidies
and all the rest. We can't have guns and butter and Cadillacs and everything else and stu!
not tax the people.
Now, then, if we keep the dollar inviolate
in terms of confidence by whatever that procedure might be, and adopt a few other devices to try to take the incentive away from
the speculators in gold, that will help us substantially. There are steps that can be taken
short of abandoning gold altogether, namely,
throWing our entire gold supply into the international breach.
I understand we have gold in Fort Knox. I
have never seen it but I am sure it is there.
It certainly has no relevancy to the American
dollars except as it reflects stabllity here at
home or the lack of it.
Why shouldn't we be good bankers and
just keep a straight poker face and pay out
the gold as long as we have it. If we don't,
other countries are not going to shoot us,
and we're not going to commit suicide. They
will use dollars as long as the dollar is ac-

cept.able. And that means the avoidance of
in:ll.a.t1on.
The answer the New York be.nkers woUld
give us is to continue paying out the gold
at $35 an ounce as long as we have the gold,
$12.5 billion of 1t. But Why In heaven's name
should we support the price of gold at $35 an
ounce by giVing an advance guarantee that
we will buy all gold presented to us at that
fixed predetermined price?
Keep them guessing. At present, all that
the specUlator in gold has to do is to buy the
gold, pay the interest cost of holding It, and
then if we do raise the price of gold, he turns
It back and makes a handsome profit, maybe
100 per cent.
If we don't devalue and don't raise the
price of gold, all he loses is the interest on
his investment. He brings back the gold and
gets dollars for it. Why should we put a floor
under the price of gold?
In fact, Fritz Machlup of Princeton suggested some time ago that we announce in
advance that we're going to lower the price
ot gold in terms of dollars. He withdrew that
because it was too complicated. [Laughter.]
Mr. GooDELL. Professor Mundell?
Professor MuNDELL. I don't want to talk
about solutions. I just want to underline
my agreement with Dr. Bernstein on the point
that we can talk about the U.S. balance of
payments deficit or we can talk about the
Implications of the deficit.
Now, the implications ot the deficit are
quite clear. This, In tact, Is the problem of
world lnfiation. If the U.S. creates too much
money, foreigners have to accumulate it and
they spend It, and world spending goes up
too much.
Here, the United States has a clear responsibility, not just to Americans but to
the world economy; namely, to maintain
control, over total spending and over the
manufacturing of dollars. That is one problem.
And the second problem that is related
to that is the gold problem, which is the
problem of the mechanism we use for currently keeping a lld on the price of gold.
The inflation problem and the gold problem
both require solution. The inflation problem
requires responsible U.S. financial policies as
well as responsible European financial
policies. The gold problem requires a management of uncertainties in the world economy. Dr. Piquet mentioned one solution for
it. There are other solutions tor it. As Dr.
Holtrop of the Dutch Central Bank has repeatedly said, we should not nourish speculation about Increasing the price of gold. We
must manage uncertainty in a better way.
Mr. GooDELL. At this point I think before
we move to the distinguished observers for
any comments or questions to the panel, I
woUld like to Introduce our DireCtor ot Research, of our Planning and Research Committee, who is an International economist
himself and an expert observer in this field,
Dr. Patrick Boarman.
Dr. BoARMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
and guests.
I thought I would at this point simply try
to raise some general questions which we
might try to cope with in the minutes that
remain.
The point has been made several times that
the United States has a powerfUl, rich and
productive economy, the mightiest economy
In the world. But I think it has also been
made clear by a number of our panelists that
in spite of this enormous wealth and productiVity that backs up the American dollar,
what we confront today 1s a classical Uquldity crisis, the crisis that can confront any
firm, no matter how rich, no matter how large
its assets. If a business firm runs out of cash
and can't meet the payroll, it has to close its
doors. I think the analogy is applicable to the
United States.
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We have very large assets abroad, far exceeding our short-term obligations. But the
short-term obligations are cash obligations.
And the existence of these short-term claims
of over $30 b11llon against our $12 b11llon in
gold, suggest that we do have a most critical
situation.
It has sometimes been argued that our
problem is not as grave as It might appear
in that that the balance of payments deficit, which has been running at between $1
and $3 billion for many years, and this year
rather larger, is In reality very small compared to the annual gross national product·
of the United States.
We have to keep in mind that the balance of payments deficit is cumulative, that
each year's deficlt is added onto the previous
year's deficit. So we're riding in a situation here where each year's additional deficit
might become the straw that breaks the
camel's back.
I would llke to suggest that one oJ the
aspects of our problem that has not been
treated In the needed depth is the relationship between the domestic economy and
the balance of payments problem.
Under the old gold standard system, to
which reference was made several times,
there was a direct relationship between the
movement of reserves and what happened to
the domestic economy. If reserves moved out
certain things were done domestically to
bring the national economy into balance
with the International requirements. That
was the classic way In which this system
operated. There was no talk of International
liquidity shortages under that system prior
to 1913. There was no concern about balance of payments deficits because they never
became a problem.
The constant adjustment of each Individual nation to changes in the international
economy kept the whole system in equllibrium and what changes there were tended
to be microscopic.
This system was scrapped, in the twenties
and in the thirties, in favor of a gold exchange standard which, in effect, cut the
umbilical cord which connects the domestic
economy to the international. This is the
source of the problem we face today, which
is, basically, that there is no mechanism
any more which Is able to Induce the changes
in the domestic economy which are required
for international equ111brium.
I think we ought to consider what the
options are that we have In our current situation. We have the option of devaluing the
dollar. Most of us would not want to do this
and we presumably will not do it. We have
the option of trying to get other natlons
to cooperate with us and to Increase international liquidity. We may be deaUng here With
an Illusion in that International liquidity, 1
would suggest, is not related directly to international trade. In the past, International
trade has expanded very rapidly without
rapid increases in liquidity, and the British
experience in the 19th Century, which was
referred to here, is an example of that.
The British operated the world's trade and
payments system on an absurdly small reserve base. The reason that they could do
this was because the individual nations were
adjusting their economies to balance of payments requirements.
It seems to me that the other option we
have is to adjust our domestic situation to
balance of payments necessities. What we
confront Is the old problem of transfer. Too
many dollars have gone out and not enough
are coming back to claim our goods and
serVices. And there Is no mechanism in operation to bring about adjustment of this
sort.
The option we have, therefore, in addition
to trying to find more liquidity, devaluing the
dollar, and using controls, which is the op-

tion that the Administration chose, Is that
of trying to bring our domestic economy Into
balance by avoiding the internal fiscal excesses which have caused the dollars to flow
out at a faster rate than they can be redeemed for goods and serVices.
This Is an alternative that is available to
us in contrast to the controls that have been
offered by the Administration and of which
there has been considerable criticism here
this morning.
Mr. GOODELL. We turn to the observers. Do
you have any comments or questions?
Mr. Rowen?
Mr. ROWEN. I would Uke to raise a practical
question about gold reserves. Dr. Piquet suggested that we pay out the gold. Mr. Martin
has used t he phrase "we have to defend the
dollar down to the last bar of gold." And the
Administration is now proposing the abandonment of the gold cover to make this
possible.
My question is: does any member of the
panel think that any na.tional adminlstratl.On or indeed any Oongrese would sit still
for the tots.! diminution of our gold reserves.
Or rather woUldn't there arise &t some point
a kind of a pa.nie in the country as gold reserves dWindled from $12 to $11 to $10 to $5
bUlion, or some number? If for no other reason than the creation of, say, a mtutary security reserve of gold, woUld there not be a
temptation to stop the outflow despite our
~tence that we will let it all go?
Professor BERNSTEIN. I think What Mr.
Rowen said is precisely correct. In a system
in which, In effeot, you say that your currency is equal to gold and you freely offer to
convert your currency into gold, you can go
on for a considerable time, as we have done,
averaging a decldne of $1 blllion a year.
Now, two thl.ngs woUld happen. One of
those, the one you mentioned, ls that there
would be people of responsibility, the Congress, the Ad.Dlinl.sJtration, the be.nklng and
business oommun1ty who would feel that
continued lose of gold beyond some critical
polnit would require a sharp break from previous policy. And that that oha.n.ge would
have to be, in fact, suspension of gold payments.
Now, in truth, responsible people ought to
be talking about this long before you get
down to $5 billion. Perhaps we can count
on an average loss of $1 b11Uon a year, especially with the political pressure we can put
on our friends to keep accumUlating dollars.
But as the gold holdings go down, the good
fellows who have been standing on line and
saying we're going to hold onto these dollars
forever, begin to 133Y that those fellows who
are pushing up to the window aren't playing
fair. We had better get ours before we are
stuck.
And I want to tell you something- that
those who deal with central bankers ought
to know : the central bankers who would be
wllllng to take a chance on the dollar are
very numerous. Even those who criticize us
the most, really only fear th&t someone else
Is going to get the gold and then they will
be told that they have failed to protect the
interests of their country. You would be astonished at the amount ot Ingenuity that
central bankers are applying right now to
the deVising of techniques by which they
will be able to tell their public, "Look, we
protected our interests even it something
happens to gold."
In my opinion, we have reached the stage
where we must do something now or the
movement toward a gold crisis will accelerate.
Mr. GooDELL. Yes, Mr. Hagedorn?
Mr. HAGEDORN. I would like to make a comment on the subject that Is up before you
people in Congress and that is the subject
of the 25 per cent gold cover.
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You in Congress are being urged that th1s
has to be removed and you're being told that
th18 1s of no slgnUlcance domestically and
that It wm strengthen the International position of the dollar.
But I think that you should go slow and
reflect on what you're doing. The 25 per
cent gold cover requirement 1s the only eJ:ternal impersonal limitation that exlsts now
on the expansion of our domestic supply of
money and credit. Without that the sky 1s
the limit and you are left to the dlscretlon
of the people who manage the money supply.
Now, I have no reason to dlsparage the
trustworthine88 or the sincerity of our money
managers, but do we really want to be in
a position where the only Umltatlon on our
own domestic money supply Is their own
judgment?
Now., It may be that as you explore thls
question you wlll decide that the Immediate
arithmetic of the matter leaves you no choice
e~:cept to remove or lower that 25 per cent
gold requirement. But 1f that Is your conclusion, I think that you should also reflect
on the fact that the expansion of our domestic money supply Is related to the expectation that when presented with this
problem, the Congress would In fact remove
the 25 per cent requirement or lower It to
some degree.
I would suggest In your study of the }M"Oblem, that you should consider at least some
substLtute for the lmpersonalllmltatlon that
has been imposed by a 25 per cent gold cover
requirement. It seems to me highly desirable
that we have some sort of a criterion, some
llmltation. Now maybe, as a practical matter,
the th4ng to do when faced with the present
arithmetic, 1s to reduce the gold oo\'91" to
some percentage lower than 25 per cent, but
with the Indication that we are not going
to be talked very easlly Into lOwering It the
next time. Or maybe you should think in
terms of some other formula that would
ltmtt the ability of the managers of the
money system to expand the domestic supply
of money and credit. Some IIOil1; of a statlst1C81 formula may be the answer. I don't
know.
But at least we have a serious problem
here. And I think you are being asked to act
WJrJ precipitously, In a rush, and the slgni1lcance of th1s 1s being overlooked.
Mr. GooDELL. Mr. Dale, do you want to
make a comment?
Mr. DALB. I have a further question for the
panel members.
Am I correct that every member here,
regardless of their views on other things,
favors a sharp reduction in our budget deficit
and a tax Increase to do It? Does anybody
disagree?
Mr. GooDELL. Members of the panel?
ProfeBBOr TaDTIN. I would not want to
answer that question and I don't want to
go Into the reasons why.
Mr. GooDELL. You would not want to answer the question?
Professor TIIIFFIN. No, because we have
been asked not to.
Mr. GoODELL. Ob, I see.
Professor TIIIFFIN. But may I make a comment on the previous question, very briefly?
While I sympathize very much with what
you have said, quite clearly, removal of the
gold cover wm not solve the basic problem,
that 1s quite obvious. It doesn't change anything In respect to the basic reasons behind
our de11.<-lt.
On the other band, I think that 1f the
question had not been ratsed maybe we
might have lived with It, although I doubt
it, really. But once the proposal bas been put
before Congress, the rejection of that proposal by Congress would put central bankers,
many of whom now have become nervous
nellles, on notice that we have only $14 blllion of gold to meet $16 bUUon of gold convertible claims.
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I think that thts would not fall to precipitate the sort of crlsls Dr. Bernstein mentioned.
So, therefore, I think It would be completely irresponsible at th1s stage tor Congress to refUse to move in that direction.
Mr. HAGEDORN. What dO you think Would
be the reaction of the international bankers
1f Congress took the position-now I am not
recommending thls but I am Introducing It
for dlscuBBion-lf CongreBB took the position
that no, by God, we're going to stlck to that
25 per cent 1f we have to deflate our econ001y
to do tt. What would be the reaction of the
International bankers to that?
Professor TIIIFFIN. Yes, but there are $16
billion in claims which politically, at least,
and legally are convertible Into gold. What
would happen 1f the next day or the next
week $3 billion 1s presented for conversion?
Mr. HAGEDORN. suppose we said we are
golng to deflate our own economy so that
there will be great bargains to be bought
in thls country. Maybe nobody would want
to take our gold; they would want to take
our goOds Instead.
Mr. GooDELL. Mr. Haberler would Uke to
make a brief comment.
ProfeBBOr HABERLER. I cannot get eo excited
about thts problem. I thlnk I have a somewhat higher opinion of the Intentions of
the foreign central bankers. ProfSBBor TrUiin
said they would be put on notice about our
Uquid liabilities. But they know already what
these are and what the gold stock ts.
I think they know something else which
was not mentioned, namely that the Federal Reserve can at any time waive that
provision and, if I remember correctly, Mr.
Martin has said on one or two occasions he
wouldn't hesitate to do it. And that could
be continued Indefinitely.
Mr. GooDELL. Now almost everybody wants
to be recognized. Dr. Piquet?
Dr. PIQUET. I think we have to correct a
mtsunderstandlng here. As far as gold servIng as an impersonal regulator of the money
outstanding, that died long ago. The 25 per
cent gold cover is only against the Federal
Reserve notes outstanding, of which there
are about $40 bllllon.
The great bulk of the transacttons In the
United States-that which ls the real engine
of 1n1lation-ts not the Federal Reserve notes
but bank credit. And the cover on that was
removed in 1965.
Mr. HAGEDORN. But the currency bears a
relationship to the expansion of credit, that
ls, the choice that the people of the country
make In order to hold their liquid assets in
the form of currency or In the form of bank
credit.
Dr. PIQUET. There 1s very Uttle currency
held.
Mr. HAGEDORN. Yes, but when bank deposits
expand you can expect that the currency will
expand roughly in proportion.
Dr. PIQ'UET. Yes, true. Ob, I will grant you
that step by step in past years this impersonal restraint has weakened further and
further. CongreBB 1s belng asked to take the
final step of destroying it altogether,
Mr. GOODELL. Professor Mundell?
Profeseor MuNDELL. I would Uke to comment on both Mr. Hagedorn's and Mr. Dale's
question. We have moved to a situation now
in which the tying of the $10 bllllon in gold,
which 1s scarce Internationally, directly to
domestic monetary circulation, will have a
very severe Impact on the use of gold
throughout the world as an International
reserve.
I think It Is golng to be an extremely
heavy-handed weapon to force the Federal
Reserve to suspend the gold cover. CongreBB
has, after all, some control over what the
Federal Reserve pollcy Is to be. Chairman
Martin has to justify bls pollcy.
I would like to make a comment on Mr.
Dale's question about the budget Increase.

That 1s moving into a crurerent kettle of :fl.sh.
The whole question of financial responsibility 1s tied up with the milt of monetary and
:fl.scal pollcy. Wlth respect to the tax increase:
In 1966 I favored a tax Increase and I think
that In 1967 a tax Increase would have been
a goOd thing.
But the problem of predicting what ls
needed with respect to the tax Increase ls the
problem of predicting how the economy ts
going to look In seven or eight or ten months
from now, and that Is a very oompllcated
thing. It 1s a matter of proJection. In my
view, the Administration has to have a llttle
1lexlblllty. It may be that in two months or
three months' time, a $10 bllllon tax Increase will be far too much. It may be that
the economy ten months from now wlll show
signs of a serious downturn. And my own
judgment at the present time is that a $10
billion tax Increase is too large.
Mr. HAGEDORN. Bob, would you agree that
the removal of the gold cover 1s not getting
at the basic imbalance 1n international equiUbrium that we have here? It gives us more
time but if we go on doing what we're doing
and pollcles don't change, we could end up
In a couple of years with no gold at all.
Professor MUNDELL. Well, I think there Is
a rlsk for foreign monetary authorities in
holding more gold, as the amount ot gold
the u.s. has continues to decline. To go back
to post-World War I days, the book "The
Golden Avalanche," written In the 1930's,
points out that the Joke in the 1920's was
to ship all the gold In Europe to the United
States and then leave America holding the
bag with all the gold, slnce Europe might
have decided not to bring It back and to use
some other standard.
After 1934, Congress raised the price of
gold precipitating the golden avalanche that
occurred in the late 1935's. One can object
to that because It meant that Americans
were exporting goods and services abroad and
getting In exchange more gold for burial In
Ft. Knox. It Is a poor investment to ship
goods abroad and get back gold.
Currently, world Inflation has caught up
with the excessive Increase in the price of
gold In 1934-35 and gold 1s now oomlng back
into Its own as a strong interna.tional reserve. If the United States ratsed the gold
price today, we would have another golden
avalanche. We would have to import a lot
of gold but export goods and services to pay
for it. That again would be a very poor bargain for the United States. And that ts why
the U.S. does have a responslblllty to work
toward an international solution of the gold
problem. I don't think the Rio agreements
even begin to touch the problem.
Mr. HAGEDORN. If I might just folloW
through; lsn't the gold problem really simply a reflection of the econ001lc developments of the world? It isn't simply a symptom of the changing relationships between
our productivity and world productivity?
Professor MuNDELL. Well, gold bas become an attractive commodity because, whUe
world prices of other commodities have gone
up In the past thirty years two or three times,
the prlce of gold has not gone up and so
gold 1s becoming an increasingly attractive
metal In jewelry, In teeth, and for Industrial
purposes.
In the past three years there bas been a
substantial increase In the industrial use of
gold. other prices have rtsen to the point
where industries are beginning to substitute
gold metal In airplanes and are using It for
a wide variety of other Industrial purposes.
Mr. BaocK. But aren't we more concerned
with fiow than with price? It 1s the flow.
It ls where the gold 1s going that Is creating
the dlftlculty, not Its prlce.
Mr. GooDELL. Mr. Bernstein said he bad a
one-sentence comment.
Professor BERNsTEIN. There Is a one-sentence answer to thts question. Much as we

love the notlon that there 1s an objective
measure ·of the proper quantity of money in
the United States and the world as a whole,
gold can't be it. This 1s because there bas
been a zero Increment ot gold In recent
years. Wlth a zero increment In gold, there
could be only a zero Increment In domestic
money. Do you see what I mean?
It you want an objective measure of the
proper quantity of money, you have to find
something else.
Mr. GooDELL. Mr. Dale, I don't know
whether you got an answer to your question.
You bad a partial answer from Professor
Mundell. ProfeBBor TrUiin, do you wish to
add a clarl1lcatlon?
Professor TluJTIN. My response Is very
simple. I do believe that, faced with the
present situation, we will have to choose
between a cut In expenditure and an increase In taxes. It so happens that I would
not want to make easier the avoidance of
certain cuts in expenditures which are obviously necessary for other reasons, anyway.
Mr. DALB. But you are for reducing the
budget deficit In these circumstances?
Professor TRIFFIN. Yes, In those terms, yes.
Mr. GooDELL. Dr. Madden?
Mr. MADDEN. Yes, thank you.
I would like to ask this question. I ftnd 1f
one interprets various time periods Implicit
In the remarks here, lt Is possible to agree
wlth everything that has been said, that ts,
we have a gold crisis, we have a liquidity
crlsls, we need a better system, the present
program 1s necessary but it 1s bad. We've got
lt but we don't llke lt. We are powerful and
the dollar would probably be strong without
doing anything.
But one aspect of this whole question
which I would like to see the panel dlscuss
further 1s the polltical aspect, in the sense of
the struggle of nations to assert their own
interests while they are also attempting to
oooperate together.
In th1s connection, someone has said that
if we can't manage our own money, why do
we expect that the International Monetary
Fund can manage the world's money? I think
the interesting point tn the question is that
we have conructs here In the United States
about the amount by which the money supply should increase and the level of the
budget deftclt or surplus, and so on. And we
make errors such as In the present period in
which Inflation Is occurring at a more rapid
pace than we want. How then can we be sure
that the much more difficult conructs of Interest, seen most vividly In the case of the
French under the present circumstances, and
the real differences about whether we should
or should not be In VIetnam, can be reconciled by the power arrangements ln the Fund
and the Institutional arrangements In the
Fund that would accompany the SDR's.
Mr. GooDELL. Professor Trlftln?
ProfeBBor TIIIFFIN. I would like to answer
that briefly. I think that you are perfectly
right. I am quite sure that nobOdy trusts
fully the management of money by anybody,
neither by the United States nor by the
Monetary Fund nor by the French. Thls is
true everywhere.
But, as I said once to Rueff, It would be
nice If we could escape our responslbUltles
because we wm make mistakes. But It so
happens that man cannot avold managing
hls own affairs. Neither God nor gold will
manage them for him.
To be a little more precise about my answer to your problem: I would say thts,
really, that the alternative to some effort to
reach International agreement about the
management of the increases in world reserves which wlll be required In the future,
(and which will be an lncreasl.ng of credit
reserves because there tsn't enough gold)
would be to leave such a management function to the United States.
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It there 1s not enough gold to increase
WOI"ld reserves, world reserves must increase
through credit operations. Those credit operations may be simply credits to the U.S.
banks and the U.S. Treasury. But 1f foreigners take dollars, then they have absolutely no voice in the amounts, in the use
to which the credits are put. The alternative
Is to decide jointly, through the :Monetary
Fund, bow much credit the nations are willIng to create together.
There Is one feature of the SDR's which Is
not morally sustainable In the long run.
Whenever It is agreed that another bllllon or
two billion dollars should be created, the nations are committed under the present RIO
Agreement to give 26 per cent of that to the
United States, 11 per cent to Britain (that ls
37 per cent of the total) and to let 82 underdeveloped countries divide among themselves about 25 per cent.
Thls would involve using the power of international money creation for the support
of extstlng national policies, whatever they
are. This 1s not sustainable in the long run.
It the lender disagrees with such policies, he
will not finance them.
De Gaulle ts wrong in asserting (and
I am not sure that he has done so) that
gold alone ts enough. I think that If
he had the choice between gold and
something In which he would have a voice,
he would take the latter. But as long as we
don't give him that choice, and he doesn't
have it at the moment, It ts either gold or
dollars or sterling.
I can well under&tand, for example, why
De Gaulle would refuse to finance policies
with which he 1s totally In disagreement,
rightly or wrongly. It we want him to finance
our policy, we ftrst have to convince him that
the policy is right. But we cannot ask him
to finance lt unless we have done that job

first.

Essentially, the problem before us Is thts:
the need to reach agreement on the total
amount of reserves to be created and the
purposes for which they will be used.
Those central bankers who said one cannot
create or use short-term llabllltles to make
long-term investments of ten or twenty years
alllrmed, last September, in Rio, that with
short-term llab1Uties one can make gifts, not
for ten or twenty years, but forever. Thts ts
because 70 per cent of the SDR's wm not
have to be reconstituted or repaid. Curiously
enough, thts 1s exactly the opposite of all
that has been said before.
I would Uke to point out that there have
been a lot of contradictions of thts sort. In
1962, when Mr. Maulding ftrst suggested
that some klnd International reserve assets
should be created, the Under Secretary of
the Treasury said this was absurd; one could
never create such a thing In advance of a
world government. But one or two years later
he was ready to support this new reserve
asset very forcefully.
At the beginning of the negotiations o!
the Group of Ten, the French suggested a
collective reserve unit In accordance with the
technique, but not the purpose suggested by
Dr. Bernstein. We threw up our bands at
that point and said no, we want to use the
traditional methods of the Fund. The French
stuck to their collective reserve unit. Little
by little our dllferent point of views merged
and then met.
Last March we saw the negotiations nearly
break off because by that time the French
no longer wanted the reserve unit; they
wanted the Fund, and the United States
wanted the reserve unit and not the Fund.
I think when you look at all these contradictions you wonder how far ahead the
people who have been engaged In the negotiations have been looking.
Thank you very much.
Mr. GooDELL. Dr. Boarman?
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Dr. BOARMAN. I would just llke to add In
connection with the point Professor Trlftln
bas been pursuing, that It seems to me that
international liquidity, the SDR's, the International Monetary Fund arrangements,
and so on, are needed not to finance trade
but. to finance balance of payments deficits.
I suspect Professor Trlftln would agree that
all of these arrangements: the Group of
Ten, the International Monetary Fund with
Its new :l:acllltles, and the SDR's, 1f approved,
will not be suftlclent to handle balance or
payments deficits of the magnitude of those
Incurred by the United States, especially If
these continue.
Professor TBIFFIN. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. GOODELL. Professor Trlftln.
Professor TRIFFIN. To give an answer In
two sentences, and coming back to a point
which I had forgotten In my answer to you,
I agree fully With what Mr. Boarman has
said.
It may very well be that 1f we reached an
International agreement on the tunctlonlng of the system, it would preclude a guarantee for the financing of our deficits. What
does this mean?
It means that 1f we continue in deft'Cit
and are unable to put our house tn order, we
would have to sacrifice our remaining resource, our dwlndllng gold .stocks, and borrow
from the $6 bUllon which we still have in the
I:MF'. We have $12 bllllon In gold but $16
bllllon of llabllltles. Well, those $16 bllllon of
Uabllltles would be transformed Into a longterm debt. We wouJ.d have $12 bUUon in gold
plus $6 billion In the Fund, or $18 billion to
take care of our mistakes. Of course, we
might see all that dwindle to the pal.nt where
we would have to go back to controls or to
devaluatlan of the dollar.
Dr. BoARMAN. If we are going to get our
house in order-and I thoroughly agree with
you-we are left with the Presldent's proposals and we are left with other optlom.
One polnt that OC<llllTed to me, as the
conversation has been proceeding, ts that 1f
we apply generally the exchange controls of
the type that the President has suggested, and
if we make these more comprehensive, will
thts not have the elfoot of seriously restrictIng the usabillty of the dollar lnternatlonally
and, therefore, aggravate the very flight of
gold that we're trying to prevenlt? Don't we
have other options here besides the 1t1nd of
drastic measures that the admln.1strat1on has
proposed?
Mr. GooDELL. Mr. Janssen?
Mr. JANsSEN. I wanted to ratse one question for the whole panel. It 1s getting late
and I think this could be a quick one,
answered best by winking and nodding. There
has been a lot of talk of heading into trouble and I wonder If there 1s anyone on the
panel who thinks that If this meeting were
reconvened a year from now we would be
looking back on some very fundamental
changes ln the International monetary system?
Professor TRIFFIN. I think there 1s no doubt
of that. The monetary system will not stop
dead In Its tracks. It will not even evolve
In accordance wlth the moOd of the negotiators In Rio in September 1966 and 1967.
After all, they did foresee what was going
to happen in the following months.
Mr. GOODELL. Dr. Piquet?
Dr. PIQUET. I should predict that lf the difficulties In VIetnam come to an end In thls
Interval, It would change the question
slightly. What ts the situation going to be
atter VIetnam? We may well be dlscusslng
the dollar shortage problem again.
I belleve that the problems of Uquldlty
and gold are all going to be settled by International agreement. There is no danger,
In my opinion, of a breakdown in the international monetary system in the Immediate
future.
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I think the big problem is the balance of a feasible alternative to the President's proIn other words, aren't you letting the taU
payments of the United States in the coming gram? Is it possible now to cut the spend- wag the dog almost entirely in your general
year. Now there have been conversations ing, to achieve the domestic restraint that attitude, that to take care of a long-run
around here among the panelists that give would bring the balance of payments around? problem you consider measures which would
you the impression that we can't do anything
Who feels that we can do Without these result in a pretty strong defiatlng of this
for our balance of payments.
controls by sufliciently restrictive domestic economy?
Some of the arguments that have been policy which would not precipitate, we
Mr. GooDELL. Professor Bernstein?
Professor BERNSTEIN. Well, I want to be the
used indicate that the balance of payments hope, defiation and unemployment?
first
to say that I don't believe defiating
cannot be solved by any measures because
Professor MUNDELL. In my view, I don't
the minute a country cuts down on its out- think that the restorative measures pro- would solve our balance of payments probflow of dollars, presumably it brings about posed will in fact improve the balance of lem. Defiating is the one thing which would
an immediate reduction in the infiow. Well, payments. It will look as if they are going make sure that demand abroad falls off as
that simply isn't true.
to improve the balance of payments because much as demand here. This is why I say some
This is an emergency program. This emer- when you put a tax on tourists or restrain people here practically suggest that there
gency program is designed to save $3 billion the export of capital, it will certainly cut are no solutions.
I would say that what I want to get out
in payments. On the llquidity definition, I into these items. There is no question but
think it probably wm save $3 billion. On the that a tax on tourists Will mean that fewer of this economy is that part of the demand
official settlements definition, it will not save tourists Will go abroad. It is the effects of which is clearly excessive, which Is infla$3 billion because of the reduction of bank the restrictions that create the illusion that tionary, which is the cause of the rise In
credit to Europeans.
they are in fact improving the balance of prices, which made our exports less competitive, which pulled in the import goods from
The reduction of bank credit to Europeans payments.
will simply compel some of the New York
In the universities some very serious econ- abroad to fill up the shortage of supply relabanks to send their European borrowers to ometric work has been done in this area. tive to demand that we have been experitheir London branches. The London branches The voluntary foreign credit re&trictions pro- encing.
As Mr. Trlflin said, ln 1964 we had an
will be told "you have got to take care of gram, for example, has been subject to carethat good European customer. We wlll give ful analysis, and tbe upshot of the conclu- enormous surplus on goods and services, on
goods
particularly. By 1966 we had dissipated
you back some of your dollars we took from sion of one study, which is coming out in
you." So there will be a reduction of our a Brookings book, is that the restrictions had more than half of it.
Now our good friend, Mr. Piquet, has shown
loans to Europe but also a reduction of our no effect upon the balance of payments. They
had the illusory effect, initially, of changing us that in the first three months of 1967 the
borroWings from the dollar market.
Now, it is my opinion that the President's the item to which pressure was applied, but balance of payments was a little blt better,
program Will be effective because such pro- that after taldng into account an the items, excluding the bad items-I mean excluding
the Items that went up, like military spendgrams can be effective for a year, or for a no effect whatsoever was observable.
year and a hal!. There are other reasons
I think we greatly exaggerate the impact ing which he doesn't regard as in the current
for thinking that the repercussions will not of these measures. I would say that it is far account. But he didn't, so far as I am conbe o! the order that some people have sug- more preferable to do Without these meas- cerned, prove that it was any good before it
gested. The big point is, if we get this sav- ures than it is to put these measures into got better, and that is our problem.
We have had infiation and it ls, strictly
ing for a year, how can we make sure that effect, and that in the long run (i.e., the
a permanent improvement in our balance of next year or two years) the balance of pay- speaking, along with the war, the principal
payments Will be secured? We need a stronger ments Will be worse on account of these cause of the deficit. Therefore, we have to
balance of payments, but not through con- measures. The effectiveness of aggregate solve the problem by getting rid of the inflatrols. Controls are only a device to carry us pollcles, of appropriate monetary and fiscal tion, not by deflating.
Mr. GooDELL. A distinction between deflathrough an emergency.
policies is several times more important than
The longer range thing has to be a domestic the particular attempts to control one item. tion and disinflation?
Professor BERNSTEIN. If you want to use
policy on credit, a domestic pollcy that won't I don't need to list the gaps that are involved
give us too much domestic money creation, in these credit restraint programs-the Can- that old-fashioned term,
Mr. GooDELL. Dr. Piquet?
a domestic fiscal policy which will make ada gap, the Panama gap, the substitution
Dr. PIQUET. One word about using the word
sure that we don't spend too much at home effects that work throughout the economy,
and a wage and price policy which assures us the effect upon foreign economic policies, "defiation" so fast and loose. There is little
that we will remain competitive in world etc. When you aggregate these together and emphasis here, but not enough, on the necesmarkets.
combine them with the increased speculation sities of international adjustment through
Now, if we supplement this action program that this leads to With respect to gold, as the forces of the market. We did have, as
by real econom.tc measures, then I think Professor Haberler pointed out very care- was pointed out, under the old gold standthat in good time, with the end of the war fully, we have the beginnings of a conoea.J.ed ard a tolerable degree of adjustment via
in Vietnam, with the normal growth of devaluation. Once you get to a whole system trade Without deflation. Adjustments do not
world trade, and above all, With a better of controls, what governments typically do- occur in aggregates; adjustments occur alunderstanding of how much of a so-called and the British government is the best exam- ways at the margin.
Now, this leads us into liberal trade policy
deficit we can carry Without disturbing the ple Of this-is say, "Well, now we need to
world's international monetary system, we'll change the price of gold or we need to change philosophy. By Increasing imports (or exhave a good strong balance of payments the exchange rate so that we can get rid ports), we do not necessarily provoke unwithout controls.
of all these restrictions that we've built up employment. There is a shift, there is an
That is the way I look at the problem.
in the process." This is a policy of 50 or 75 adjustment of workers from one line to anMr. GooDELL. Dr. Boarman Wishes to pose underdeveloped countries With inconvertible other, as the AFL-CIO has itself pointed out.
a question to the panel.
Mr. GooDELL. Ladies and gentlemen, I
currencies and I don't think it is the policy
Dr. BoARMAN. We are draWing toward the that the United Stsltes should follow.
think we have drawn to the furthest extent
end of our discussion this morning and we
Mr. GooDELL. Gentlemen, we are getting now of our time. And I want to say first
have, it seems to me, discussed a number of near the end here. It is the normal approach of all that we are very privileged to have
options. We mentioned briefiy devaluation; to have ladies go first; in this instance I had such a distinguished group of panelists
we're not considering that.
apologize, Mrs. Jager, you will have the privi- and observers here.
We have the option of trying to get other lege of going last, and maybe that is a good
I want you also to know that you've not
countries to help us in terms of creating spot to be in.
been talking to yourselves. At one point this
more international liquidity; and I think
Mrs. JAGER. I guess it is best that it is last morning, before we got the quorum calls,
there has been agreement that this is not a because my question really relates partly to I counted fifty members of Congress in the
mechanism which in the long run can cope Mr. Madden's comment on the difference be- audience, so hopefully some of this has been
With a chronic on-going imbalance between tween the short-run and the long-run. This absorbed In places where it can do some
is a confusing factor which would seem to good.
the United States and the rest of the world.
We have two other options which are left, preclude the reaching of any policy concluAnd we were also privileged to have here
namely, either the controls which the Presi- sions by a Congressman, from the advice of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasdent has suggested, or the adjustment of the panel.
ury for International Affairs, Mr. John
domestic policy, in respect to aggregate
But even more interesting to me is the Petty.
spending, fiscal restraint, monetary restraint, combination of psychological and political
Along with the rest of us, as a listener
and wage and price restraint. Although I judgments and also timing judgments on
take it that Mr. Bernstein would not un- the part ot the panel. Doesn't 1t seem a mat- and a learner, I certainly learned a great
derstand by that that the imposition of wage ter of some importance that the adjustments deal and I thank all of you for taking the
time and the effort to be a. part of this panel
and price controls on the economy.
that most of the panel seem to find necesProfessor BERNSTEIN. I don't want any con- sary in the domestic economy might fall with this morning.
The meeting is adjourned.
trols. I want good policies.
rather undue weight on certain sectors of
(Whereupon, at 12:40 o'clock p.m., the
Dr. BoARMAN. I agree. Do we have a this economy; doesn't this seem to you to be
feeling here, on the panel, that we do have an Important aspect in this consideration? meeting was adjourned.)
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AFTER THE POUND: WHAT? OR AN INTERNATIONAL MONETARY STANDARD: NEITHER GOLD
NOR THE DOLLAR
(By Robert Triflin, Yale University)
SUCCESS OF FAILURE?
The devaluation of the pound might have
opened a new era in rru>netary cooperation.
For the first time In history, meaningful International consultations determined the
new rate, prevented a splrall1ng of mutually
defeating devaluations by other major countries, and elicited from them large credits
in support of the new rate. It could have been
a great, an unprecedented success in our
groping for a new monetary order.
Instead it unleashed an equally unprecedented wave of speculation, throwing even
greater doubts than already existed as to the
survival of our international rru>netary system. Why?
MARKET RIPPLES
Market analysts concentrate their gueBBwork on the day-to-day ripples that might
quiet down tomorrow or be the beginnings
of a maelstrom. They note the failure of the
devaluation to restore so far full confidence
in the pound and bring back to London a
substantial portion of the short term funds
that fiew from it in the preceding weeks,
months, or years. They see speculative unrest
spreading from the pound to other currencies, and particularly to the dollar. Private
gold purchases appear to have risen to record levels of possibly $1 bill1on, or more, in
the rru>nth following the pound devalullltlon.
Who is to blame? And how long oa.n this last
Without 1'orc1ng an ofliclal, or unoflicial, increase in the price of gold?
CULPRITS OR SCAPEGOATS?
President de Gaulle kindly offers himself
as a convenient scapegoat for what happened.
He started his gold purchases several years
ago, allowed--or stimulated?-press leaks
that alarmed speculators, reifused to cooperate fully With others In financing the remedies which we favored ourselves to get us out
of the hole. others blame the British for
having waited too long, and for h'aving bungled by not closing the exchange market on
the day preceding the devaluation rather
than on the folloWing Monday. As for the
new wave of speculation which rocked the
market from December 11th through December 18th, they ascribe it to the unprecedented
gate-crashing of the Jee.lously closed club, or
Mecca, of central bankers-the Bank for International Settlements-by our Undersecretary of the Treasury, and to rumored U.S.
proposa.ls to seek agreement on various ways
to close speculators' access to gold at the
present price, thus inducing them to scurry
before the door was locked in their face.
The new and drastic U.S. balance-of-payments program unveiled on January 1st was
obviously timed to ward off the further speculative wave that might have been expected
otherwise from the public announcement of
the unprecedented gold drain from Fort
Knox in December: $295 mill1on in a single
month.
TWO BASIC ISSUES
All this makes fascinating copy indeed for
the newspapers, but throws lit tle light on the
basic Issues that will determine the ultimate
outcome of the present crisis: the deaththroe& of the present gold-exchange standard, aggravated and accelerated by the hugs
and per&lstent deficits of the two countries
whose national currencies serve as international reserves for others, i.e. the United
Kingdom, and primarily today the United
States.
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THE DEATH OF THE GOLD-EXCHANGE STANDARD
The gold-exchange standard is dead or dying, but nothing else has taken its place yet.
It rested uneasily yesterday on two sources
of supply for needed Increases in the world
reserve pool, essential to sustain desirable
and feasible rat es of expansion in world trade
and production: (1) gold, and (2) goldconvertible foreign exchange. Both have
tot ally dried up in recent years.
Gold used to provide three fourths, or
more, of global reserve increases. In spite of
increasing USSR sales, its contribution
dropped to only one fourth in the quinquennium 1960--1964, and has now become negative. Indeed it was already negative before
the recent speculative gold rush. In the last
twelve months for which estimates are available (July 1966-June 1967), private purchases by industry, jewelers, dentists, hoarders and speculators ($1.7 billion) exceeded
the total supplies coming to the market from
new gold production ($1.4 billion) , the difference being met by a $300 million contraction in oflicial gold holdings. Last month's
events w111, of course, dig further-probably
by $1 billion or more-into the world pool of
rru>netary gold.
Gold-convertible foreign exchange thus
provided the lion's share of new reserve increases: sixty-five percent of the total over
the years 1960-1964. These foreign exchange
reserves are overwhelmingly made up of dollar lOU's. They were at first accepted--or
even eagerly looked for-by other countries,
because they carried substantial interestearnings, unavailable of course on gold
metal, and could be converted at will into
gold by their holders, Without any question
or emban-assment whatsoever.
This system was killed, several years ago,
by our brilUant Undersecretary of the Treasury, Mr. Roosa, when he was forced-for very
good reasons indeed-to appeal to "international cooperation" in order to apply the
brakes on gold conversions which might topple the system by raiding the gold cellars of
Fort Knox. In 1949, these were overflowing
with about $25Y,. billion of gold and another
$1 y. billion of net claims on the International Monetary FUnd, while our gold-convertible debt to foreign central banks barely
exceeded $3 bill1on. In the following years,
our net monetary reserves dropped gradually from their 1949 peak ($22.8 billlon) to
$10.9 billion in 1959 and minus $3.2 billion
in June of this year. The net reserves of both
reserve centers together-the United States
and the United Kingdom--and of the other
countries were about equal (approximately
$17 billion) in 1949, but the first had dropped
by mid-1967 to minus $9 billion or $10 billion,
while the second had risen to well over $50
billion.
Sterllng, and even the dollar, no longer
looked quite "as good as gold," and foreign
countries became increasingly reluctant to
pile up further-and less and less eaally
"gold-convertlble"-sterling and dollar lOU's.
They were mo:re and more inclined instead to convert them into gold, if they
could or dared, or in gold-guaranteed claims
on the International Monetary Fund. In the
last two and half years-from the end of
1964 through mid-1967-they converted the
entirety of their current reserve gains ($4.4
bllllon) and some ($0.2 billlon) or their
previously accumulated foreign exchange
holdings into gold ($2.4 billlon) a.nd claims
on the IMF ($2.1 billion). Foreign exchange
liquidation by developed countries even
reached the huge total of $2.8 billlon (of

which $0.8 billion by France and $2 billion
by other countries), but was nearly offset
by unprecedented foreign exchange accumulation by the underdeveloped countries.
THE DEBATE ON MONETARY REFORM
Events have thus confirmed dramatically
the reluct ant and belated recognition by the
official negotiators of the Group of Ten and
the IMF that neither gold nor gold-convertible foreign exchange could be safely relied
upon to sustain indefinitely the world reserve requirements Of expanding levels of
world trade and production. Indeed, now
that both of these traditional sources of
reserve increases have become negative, reliance upon them threaten not only to unleash deflationary pressure or mutually defeating trade restrictions on t he world economy, but also to destroy the stab1lity of the
two currencies which used to prop up the
gold-exchange standard.
Four years of arduous negotiations finally
succeeded, at the Rio de Janeiro meet ing of
the IMF last September, in producing a blueprint for the deliberate creation of a truly
international reserve asset, ln the amounts
necessary to supplement vanishing supplies
of gold and foreign exchange reserves. This
agreement, however, must still be written out
in legal form and hatched-ratified-by
scores of Congresses and Parliaments before
it can come into operation. And when the
new bird finally breaks out of its shell, a
special provision will still forbid it to fiy,
or even to walk until the United States and
the United Kingdom have succeeded in diminishing substantially--or even eliminated
entirely and durably-their huge and persistent reserve deficits.
I ventured to predict at the time that the
Rio Agreement would do little--or nothingtherefore, to solve the more immediate problems raised by the storm already raging
around the pound sterling, and by the tidal
wave of bearish dollar speculation which a
sterling devaluation might unleash upon the
world. I added optimistically, however, that
these forthcoming crises would impel new international rescue operations which might
finally force us to deal realistically with the
problem which the negotiators had bravely
tried to sweep under the carpet, i.e. the relationship of the proposed new reserve asset
to the former ones, the role wh:lch gold, dollars and sterllng would continue to play In
future reserve creation, and particularly the
Inherent vulnerab111ty of the system to sudden or massive conversions from foreign exchange into gold.
The much heralded opposition of views between the United States and France, which
had blocked agreement for so long, revolved
indeed on this Issue. The U.S. wanted basically to discourage the conversion of dollars
into gold, but Wished also to preserve as far
as possible our chances to finance part, at
least, of our future deficits through further
dollar accumulation by f oreign central
banks, up to undetermined amounts. As long
as we maintain tha.t position, it wlll be dimcult indeed ( 1) either to exact from European
governments precise commitments for the
creation and absorPtion of new reserve assets which might conceivably add to already
excessive and infiationary, levels of dollar
accumulation, or {2) to erect jointly appropriate eafeguards against sudden or massive llquidation Into gold of dollar reserves
currently accruing to foreign central banks
or already accumulated by them over the
long years of functioning of the goldexchange standard.
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THE DOLLAR AREA ALTERNATIVE TO INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT

These financial disagreements have now
been compounded and magnified by the
political implications of continued dollar
accumulation by foreign central banks. Our
Secretary of the Treasury called for such
accumulation, particularly by the surplus
countries of Continental Europe, as an indispensable cooperation for the financing of
our direct investments abroad and of the
defense of the "free World" not only in
Europe, but also in Vietnam. Negotiations
aiming at otrsetting the foreign exchange
costs of the stationing of our troops in Germany ended up, last March, with a German
"declaration of intention" promising apparently broader and unlimited dollar accumulation and retention to avoid undesirable
disturbances in the gold markets. Substantial
Increases of foreign exchange reserves since
last March, not only in Germany ($172 million through November), but also in Italy
($845 mUllan), Belgium ($307 million), the
Netherlands (t274 million), etc., in sharp
contrast to previous reductions, suggest that
similar bargaining pressures may have been
exercised on these countries to bolster up
their fiagging interest in dollar accumulation and deter them from excessive gold
conversions.
We may be slipping unwittingly Indeed, by
gradual steps whose ultimate outcome is
hardly suspected-as was the case for our
Vietnam escalation-toward a most radical
solution of our balance-of-payments diftlculties. Infiuentlal banking voices have recently joined the chorus of academic writers
calllng for a demonetization of that barbarous relic: gold. We could do this unilaterally, by suspending formally gold purchases
as well as gold sales, or, more Informally, by
ralslng various forms of restrictioll&--{)n capital, and even on current acoount transactions--against countries which lnslst on
cashing their dollars for gold. Many countries might then prefer-according to this
reasoning-to finance our deficits through
unlimited dollar accumulation, since their refusal to buy and retain the dollar overftows
would either expose their industries to severe
U.S. restrictions, or to unbearable competition with U.S. producers whose costs would
be slashed by the depreciation of the dollar
in terins of their own currency.
Other Instruments of persuasion could even
be brought into play, 1f necessary: sharp cuts
in our foreign ald to some, in our military
supplies to others, etc.
The discriminations established by our new
balance-of-payments program between three
groups of countries might easily indicate a
further and major step along this road, as
they may induce countries to escape, or alleviate, our restrlctlons-shlfting their status
from "hell" to "purgatory" or "heaven"-by
agreeing to limit their dollar conversions, or
even to sell us gold against further piling-up
of dollar IUO's.
There is little doubt that we could easily
repeat in this manner the disastrous experience of Britain with her sterling area. We
could force even more countries into a dollar
area, large enough to absolve us of any future
worries about our balance of payments.
At least, for a while! And at the cost of
building up a tidal wave which would be
certain to engulf, sooner or later, such "dollar
imperialism" into o. renewal of the divisive
and destructive international monetary and
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economic chaos of the 1930's. Public opinion
would soon awaken--or be awakened-to the
political implications of such a system, i.e.,
the forcible financing by foreign central
banks and their nationals of whatever deficits we may incur in pursuing policies unilaterally decided by us, even if these policies
entered into conftict with their own views
of world interests, or of their own national
interests.
It 1s true that we similarly financed ourselves, in the Marshall plan and early NATO
days, the huge deficits of the European countries. These deficits, however, were associated
with policies on which we all agreed: thereconstruction of a Europe ruined by the second World War, and left as a tempting prey
for Stalinist aggression or subversion. It is
abundantly clear that many Europeans do
not agree today with the policies of our Administration in Vietnam, and that some of
them strongly object to what they regard
as an excessive penetration, or take-over, of
their industries by American capital. They
may be wrong, but it would be highly unrealistic to expect them to finance indefinitely policies on which they have not been
consulted and with which they may at times
deeply disagree.
The ultimate outcome of such shortsighted U.S. policies could only be to arouse
sharp political, as well as economic, divisions
between the United States and Europe, as
well as many other countries. More and more
countries would desert, sooner or later, the
dollar area, and erect compensatory barriers
agalnllt the "foreign-exchange dumping" associated with the downward drift of a fioating dollar-no longer supported by central
bank purchases--in the exchange market.
Economic warfare a la 1930's between a new
gold bloc and a shrinking dollar-sterling
bloc would replace the economic cooperation
that has assured our joint prosperity ever
since the end or World War II.
ROUNDING UP THE RIO AGREEMENT

The agreement reached at the Hague between the EEC countries, and later expanded
into the Rio Agreement of last September,
was largely a sane, last minute reaction to
the abyss which was opening before the eyes
of the negotiators as a result of the unreasonable and incompatible so-called "negotiating positions" previously adopted by
France and the United States. Substantial
concetssions by the French rallied unanimity
within the European Economic Community
in favor of solutions acceptable to the United
States, and far preferable indeed to the "undermining" of the international monetary
system alluded to by Secretary Fowler at
Pebble Beach, on March 17th, 1967.
Having agreed, however, on the need for
a new reserve asset, we should now try to
accelerate--or anticipate-its creation, not
so much to expand present levels or world
liquidity, but to prevent their contraction
through ftlghts into gold by either speculators or central bankl!l or both.
The new reserve asset can be made vastly
more attractive to central banks, and more
acceptable to their politicians and public
opinion, than mere sterling or dollar IOU's.
Contrary to widespread opinion, it can also be
made as safe for them as gold itself.
As long aiJ it is not available, however,
for reserve accumulation, and the practical
choice !or reserve holders remains constriCted to either gold or dollars, President

de Gaulle wm not be alone in preferring
gold, especially as long as our absurd and lmmoral venture in Vietnam perpetuates deficits of several billion dollars a year in our
balance of payments.
The most urgent task confronting us at
this juncture is not so much to expand immediately the world reserve pool as It is to
arrest the contraction now triggered by wild
filghts into gold by speculators whom central
bankers themselves might imitate tomorrow
if they finally lost their nerve. The way to
do this is not to close the private gold market, merely transferring its activities thereby
to black or grey markets as in the late 1940's
and early 1950's. It is to warn speculators
that central banks no longer need gold as
their ultimate reserve asset, are ready to use
instead of a new reserve asset jointly created
and managed by them, and are therefore able
and willing to dump in free gold markets the
billions of dollars of sterile gold which they
now hold.
This may well indeed correspond to the
ultimate objective of the new gold pool plans
rumored to have been proposed at Basle by
Undersecretary Deming earlier this month.
To make such proposals truly negotiable,
however, we must stop overplaying our hand
as we have done so often, and at such costs,
over the last eight years.
We cannot realistically expect to negotiate
any agreement that would enable us to elude
indefinitely the correction of our persistent
balance-of-payments deficit either through
bilateral palming-o!f of further dollar lOU's
on foreign central banks, or through large
and automatic earmarking in our favor (26
percent) of the new reserve asset proposed
at Rio, but which is unlikely to see the light
of day as long as our deficits continue on
the present scale. We might be forced, like
other countries, to accelerate the re-equ111bration of our accounts, and to finance our
tapering-off deficits through gold losses and
recourse to our still huge drawing rights
($5Y. billion) on the International Monetary
Fund. We can, on the other band, reasonably
expect to negotiate an agreement protecting
us against the danger of massive conversions
into gold of the huge indebtedness incurred
by us over the last half century of functioning of the absurd Monte-Carlo roulette dignlfted under the name of "gold-exchange
standard."
I am deeply convinced, for my part, that
the U.S. national interests, as well as those
of the world, will be served far better in this
way than by protracted delays and ultimate
failure of negotiating aliOS unacceptable to
other countries, or by short-sighted attempts
to extract unlimited financing from reluctant partners in any "dollar area" scheme, or
by the monetary chaos and economic warfare which either of these techniques would
be bound to unleash, in the end, upon a
world in which we are condemned, and must
learn to live together.
THE JANUARY 1 PROGRAM

The new restrictions announced on January 1st are primarily a hurried response to
our immediate concern: plug the dramatically widening gold leak from Fort Knox.
They may do so in the short run, even though
the net "Improvement" to be expected from
them is likely to remain far short of the $3
billion optimlstically aimed at. Direct investments financed abroad are exempt trom the
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a. Th1s $4.1 billion deterioration in our
celllngs establlshed, but much of this financ- EVOLUTION OF THE U.S. BAlANCE OF PAYMENTS, 1964 ..net worth" balance has been absorbed pri•
TO SEPTEMBER 1967-Colltilltled
Ing will come from foreign funds withdrawn
martly ($3.7 billion) by a sharp decline in
from New York or which would otherwise
our capital exports ($1.6 billion) and an even
Y•rlr
have been placed in New York. Moreover, our
rille,
larger Increase in our capital imports ($2.2
hopes to improve our balance by $3 bill1on
Janu· Differ·
billlon). Both were mostly due to steep inary- ence
and Britain's hopes to Improve its balance by
creases in interest rates here. Only the capi1964 Sep.
$1.2 billion are unlikely to be matched by an
tal exports of U.S. residents were a!fected by
tember
accepted deterioration of $4.2 billion either
1967
the interest-equalization tax and the "volun1n Continental Europe, whose surplUSM
tary" restraints program. While U.S. banks'
totalled less than •700 million in the first
- . 4 loans declined by $1.7 blllion (or two-thirds)
three quarters of last year, or in the rest of B. Settlements deficit (-}.--. -3.5 -3.9
between these two years, direct and portthe world where they barely reached $350
+. 1 folio investments continued to rise, by $1
-.3
-.4
1. Debt prepayments, ate .•.••
million. New troubles and spiralling of re2. Reserves and liquidity
- . 5 billion.
strictions are Ukely to be forced upon other
balance•••••.•.••...••• -3. 1 -3.6
4. The remainder of the deterioration of
countries by our measures, just as they were
+. 8 our "net worth" balance ($0.4 billion) was
-.7
-1. 6
(a~ Dollar balances abroad.
forced on us by the aftermath of the British
1.3
-2.9
(b Net official reserves .•. -1. 5
absorbed by our "settlements balance." Our
devaluation.
deficit on oflicial settlements (net reserve
As tor our own longer run aliOS and
losses) increased tar more, however (by $1.3
pollciea, the new program confirms, but does
EXPLANATION
billion) owing to the reduced accumulation
not resolve, the dilemma highlighted above:
1. The change in the U.S. tnternattornd of dollar balances by foreigners other than
1. It can-and I hope should-be Inter- "net wt»"th" (exclusive of reinvested earnings
preted as a laudable and long overdue at- and price changes not recorded ln balance- monetary authorities and the IMF.
5. Our gold losses remained moderate durtempt to pave the way for a quicker and of-payments statistics):
the first eleven months of this year ($270
:fuller agreement on a negotiable plan :for
(a) refiects the excess of our current ac- ing
international monetary reform, by meeting count (primarily trade) surplus over our :for- mllllon) but reached a record $981 milllon In
the European objections to our huge and eign aid expenditures which finance it in December alone, thus totalling $1261 for the
year as a whole, and reducing our "free gold"
persistent deficits. It even centers our pro- part;
stock to about $1.4 billion, l.e. an amount
posed measures on an effort to reduce dras(b)
is,.
in
turn,
refiected
in
changes
in
varithat
could eaaily be absorbed in less than a
tically the splurge of direct Investments
which some of thein have denounced as a ous u.s. assets and liabillties, classified here year by future deficit settlements combined
with normal money supply increases, to say
"take-over" of their industrial establlsbment under:
(i) assets and liabllities other than those nothing of another speculat ive gold rush
by American capital.
2. The plan could also be Interpreted, how- regarded as settlements and entering the slrnllar to that of last December.
ever, as a further move toward a "dollar various measurements of our so-called "overCONCLUSIONS
area" solution, discrim1nating in favor of the all" deficit;
1. The removal of the remaining gold cover
countries which refrain from converting
(11) our "settlements deficit," defl.ned here requirement has become a matter of great
their dollars into gold-i.e. the underdevel- in a way approximating the "balance on reg- urgency, but will not, of course, arrest our
oped countries, the United Kingdom, Canada, ular types of transactions" whose publlca- huge o.nd persistent deficits.
Japan, Australia, etc.-and against those, tion has been suspended. This includes:
2. The January 1st program alms at "sav"principally Continental western Europe,"
(a) inter-governmental settlements, rewhich refuse to finance our deficits in this lated to debt prepayments, military exports, ing" about $3 blllion of foreign expenditures
by American residents. A substantial porway.
etc. primarily designed to reduce our reserve tion of these savings, however, is likely to be
I suspect that the Administration itself re- losses;
o!fset by:
mains deeply divided as to which of these two
(b) changes In our net oflicial reserves
(a) withdrawals of funds by foreign residirections it will take ln the forlhcoming (gold, foreign exchange and claims on the
months. Indeed, it might be forced into the IMF, minus our l1abll1ties to the IMF and to dents, or reduced investments or foreign
second if the surplus oountdes of Continen- foreign monetary authorities) and in other tunds here, because of:
(l) higher interest rates abroad, as a retal Western Europe failed to respond con- foreigners' Uquid dollar holdings ("dollar
structively to the first. An international solu- balances"). The distinction recorded her&- sult of the curtailment of U.S. capital
tion to what is, after all, an international and in the Survey ot Current BusineSB-be- exports;
problem will require their cooperation as tween these two very dl!ferent components
(11) purchases of U.S. securities abroadwell as ours. Neither is insured as yet, even is blurred by the Inadequate recording of rather than her&-fioated by U.S. Arms dethough the consequences of the nationalistic central banks' Euro-dollar claims, and can sirous to pursue their direct investment proalternative favored by some, on both sides of
grains (such investments being exempted
the Atlantic ocean, would be as disastrous be extremely misleading at times.
!rom the new ceilings when financed by
2.
Increases
in
U.S.
assets
and
decreases
in
for all in the late 1960's as they proved to
foreign borrowings);
U.S.
l1ab1llties
appear
here
as
positive-and
be in the early 1930's.
(Ill) possibly, though not likely, because
decreases in assets or increases in liabllities
as negativ&-while the opposite convention of !ears of a future extension of U.S. conEVOLUTIO~ OF TilE U.S. BALANCE OF PAYME~TS, 1964 TO
is used by balance-of-payments bOOkkeepers. trols to non-residents as well as residents.
SEPTEMBER 1967
(b) the unfavorable impact upon our curBKIEF COMMENTS
rent account of the U.K. austerity program,
Yearly
1.
Information
about
the
disastrous
fourth
of the direct defiationary impact of both the
rate,
quarter of last year is not yet available, and U.S. and U.K. programs (aiming at a $4.2
Janu- Differ·
ence
ary1964
the estimates :for 1967 are for the yearly rates improvement in their combined balance of
of the first three quarters seasonally adjusted. payments) upon foreign countries, and of
t:~rer
2. Instead of increasing by $3.9 billion as the policy measures which some of them may
1967
in 1964, our international "net worth" was adopt in order to reduce their consequent re-3.5 declining in 1967 at an annual rate of $200 serve losses. The combined overall surplus
7.6
4. 0
A. Current account. ••• ••••••••••
- . 6 million. Th1s $4.1 billion reversal must, with- of all other countries in the first nine
4.3
3. 7
B. Minus foreign ald .••••••••••••
out any doubt, be ascribed primarily to the monthS of 1967 was estimated at about $1
Change in international "net
direct and indirect impact of the Vietnam billion only, and the U.S. and U.K. measures
-4.1
-.2
3.9
worth" (A+B)•..•.•••••
war on our economy.
will unavoidably atrect some countries al-3. 7
Total costs of the war are currently esti- ready in o. weak balance-of-payments posi7. 4
3. 7
A. Net capital assets.. •••••••••••.
mated at about $24 billion a year and ex- tion. Their diftlculties, and the measures
-1.5 pected to rise to about $28 billion ln the next
5. 0
6.5
1. u.s. .-!~. . -------··-which they would be impelled to take, would
2. 9
+. 5 fiscal year. Direct foreign exchange costs are in turn spread to others, as in previous
2.4
(a) Direct Investment..•
estimated (conservatively?) at more than $2 spirals of international deftation and re(b) Portfolio
Invest·
1. 2
+.5
•7
ments •..•....•. •
-1.7 billion. Indirect costs--diversion of export strictions.
•7
2.5
~c) U.S. banks' loans•••
-.7 capacity to military production, increased
.3
1.0
d) Other•••..••. . .•••
s. The problem calls tor t wo complemenimports,inftationary impact d1m1nishing U.S.
=
-2.2 competitiveness in world trade, etc.-are dif- tary lines of attack, neither which can suc-.1 -2. 3
2. U.S. liabilities(-)••• ••••
.9
.9
3. Errors and omissions•••••
ficult to estimate, but may be even higher. ceed without the other:
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(a) Internationally agreed measures ur· years. Essentially this means that the earngently needed to prevent a further contrac.;. Ings from our trade surplus and foreign In·
tlon of existing reserve levele through fur• vestments have not been suftlclent to pay tor
ther liquidation of dollar and sterling re· our foreign Investments and the aid and overserves into gold metal, and indispensable In seas military expenditures of the Governthe longer run to provide an adequate ment. Every President since Eisenhower has
growth In world reserves through concerted taken some action to strengthen the
reserve creation and their use for lnterna· balance of payments. Despite this, only a
moderate and temporary Improvement was
tlonally agreed policy objectives;
(b) the early correction of our huge and achieved. In the past two years the problem
persistent deficits of the last eighteen years has become more acute--partly because of
(more than $47 billion), and the recognition the costs of the Vietnam war, partly because
that residual deficits should be financed from of the inflation of 1965-66.
The devaluation of sterling weakened conour own reserves and borroWings from the
IMF, or through other multilaterally agreed fidence In currencies generally and In the
procedures, rather than through further dollar particularly. Speculation reached fever
piling up of dollar balances by Increasingly pitch in the gold markets of London, Zurich
and Paris. There was Imminent danger of a
reluctant lenders.
4. The first of these two remedies could breakdown of the International monetary
be implemented through the strengthening system. The speculation was brought to an
ot the existing gold pool (see my proposale end through the cooperative action of the
in this respect In Contingency Planntng tor countries In the gold pool, but only after sevU.S. Internation4Z Monetary Policy, Joint eral hundred million dollars had come out
Economic Committee, December 1966, pp. of our gold reserves.
133-144, brought up to date in the accomSo long as other countries keep acquiring
panying paper), and the later activation of, a surfeit of dollars, there Is danger of a reand amendments to, the September 1967 Rio newed filght Into gold. Unless we restore the
Agreement (see my testimony, on Novem- strength of the dollar, which Is one of the
ber 22, 1967, before the Subcommittee on pillars of the International monetary system,
International Exchange and Payments and It will be Impossible to avoid widespread
the Subcommittee's Report of December 6, monetary disorders. The remarkable prosper1967). International agreement on these Ity of the postwar periOd might then end tn
short-term and long-term reforms of the a disastrous world-wide deflation as It did In
present reserve system would, by Itself, bring the 1930's.
quick and rapid improvements In our balThese are the facts and the fears that
ance-of-payments situation. It would pro- underline the President's action program.
tect our dwindling reserves against wanton The program imposes a reduction of $1 billiquidation of lOU's incurred over many lion in U.S. direct Investment abroad. It
years past. It would discourage the gold bulls requires a return of $500 million to this
and the dollar bears, thus Improving-or even country through a reduction of bank loans
reversing-hort-term capital outflows from to continental Europe. It envisages a reducthe u.s.
tion of nonessential travel outside the West5. This should make It easier for us to ern Hemisphere. It includes further refinance from our own resources and Inter- straints on Government spending abroad.
national bOrrowings our residual deficits, en- Finally, It proposes measures to encourage
abling us to eschew quick-acting, but mu- a larger increase in u.s. exports which must
tually disastrous, restraints on our capital be the principal meMlB of restoring our
long-run payments position.
exports.
The action program will entail hardships
Final balance In our international transactions Imperatively demands the restora- for the U.S. economy and for the world
economy.
There are people who believe that
tion of our current account surplus to a
level adequate to the financing of the capital all this Is unnecessary. Some of them seem
exports to be expected from the richest coun- to think that our diftl.cultles are due to
try, and most productive economy in the wicked foreigners who insist on converting
world. This is unlikely to be achieved, how- dollars into gold. Others think that the
ever, as long as we devote a disproportionate balance of payments can be restored painshare of our resources to an insane policy lessly by letting the dollar depreciate In a
in South-East Asia, whose main result so far free exchange market. Unfortunately, there
is to serve the interests of Mao-Tse Tung, are no easy remedies for balance of payand to create deepening divisions not only ments problems.
The outflow of gold Is a consequence, not
between us and our Western Allies, but aleo,
tragically, within our own country.
a cause of our diftl.culties. We cannot solve
the payments problem by the ingenious
device of saying that we will sell gold, but
GOLD, DOLLARS, AND THE BALANCE 01' PAYMENTS
we won't buy It back. No foreign country is
(By Edward M. Bernstein)
sell1ng gold to us now, except as a friendly
In a new year day message to the nation, gesture, and none wm sell gold to us in the
President Johnson announced a very severe future unless they run short of dollars. It Is
program to restore the U.S. balance of pay- true that foreign central banks cannot conments. The new program Is urgent because tinue to add Indefinitely to their gold reof the threat to the dollar. The strength of serves except by cannlballzlng our gold rethe dollar depends on the strength of our serves. This Is the real gold problem. The
payments position.
solution Is to create new reserve assets, not
The United States has had a dUlicult bal· to force a unilateral demonetization of gold.
ance of payments problem for the past ten In the meantime, we can keep our gold 11 we
293-820---11713
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bring down the dollars we pay out to tor·
elgners to the amount they want to spend
and Invest here.
The View tihat lt would be painless to restore our ba.lanoe of payments by letting
the dollar depreciate In a free market Is an
llluslon. All that a depreciation of the dollar would do is to allooa.te the effects of the
reduction in U.S. foreign spending in a
different way. In this country, It would place
the gree.test burden of adjustment on the
consumers of Import goOds-through higher
prices and smaller supplies. Abroad, lt would
place the gree.test burden of adjustmell't on
the countries that depend on exports to us.
Canada, Japan, and the United Kingdom,
which have balance of payments problems of
their own, would find their position lntolemble. They would have no alternative except to let their currencies deprecdate too.
Even some of the surplus countries of Europe would feel the depressing effects of a
reduction of their exports to us. In order
to maintain production and employment,
they would probably let their currencies go
down to the previous dollar rate. In the end,
a depreciation of the dollar would bring improvement In the balance of payments In
the wrong accounts and from the wrong
countries at the cost of serious monetary and
economic disruption.
To put it plainly, there will be some hardship from a reduction of U.S. payments by
$3 billion no matter how it Is done. The
action program minimizes the impact on the
world economy. Except for the proposed tax
on tourist travel, It does not restrict any
trade In goods and services. Even the restraints on capital outfiow are designed to
avoid adverse repercusslonary effects on the
world econDmy.
The severest restrictions are on direct Investment In continental Europe. Many of
these countries have a balance of payments
surplus and large reserves. They can absorb
the balance of payments effects and they can
offset any adverse Impact on their economy
through expansionary domestic policies. The
restriction on direct Investment In other developed countries (the United Kingdom,
Canada, Japan and Australia) and In the
oU-prOduclng countries of the Middle East Is
relatively mOderate. Even so, It will cause
diftl.cultles for some of the hard-pressed countries. In the less-developed countries, U.S. direct Investment can grow this year by a generous 10 per cent. The restriction on bank
credit to foreigners Is virtually all on the
developed countries of oontlnental Europe. It
they adjust the4r credit policies to offset reduced bOrrowing from this country, there
will be no adverse effect on production and
trade.
The action program Is an emergency program. It should be a temporary program. Our
first Job Is to see that it succeeds. That requires, above all, avoiding renewed inflation
by enacting the temporary tax surcharge. Beyond that, we must strengthen our long-run
competitive position by holding down prices
and costs. Then, when the VIetnam war Is
over, we shall be able to balance our payments without controls. The world needs a
strong and stable dollar. That means a strong
and stable dollar without controle.

THE

NEW ACTION PROGRAM ON THE
BALANCE 01' PAYMENTS

U.S.

January 18, 1968
(By Edward M. Bernstein)
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

')
I

J
)

In a new year's message to the nation,
President Johnson announced a new action
program to Improve the balance of payments
by $3 bUllon In 1968.
The regulations on direct investment limit
capital transfers plus reinvested earnings In
the less developed countries to 110 per cent of
the 1965-66 average In these countries for
each direct Investor. For the United Kingdom, Canada, Japan, and Australia, and for
the oil-prOducing countries outside the Western Hemisphere, capital transfers plus reinvested earnings are limited to 65 per cent
of the 1965-66 average In these countries for
each direct Investor. In the other highly developed countries, mainly continental Europe except Finland and Greece, there Is a
moratorium on capital transfers, but each
direct Investor may reinvest earnings up to
35 per cent of his 1965-86 direct Investment
(capital transfers plus reinvested earnings)
In these countries, provided this does not
reduce remitted earnings below the 1964-66
average.
The limitations on direct Investment will
not create balance of payments problems for
the surplus countries of continental Europe, but will cause dlftl.culty for some others.
The limitations wm also be burdensome for
the United Kingdom, Canada, Japan and
Australia. There Is no reason to expect the
limitations to cause balance of payments difficulties In the less developed countries. On
the other hand, there will be problems for
U.S. foreign Investors and for some foreign
countries unless the level of plant and equipment expenditures of U.S. ai!Ulates can be
maintained at an appropriate level through
:funds borrowed In Europe. The limitations
on direct Investment are expected to result
In a reduction of $1 billion In U.S. capital
transfers from U.S. companies.
The new Federal Reserve restrictions on
bank credit require no relendlng of longterms credits repaid by developed countries
of continental Europe and a reduction of 40
per cent In outstanding short-term credits
to these countries. Nonbank financial Institutions must reduce their outstanding foreign credits by 5 per cent. There are additional requirements for the return of liquid
assets bOth by nonbank financial institutions
and by direct Investors. The return of funds
through these restrictions Is estimated at
$500 million.
The President has called for a reduction
In non-essential travel outside the Western
Hemisphere designed to reduce the "travel
deficit" by $500 million. The target reduction
In u.s. Government expenditures abroad is
$500 mill1on. The United Stat es is aleo discussing with the Common Market countries
the diftl.cultles caused to U.S. trade by the
rebates on exports and border charges on 1mports equivalent to their value-added tax.
In order to assure the success of the new
program, domestic fiscal and credit pollcy
must hold down excessive aggregate expendIture and restore the stability of prices and
costs. The President has said that the enactment of a tax surcharge Is the first order of
business before Congress. He has also called
for a new voluntary program to avoid a rise
In prices and an excessive rise In wages. New
price-wage guideposts are being considered.
DEALING wrrH THE PAYMENTS DEPICrr

On January 1st, President Johnson delivered a Message to the Nation on the Bal·
ance of Payments. The essence of this message
was that the U.S. balance of payments must
29lHl20-11713

be restored quickly In order to safegu ard the
U.S. economy and to prevent a breakdown
of the international monetary system. The
ne:w action program presented by the President Is a severe one. The obJective Is to
achieve an Improvement of $3 billion In the
balance of payments In 1968.
The need for more effect ive measures to
restore the U.S. payments position h as been
evident for some time. A more rigorous volunt ary program had been Instituted prior
to the devaluat ion of sterling. In the first
three quarters of 1967, the balance of payments was somewhat worse than it had been
In the same period of 1966, omitting special
transact ions In both years. The modest Increase In the trade balance was more than
offset by Increased military expenditu res In
Vietnam and by larger capital outflow. The
failure of the t rade balance to Increase by
more than $500 million in 1967 was particularly disappointing. Despite the slowdown,
the U.S. economy continued on a high plateau, with an Increase of Imports, while several other leading Industrial countries were
In a recession, thus holding down the growth
of world trade and U.S. exports.
The devaluation of sterling In November
1967 resulted In a sharp change In the payments situation. The Unit ed Kingdom had
to sell some of its dollar Investments to replenish Its reserves. Other foreign funds
flowed out of the United States to continental Europe. Two bursts of speculation In gold
necessitated large support operations by the
gold pool, and after the withdrawal of France
the U.S. share In the pool Increased from 50
to 59 per cent. U.S. net gold sales to foreign
count ries, which were only $77 million In
the first three quarters of 1967, rose substantially and necessitated the withdrawal
of abOut $1 b!lllon from the gold certificate
fund In the last quarter. The program Is
proof t hat the United States Intends to defend the dollar and the $35-an-ounce price
of gold.
MANDATORY CONTROL OF DIRECT INVESTMENT

Under emergency financial powers, President Johnson has Issued an Executive Order
authorizing mandatory controls of direct investment and requiring the repatriat ion of
earnings of U.S. foreign direct Investment
enterprises. The admlnl.stratlon of the order
has been delegated to the Secretary of Commerce.• The Secretary has Issued Foreign
Direct Investment Regulations governing direct Investment of all enterprises except
banks and financial Institutions which are
subject to the Federal Reserve program of
foreign credit restraint.
U.S. direct Investment In all countries will
be limited on the basis of the 1965-66 aver.
age level of each company's dlreot Invest·
ment. The regulations divide all countries
into three groups with dUierent limitations.
The repatriation requirement Is the same
for all countries. Each direct Investor is required to transfer to the United States from
its share of the earnings of all Its foreign
aftl.llates an amount equal to the greater of
(1) the same percentage of Its share of total
earnings as It repatriated on an average during 1964-68 or (2) so much of Its share of
earnings as may exceed the limits set for
capital transfers In each group. Moreovex,
short-term financial assets abroad held other
than In direct Investments are required to be
reduced to the average level of 1965 and 1966.
Limitations on schedu le C countries

The strictest limitation on direct Investment is on Schedule c countries--South
Africa and continental Europe, execpt Greece
1
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and Finland. The regulations place a "moratorium" on transfers of capital to these
countries In the form of new funds from the
United States. However, a direct Investor
may reinvest annually In these countries up
to 35 per cent of the average of his total
investment (transfers and reinvested earnIngs) during 1965 and 1966, provided this
does not reduce remitted earnings to a
smaller percentage of his share of direct
Investment earnings than the 1~6
a verage.
1. CAPITAL TRANSFER FOR DIRECT INVESTMENT.
SCHEDULE C, 196~
[In millions of dollars]
1965

1966

Common Market_________________

857

1,140

Belgium and Luxembourg•••••

122
93
614
150
161

~~t~r:~~~~~~=:::::::::::::

117
152
359
158
71

Other specified countries•••••••••

293

=236

Denmark •• __---- - - --- ------

Switzerland. _•• -------------

22
18
54
47
151

24
12
109
58
33

Other continental Europa'. _• •• •• _
South Africa • •••• ••• --- ·-----·- -

12
31

45
21

france. __ • __ . _---· ·--------

~~:?:::::::::::::::::::::
Swaden _______ •• --- __••• ___•

TC!taL ___ ______ __ ____ ____

=
1,193

1,442

'Includes countries such as Austria, Portugal, and .Turkey in

~:~~~~~~o~· i:~~h~~u~~ ~~untries such as f inland, Greece, and

Source: Survey of Current Business, September 1967, p. 42.

The limitations on direct Invest ment apply
separately to each direot investor, aLthough
transfers between counrtrlea In Schedule C
are permitted. Capital outflows for direct
Investment In this group amounted to nearly
$1.2 billion In 1965 and abOut $1.4 b!lllon in
1966. The 1967 data are not yet available, but
the out flow to continental Europe in the
first three quarters was $847 million and will
probably be somewh111t less for the year than
In 1966. lit should be noted that the figures
Include funds bOrrowed by corpor111tlons
domiciled In the United Sta'tes t hrough the
Issue of their securities abroad. The use of
such funds for direct lnvestmen·t In all foreign count ries was $52 mllllon In 1965, $445
million In 1966, and $225 million In the first
t hree yuarters of 1967.
Although U.S. companies will not be able
to remtt new funds from the United States to
continental Europe, except Greece and Finland, they will be 111ble to reinvest part of
their earnings to finance direct Investment .
The earnings of U.S. direct Investment enterprises In these countries averaged about $680
million a year in 1964-86. Their reinvested
earnings In t his period averaged $210 million
a year. The Income remitted to the United
States averaged $445 million a year. In Sout h
Africa, earnings averaged abOut $104 million
a year, remitted Income about $65 million a
year and reinvested earnings about $35 million a year In 1964-86. The difference bet ween
the sum of remillted Income and reinvested
earnings, compared with total earnings, 1s
mainly accounted for by the foreign withholding tax on Income remitted to the United
St llltes. In some Instances, direct Investment
participation through second and tertiary
companies may affect the relationship between earnings, remit tances and relnve&ted
earning.

%. EARNINGS, INCOME, AND REINVESTED EARNINGS, SCHEDULE C, 1964-66

.,
t

(In millions of dollars(

<0

Earnings

t-:1

I...
......

~

1964

Common MlrkeL ..................................~ .........
Belgium and Ldltelllbolrre••••••••••••••••
F111nce.••..••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

398

--53

Income
1966

1965

435

275

366

316

~

34

27
178
23
13

35
42

2~

25

35
36
178
31
35

76

102

118

124

7

__ ....i

12
20
82

.U3

4
4

5
17
-4
!I

40
71

17
38

36
18

fi:r~~===============================
Ne erlands••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

82
211
19
33

217
-4
46

Other specified countrltt.....................

195

211

218

20
151

6
8
27
15
157

5
-1
31

44
87

67
101

6

Swltzerllnd....- ..........................................

Sweden......................................~•------·- ..

Other continental tatoJIII·-··-·-·•······--South Afrlcl••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ---

;~r:..~::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::

,_____

7

11

_.. ............................................

724

1966

1965

395

52
88
208
39
48

Denmark..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1964

A very substantial part of the earnings of nearly $1.2 bUlion a year in 196~6. remitted
direct investment enterprises was retained for income averaged about $700 mUllen a year,
reinvestment. The earnings attributable to and reinvested earnings averaged over $500
U.S. dlrect investment enterprises in Sched- million a year. The oil-producing countries
Reinvested earnings
ule B countries averaged nearly $3 b1111on a averaged nearly $1.1 billlon & year in earnyear in 19~6. Of this amount, $2.1 billion ings in 1964-66 and remitted almost all of
1964
1965
1966
was remitted as income to the United States it to the United States. For the group as a
and $900 million was reinvested. In Canada whole, remitted income averaged 73 percent o!
105 alone, earnings of U.S. enterprises averaged earnings tn 19~6.
100
-3

= 773

~~~

8
5
7
16
40

5
I
10
18
68

75
124

26
46

31
78

852

424

14

52

18

-s
21

-3

576

545

16
32
-42
-33
25

13
50
1'7
9
16

ll2

104

- -3

279

1
3
1!
-4

85
34

48

164

which cannot be adequately met from
sources other than the United States. Others
depend on U.S. capital infl.ow in order to
avoid serious damage to tbelr balance of payments. The regulations llmit the capital inflow for each direct investor in these countries to 65 per cent of the average of hls new
investment from capital transfers and reinvested earnings in 196~6.
Direct investment in the Schedule B countries is very large in the aggregate. In Canada
alone, capital transfers for direct investment
averaged $1 billion a year in 196~6. In the
other Schedule B countries, capital transfers
averaged close to $700 million in 196~6 with
half of the total for direct investment in the
United Kingdom. In the flrst three quarters of 1967, capital transfers in Schedule B
countries were probably just under $1 bllllon,
ma.inly because of a sharp decline in direct
investment in Oa.nada.

1965

1966

Auatralia•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Callllda •••••••••••.••••.•••••.••••••
Japan••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
United Kinadanl •••••••••••••••••••••
Ml4dlt East and Lib)a 1••••••••••••••

136
912
19
317
266

Total.......... ~ ..... -••··-··---•--•-•

1,650

147

l,~r

1,728

•Includes some countries not in schedule B.
Source: Survey of Current Business, September 1967, p. 42,

I>)

Earnings
1965

1964

India •.•••••...........•.•••••.•.••........
Philippine Republic ••••........•..•...•••.••
Other Far East'············ .....•.••••••••••

96
101
497
466
160
44
30
48
91

109
122
456
574
158
21
3
53
102

Tetal ••••••••••••••• ·····-···· __ •••

1,399

1, 533

I, 598

Other Western Hemisphere'··················
Africa 1.. ~.. ......... -

................... ..........................................

Reinvested earnings

Income
1966

92
58
547
398
149
1
23
47
84

••••...............••••••••••.....
..."" Venezuela
Other latin American Republics••.•..•.•.....

1965

1966

301
116
3
12
28
77

70
19
475
305
126
23
14
23
119

60
33
438
431
148
2
8
26
70

-1
7
14
7

1,124

1,174

1,216

277

61
5

521

1965

1964
34

59
27
96

1966

33

49

23
166
39
25
12
23
-27

20
145
41
23
-8
24
32

85

84

34

-378

411

Includes Bermuda and the Bahamas In schedule B.
• Excludes libya in schedule B and Republic of South Africa In schedule C.
• Includes Hong Kong and excludes Japan which are In schedule B.
Source: Survey of Current Business, September 1966, p. 35, and September 1967, p. 43.

1

INCIDENCE

OF

THE REGULATIONS ON
INVESTMENT

DmECT

The impact of the regulations on the balance of payments of individual countries
cannot be determined from their bistorica.l
experience. The regulations apply to each
group of countries as a whole, and a dlrect
investor may move funds from one country
to another in the same group. Tra.n&fers between countries not in the same group are
permitted from those in Schedule C to those
in Schedules A and B, and from those in
Schedule B to those in Schedule A, provided "that the a.mount of the transfer,

504
1,072
3,002

1964

1965

1966

143
1,2~~
427
1,146

54
634
31
263
1, 088

52
703
47
270
1,062

54
766
43
251
1,129

2,134

2, 243

3,047

2,070

taken together with other authorized transfers of such direct investor, does not exceed
in any yea.r the llmlts authorized with respect to sucl:l. direct investor . • . (in each
separate Schedule]." Thus, the regulations
on transfers and reinvested earnings set a
theoretical limit on direct investment for
each Schedule as a whole, but the practlca.l
limit may be less, as some dlrect investors
may not be able to invest to the amount of
the theoreticalllmlt. This is true of investors
with af!Uiates in only a few countries and
particularly those operating in continental
Europe with a relatively high repatriation
requirement.

7.-APPROXIMATE EFFECT OF NEW REGULATIONS ON DiRECT INVESTMENT I
(In millions of dollars(
Reinvested
ea~;;gs,

1964
64
500
35
167
16

-782
-

1965

1966

63

89
539
49
190
102

966

969

72
540
49
242

1 Includes some countries

not In schedule B.
Soun:e: Survey of Current Business, September 1966, p. 35 and September 1967, p. 43.

Limitations on schedule A countries

All other countries are grouped together
in Schedule A. They include Latin America
and the less developed countries of Asia
and Africa (excluding the oil-produc.tng
countries of the Middle Ea8t and Libya). For
the countries in tbls group, a.ll.owable transfers of new capital, when added to reinvested earnings, may not exceed in any year
110 per cent of the direct investor's average
investment in the Schedule A countries in
196~6. Capital transfers to all of these
countries averaged less than $500 million a
year in 196~6. Except for La.tin America
and other Western Hemisphere countries,
capital transfers to Schedule A countries are
usually very small and were only $15B milllon

in 1966, making no deduction for negative
investment (Table 6, page 7). In 1967, virtually no new capital transfers went into
dlrect investment in the Schedule A countries of Asla and Africa.
The major source of funds for direct investment in the less developed countries,
particularly the La.tln American Republics,
1s the reinvested earnings of the subeldiarles
and branches of U.S. en.terprlsee in these
regions. In 19~6. the earnings of u.s. amuates in all Schedule A oountries averaged
sngbtly more than $1.5 bilnon a year. The
remitted lncome averaged about •1,170 milnon and reinvested earnings averaged about
$355 m1111on a year (Table 6). In Venezuela,
virtually all of the earnings of U.S. enterprises were remitted as income.

5. CAPITAL TRANSFERS FOR DIRECT INVESTMENT, SCHEDULE A, 1965-66
(In millions of dollars(

Mexico ...•................•.................•.......•.•..•
Brazil•••••........•..•.••••...••.•.••......•.•••••••••••••
Venezuela ..........•.••.....••.•............••..•••.•.•.•.•
Other Latin American Republics •••••.......•••.•.•.••.•••••.•
Other Western Hemisphere 1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Africa'····················································
India •.....•...............•..•••••••............••.•.•••..
Philippine Republic••.••••.••••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••••••
Other Far East•.....•..•.•.••...................•.••..••....

1966

16

99

-6

"! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - . - -............................. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

85

-93
176
95
139
8
30
126

-48
109
114
76
-10
19
44

574

405

Includes Bermuda and the B1hamas in schedule B.
• Excludes Libya In schedule B and Republic of South Africa in schedule C.
• Includes Hong Kong and excludes Japan whicll are in schedule B.
Source: Survey of Curn!nt Business, SeptemiM!r 1967, p. 42.

I

(In millions of dollars(

1964

128

1,2~

2,825

384
79

6. EARNINGS, INCOME, AND REINVESTED EARNINGS, SCHEDULE A, 1964-66

t-:1

:n'l::iiiiniiiim-:Qi:::::::::::::::::::::::::
Mld41t East and ya 1••••••••••••••••••••••

121
1,106
54
473
1,071

1966

1965

(In millions of dollar$(

Schedule B includes a number of high income countriee, such as Australia, Canada,
Ireland, Japan, New Zealand and the United
Kingdom, as well as most oil-producing
countries, such as Iran, Iraq, Ituwa.it, Libya,
Qatar, and saudl Ara.bla. Hong Kong, Bermuda and the Bahamas are al110 in this group.
Some of these countries are highly dependent on a capital infiow for econOIIII.lc growth

t
i...... Mexico••••••.......•••••••••••••••........•
... Brazil. ....•.•...•••••••.................••

a::.~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1965

Reinvested earnings

Income

Earnings
1964

3.-CAPITAL TRANSFERS FOR DIRECT INVESTMENT,
SCHEDULE B, 1965-66

LimitatiOnl on schedule B countries

<0

(In million of dollars(

291

I Includes countries such as Austria, Portugal, and Turkey in schedule C, and other countries such as Finland, Gn!ece, and Ireland
not In schedule C.
Source: Survey of Current Business, September 1966 and September 1967, p. 43.

There are strlking dUierencea in the practice of U.S. companies on the retention of
earnings in SchedUle C countries. In Germany, Italy, and Sweden reinvested earnings
were negative in 196~6. Probably for tax
reasons, U.S. enterprises in these countries
transferred their entire earnings to the
United States and then returned as new
funds that part of the ea.rnlngs they needed
for reinvestment. In France, Sweden, and the
Netherlands, on the other hand, reinvested
earnings were a very latge part of the total
earnings attributable to U.S. enterprises. In
a few countries, notably Switzerland and
South Africa, reinvested ea.rnlngs exceeded 35
per cent of the 196~6 average of total new
investment (reinvested earnings plus transfers for direct investment), In France, reinvested earnings were probably just short
of 35 per cent of the 1965-66 average of total
new investment. For the group as a whole,
reinvested earnings averaged 31 per cent of
total earn1n.ga in 196~6 and were less than
35 per cent of total new investment. As some
companies will have a greater than average
obligation to remit ea.rnings, because of the
35 per cent limitation on new investment,
actual remittances will have to be more than
70 per cent of earnings in this group.

4. EARNINGS, INCOME, AND REINVEStED EARNINGS OF U.S. ENTERPRISES, 1964-66

Total direct
inv~~6'/;ent,

Maximum
under
regulations •

Indicated
reduction
from 1966•

411
969
291

------------

816
2,697
1,733
-445

972
1, 726
291

------------

+156
-971
-1 442
+445

1,671

4,801

2,989

-1, 812

1966. The reduction in direct investment wUl
be less than shown in Table 7 because
allowance must be made for funds borrowed by a foreign afliliate from U.S. flnanclal
1nst1tutions. Thls is treated as direct investment but is not a transfer by a direct investor. Allowance must also be made for exclusions from the regulations--banks and
flnanclal institutions subject to Federal Reserve guidelines, and dlrect investment of
less than $100,000 a year. Most important,
special authorizations can be given for investment in excess of the llmlts, particularly
for work in progress and for legally binding
commitments. The estimated 1968 reduction
of $1 bUlion in direct investment, as measured by the 1967 balance of payments, makes
allowance for exclusions and special authorizations.
The developed countries of continental
Europe would have the greatest reduction in
receipts from U.S. direct investment. The
moratorium on transfers of new funds would
mean a reduction of nearly $1 b1111on from
the 1966 level but considerably less from the
1967 level, assuming that the continental

European countries are the sole source of the
foreign funds borrowed by U.S. corporations
for direct investment. Many of them can absorb the balance of payments effects of the
sharp decllne in U.S. direct investment without great dlfliculty.
Direct investment in the Schedule B countries would be reduced by about $1 bllllon
from the 1966 level and by about $550 milnon from the 1967 level, before other allowances. If the reduction of direct investment
were proportionate in all countries, the
greatest burden would be on the United
Kingdom because of its serious payments
problem. In Canada, with easy access to U.S.
money and capital markets, the adverse effect
on the balance of payments may not be
great. The problem created for Austrana•s
balance of payments by the nmitation on direct investment 1s more d1flicult, but it may
be met to some extent by transfers of funds
from other countries ln Schedules B or C or
by special authorizations, particularly for
projects already under way. For the less developed countries generally, the regulations
on dlrect investment are generous and cannot create balance of payments diflicultles.

B.-SOURCES OF FUNDS OF DIRECT INVESTMENT ENTERPRISES, 1965
(Dollar amounts in millions(
Manufacturing

Mining and
smelting

Petroleum

Total

Funds from the United States••••••.•••••••..•
Reinvested earnings•••••••...••••.•....••••.

$1,369
I, 174

$124
301

$997
-4

$2,490
1,471

Direct Investment..•••••••...•••••...•
Depreciation and depletion .•••••••......••...
Funds obtained abroad••••..••.••••.......••
Unidentified soun:es•••...••••••••..•••••....

2,543
1,865
2,437
157

425
278
260
16

993
1,247
881
145

3, 961
3,390
3, 578
318

Total•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••

7,002

979

3,266

11,247

Ratio of direct Investment (1 +2) to total, per·
cent. ••••••••.•••••.••••••••...•••••••••.

36.3

43.4

30.4

35.2

Source: Survey of Current Business, January 1967, p. 28.

~~~ 8:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

405
1, 728
1,442
-445

All countries••....••••••••....••.......•
Allowance for lower direct investment in 1967,
approximately......••...........•••........
Allowance for direct investment not covered by
regulations and for special authorizations,
approximately_.........•..........•••......
lnd1cated reduction from 1967 level of investment
by direct investors•••.......••••........••••

3,130

Funds borrowed abroad••••••••••••••••••••••••

------------ ----------------------.....................
_
-----------· -----------------------------·---- ----------- ------------ -·---------........................

400

400
-1,000

• Does not include international shippinJ! companies incorporated abroad.
' Assumes that 1968 earnings will perm1t reinvestment at the 1966 level.

The regulations as they stand would re- blllion because direct investment transfers
quire a reduction in direct investment (new funds) amounted to $2.0 b1llion in the
through transfers of new funds and rein- flrst three quarters of 1967 compared with
vestment of earnings of about $l.B billion $2.4 billion in the same period of 1966. Funds
from the 1966 level. Compared With 1967, borrowed abroad and included in U.S. transhowever, the reduction would be about •1.4 fers, however, were also less in 1967 than in

The llmitatlons on direct investment wm
create investment problems for the U.S. direct investors and for the foreign countries
in which they operate. If U.S. afliliates in
Schedules c and B countries bad to depend
solely on the limited amount of new direct
investment permitted under the regulations,
they might be unable to finance any expansion of their operations. In fact, U.S. affiliates can use thelr depreciation and depletion allowances and funds obtained
abroad. These sources are much larger than
transfers from the Unlted States and reinvested earnings. In 1965, for exa:.nple, U.S.
aflillates ln all areas obtained 611 per cent
of the $11.2 billion the7 used to acquire
plant and equipment, inventories and other
assets from depreciation and depletion allowances, credits abroad, and unidentifled
sources. U.S. a.fllllates will become even more

dependent on foreign financing for the
normal expansion of thelr operations. If
U.S. afliliates can borrow long-term through
issues of thelr securities (with the guarantee
of parent companies if permitted) and 1f
they have somewhat greater access to local
credits, the scale of new investment of U.S.
enterprises in Europe, Canada, the Unlted
Kingdom, Austrana, and Japan need not be
seriously curtailed. This would require an
accommodating credit pollcy in Europe.
Investment by the petroleum companies,
and to some extent by mining companies,
presents a special problem for foreign countries and for U.S. dlrect investment enterprises. The amount of foreign investment
by petroleum and mining companies varies
sharply from year to year, depending upon
exploration and development of new fields.
No formula could take adequate account of

.....
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the need !or new investment funds that credits extended within the guidelines w1ll
<:ould emerge unexpectedly when new oU have to give priority to export financing
fields or new mines are opened. Inevitably, and to loans to lees developed countries. The
such cases will require special authorization. contraction will be especially large ln shortterm credits for Germany and SWitzerland
BANKS AND FINANCIAL INST1Tt7TIONS
and ln long-term loans to Norway, Germany
The President has delegated to the Federal and Italy.
Reserve Board standby authority to Invoke
Under the new guidelines, nonbank finanmandatory controls on transfers by any bank cial lnstltutlons (insurance companies, trust
or other financial institution, including au- companies, mutual savings banks, etc.) are
thority to require the repatriation of funds requested to reduce their end of 1967 hold·
held abroad, 1! the Board should regard this lngs of foreign assets covered by the program
as necessary or desirable. So far, the Federal by 5 per cent during 1968. Holdings of liquid
Reserve Board has decided to regulate the funds abroad wm be reduced to zero or the
lforelgn transactions of banks and other minimum working balance required for their
financial institutions through voluntary foreign business, even if this entails a decontrols. It has, however, issued new guide- cline of more than 5 per cent ln foreign
line's requiring a severe restriction of out- assets. The amount Involved cannot be large,
standing foreign credits of banks and of perhaps a reduction of $50 mUllon ln covcovered foreign assets of other financial ered assets.
institutions.
The reduction of bank credits to Europe
The November 16, 1967 guideline estab- will result in a great Increase of demand tor
lished a 1968 ce111ng for outstanding foreign Eurodollar credits and tor credit from the
credits of large banks with considerable for- banks ot continental Europe. Some European
eign claims at 109 per cent of their 1964 base customers of American banks may try to
(the amount of foreign credits outstanding secure loans from the American branches of
at the end of that year). The new celllng tor the same banks ln Europe; and the head
1968 Is 103 per cent of the 1964 base. For omces ln this country may find lt necessary
other banks, generally smaller ones with to repay Eurodollars previously borrowed
limited foreign credits outstanding, the 1968 !rom their branches. No doubt some :foreign
ceiling had previously been set at 2 per cent funds will be withdrawn :from this country
ot their total assets at the end ot 1966. The to meet the increased demand tor credit In
new ceiling !or 1968 is their 1967 celllng Europe. The Improvement 1n the reserve
plus one-third of the addition that had been settlements balance may be much less than
envisaged In the original guidelines.
the $500 milllon Improvement ln the llquidlty
More Important, banks are asked to re- balance.
duce outstanding long-term loans to develThe pressure on the Eurodollar market
oped countries of continental Western Eu- from the reduction of U.S. bank credits to
rope by not renewing such loans at maturity Europe w1ll be intensified by the withdrawal
and by not relendlng repayments to residents of llquid assets by U.S. firms. The short-term
of those countries. The guidelines request foreign claims on Europe of U.S. nonbankfurther that short-term loans to developed lug concerns amounted to $1,157 mllllon at
countries of continental Western Europe be the end of June 1967. About half of the
reduced during 1968 by 40 per cent of the claims were on the United Kingdom, a furamount outstanding on December 31, 1967 ther Indication that they included a conat a rate not less than 10 percentage points siderable amount of liquid assets. Some of
in each quarter. The celllng for outstanding these funds are temporary Investments of the
foreign credits !or each bank will be reduced proceeds of securities Issued by U.S. comby the reduction In Its term loans to devel- panies for financing their direct investments
oped countries of Western Europe and addi· abroad. It Is d11D.cult to see how such :funds
tlonally each quarter by 10 per cent of the can be returned to the United States without
amount of short-term credits to the devel- disrupting plans for financing direct investoped countries of Western Europe outstand- ment that may already be In process. Nevering at the end of 1967.
theless, there will be some llquid assets that
will have to be returned to the United States,
9. OUTSTANDING CLAIMS ON EUROPE REPORTED BY BANKS placing further pressure on the Eurodollar
IN THE UNITED STATES I
market.
(In millions of dollars)

FOREIGN TRAVEL

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
The restriction ot travel expenditures 111
very d111lcult tor the United states because
there 1s no altogether •atl!actory mea.ns of
administering such llmitatlons. With the
ready acceptablllty of dollar notes and dollar
checks, it would be very d111icult to set a
maximum sum that each traveller could
spend abroad. The alternative of a graduated
expenditure tax would require a tar-reaching
Innovation ln the ts.x system. The simplest
device would be to Impose a ticket tu on
travel outside the Western Hemisphere, although this might not achieve the desired
reduction of travel expenditures.
In 1966, U.S. travel expenditures outside
the Western Hemisphere amounted to t1,D45
mllllon and in 1967 they were over •1.1 bllllon. Payments to foreign carriers (about $800
million in 1967) must have been very largely
to European airlines. Even a precipitous tall
in travel to Europe, Africa, and A.sla could
not reduce foreign travel and passenger
transportation pa.yments by •500 mllllon ln
1968, as some U.S. travel would be diverted
to the Western Hemisphere. The best hope
tor reducing the "travel de:fl.clt" by t500
mllllon in 1968 ls to supplement a moderate
reduction of U.S. travel In Europe with the
return ot a normal level of U.S. travel 1n
Canada (now that Expo 1s over) and a morethan-normal Increase in receipts from foreign travel in conjunction with the Olympic
Games ln Mexico.

INCREASING U.S. EXPORTS

10. U.S. EXPENDITURES FOR TRAVEL IN FOREIGN
COUNTRIES, 196H7

In the long run, the elimination of the

[In millions or dollars)

1965

c... ________________ _
c~~

Mnlco•••• -------------

Otlter WesterR Nemlrphere. -------------United KlnadoJ'D.. _______ _
France
•• -----··--------_
Italy
__________________
Switzerland •••• __ •••• __ _

~~~Trf~!.-.-.-.-::::::::::::

Denmark•• --··--------Sweden
•••••••• ---------_
Norway________________
Netherlands•••.•••••••••
Bel~ium-luxembourg ••••
Spain ••••••••••••• ·---Greece. ____ -------·--·Other Europe ••••••••••••

600
540
324

142
125

152
53
79
27
23
14
16
24
13
51
31
56

1966

678
575}
360

1st 3 quarters
1966

1967

571

925

701

740

167
116
153
60
86
36
26
13
14
26
13
53
34

61

858
President Johnson's message on the bal806
735
Total Europe••••••
m
ance of payments calls for a reduction of
Oct. 31, 1967,
Sell!. 30, 1967,
35
31
IsraeL------------·---e500 milllon ln the "travel deficit" by deferlong term
short term
60
62
•• -----------.• ·-ring for the next two years nonessential .lapin
18
15
l'iustraii•-New
Ze1land•••_
All other______________
travel
outside
the
Western
Hemisphere.
The
62
71
15
Austria •••••••••••••
10
emphasis
on
reducing
travel
expenditures
74
Belgium ••••••••••••
72
Total all other
cannot be justified merely by the "travel
18
36
Denmark •• -----···.
countries.......
168
186
155
178
France •••• ___ ••••••
58
46
deficit."
The
view
that
no
account
in
the
balGermany________ •• _.
198
122
Total elqltedltures
ance
of
payments
should
have
a
large
excess
78
118
Italy•••••••••••••••
in forel&n cou not payments contradicts the principles underNetherlands•••••.•••
31
2
tries........... 2,438 2,657 2,162
2,620
Norway____________ _
51
146
lying the freer tl'ade and payments pollcy of
24
66
Portugal. •••••••••••
'lib.e
postwar
period.
The
case
:tor
a
reduction
53
56
Spain •••• ---------Source: Surwy of Current Business, June 1967, p. 14; March
in U.S. travel expenditures rests on the ur47
71
Sweden •••••••••••••
gency of solving the payments problem and 1967, pp. 26-31; 1nd December 1967, p. 29.
117
II
Switzerland •••••••••
other Europe _______ _
25
86
the Importance of haVing the general publlc
GOVERNMJCNT EXPENDITURES
share in the sacrifices that must be made for
The Government's overseas expenditures
TofaL .•....•
890
745
this purpose.
are very large, refiectlng the wide interna~
Expenditures of U.S. travellers ln foreign t1ona1 commitments of the United States.
1 Does not include United Kingdom, Gretee, Finland, or Eastern
countries amounted to e2.4 bllllon In 1965 and These expenditures have Increased rapidly
Europe,
Source: Federal Reserve Bulletin, December 1967, p. 21M; $2.7 bllllon ln 1966. In the first three quar- 1n recent years 1n response to the lntensltiters of 1967, such expenditures amounted oatlon of the war ln Vietnam. In 1966, the
Treasury Bulletin, Nov. 1967, p. 105.
to e2.62 bllllon, about U60 milllon more torelgn payments on U.S. Government transThe new guidelines will necessitate a re- than in the same period of 1966, most of actions (other than military grants of goods
duction of about e300 million 1n outstand- which was ln Canada. For the year as a whole and services) amounted to .8.7 billion. In
ing short-term credits to continental West- U.S. foreign travel expenditures were about the first three quarters ot 1967, such payern Europe at a regular quarterly rate during $3.2 billion ln 1967. To this should be added ments were eT.7 billion, an increase of $1,073
1968. They wlll also result in a reduction of passenger farea paid to foreign carriers which mllllon from the corresponding period of
nearly esoo million ln outstanding long- amounted to t720 milllon in 1965, $755 mil- 1966.
U.S. Government payments abroad are not
term loana, the amount repaid in 1967. The lion ln 1966, and about ~0 million ln 1967.
new guidellnes will leave some room !or ln· Thus, ln the balance of payments, foreign responsive to economic policy ln the same
creasing bank credits to other countries 1n travel accounted for payments of about t' way as private transactions. That 1s because
they are mainly designed to achieve mlllts.ry,
1968, perhaps by about $1110 milllon. Porelgn billion in 1967.
2~2(}-11713

diplomatic and aid objectives. The policy or
the Government has been to minimize the
balance of payments effects of such expenditures thl'ough the tying ot aid and through
greater reliance on U.S. goods and services
to meet 1he needs of overseas forces. In the
case of milltary expenditures, the U.S. Government has emphasized burden-sharing
through olfsettlng purchases of military
equipment in the United States by foreign
countries and through investment in U.S.
securities (Government and other) which
can be treated as capital inftow ln the
Uquldity definition o! the balance of
payments.
These measures have held down the payments deficit, although not by as much as
ls sometimes assumed. The new program contemplates a further saving of $500 million
on Government payments. The number of
U.S. civillans working overseas will be cut.
The foreign exchange Impact of personal
spending by U.S. forces and their dependents
ln Europe will be further reduced. Negotiations will be Initiated with the NATO ames
tor olfsettlng purchases of defense goods
and Investment ln long-term U.S. securities.
Similar dlscuselons will be held with other
countries In which the United States has
armed forces. The tying of aid ls already very
stringent and the President recently ordered
a further reduction of $100 million ln the
foreign exchange costs of the aid program.

In his balance of payments message, President Johnson said that discussions have been
initiated with the Common Market countries
which "will examine proposals tor prompt
cooperative action among all parties to
mlnlmlze the disadvantages to our trade
which arise from dllferences among national
tax systems. We are also preparing legislative measures ln this area whose scope and
nature will depend upon the outcome of
these consultations." Even ln the United
States there are some indirect taxes on goods,
services and property which under the GATI'
rules would justify tax rebates on U.S. exports and border charges on U.S. Imports.
It the United States were to follow this
policy, other countries would have to do the
same ln order to avoid an adverse effect on
their trade.
The United States ls undertaking a program to promote the sale of U.S. goods overseas. One aspect of this program Is the formation of joint export associations through
which smaller corporations can Join together
to sell their products abroad. The President
will also ask Congress to earmark $500 mil·
lion of the Export-Import Bank authorization to provide better export Insurance, expand guarantees for export financing, and
broaden the scope of Government financing
of exports. Finally, through a more liberal rediscount system, the Export-Import Bank
will encourage commercial banks to provide
more generous help to business firms to finance an Increase in their exports.

U.S. payments deficit, without depending on DOMESTIC POLICIES TO STRENGTHEN THE BAL•
restrictions, will require a substantial inANCE OF PAYMENTS
crease in the trade balance. The achieveThe action program ls designed to Improve
ment of a sumclently large trade surplus will the balance of payments by $3 billion. The
depend prlmarlly on a high rate of growth Impact on other countries of such an enorof world trade and the strengthening of the mous shift ln the world pattern of payments
U.S. competitive position. At present, how- will be moderated by several factors. In the
ever, the value-added tax In the Common first place, the Improvement Is ln terms of
Market, with its tax rebates for exports and the llquidlty definition, Involving ln part a
Its border charges on imports, creates serious simultaneous reduction in u.s. bank Uabllhandicaps for U.S. trade throughout the ltles and bank assets. On a reserve transacworld.
tions basis, the payments deficit would be
These tax rebates and border charges are reduced by somewhat less than $3 bllllon.
permitted under the GATI' rules. Neverthe- Furthermore, there 1s a once-for-all aspect
less, the economic principles underlying such ln some phases of the program, such as the
action are open to question. They 88Sume reduction ln bank credits to Europe and ln
that indirect taxes (excise and sales taxes) the return of liquid assets from abroad. Fl·
are Incorporated in prices, whlle direct taxes nally, the Incidence of the program will be
(income and profits taxes) do not affect mainly on hlgh-tncome countries with a
prices. In a country ln which a substantial strong balance of payments and with large
portion of the tax revenue ls derived from reserves. The repercusslonary effects on the
indirect taxes, lt 1s very unl1kely that all world economy will thus be mlnlmlzed as tar
of the tax ls incorporated ln prices. On the as can reasonably be done.
other hand, ln a country In which tax rates
It must be recognized that any large and
on profits (Federal and state Income taxes)
are well over 50 per cent, it ls very unlikely sudden change in the U.S. balance of paythat none of the tax ls passed on in the form ments must have some restrictive elfects on
of higher prices of goods and services. It the world economy. That ls Inherent ln the
this conclusion is correct, the tax rebates tor el1minatlon of the U.S. deficit. The restrictive
exports and border charges on imports 1n elfects would be much greater, and perhaps
countries using a value-added tax provide a dangerous, lf the same Improvement in the
bounty to exports and place a penalty on U.S. balance of payments were attempted
through severe defiatlon. Because the greater
Imports.
The inequity of such a rule would be part o! the Improvement Is achieved by reapparent 1! one country used indirect taxes duced capital outfiow, the impact on producexclusively and another country used direct tion and employment ln other countries wlll
taxes exclusively. In the first country, ex- be much less than lf there had been a reports would be rebated the full amount of duction in U.S. Imports of goods and servthe indirect taxes and they would bear no Ices. Nevertheless, even a reduction of capital
part of the cost of operating the Government, outftow wlll to some extent alfect the level
either ln the country ln which they are of economic activity ln other countrle&--parproduced or ln the country ln which they are tlcularly those with a balance of payments
sold. On the other hand, ln the second problem. The repercusslonary elfects on the
country, exports would pay their full share world economy can be kept relatively small,
of the cost of operating the Government ln It the surplus countries of Europe follow exthe country in which they are produced and pansionary pollcies and make available a
would then be required through border larger supply of loanable funds without a
charges to bear a proportionate share of the sharp rise In interest rates.
Now that the program has been announced,
cost of operating the Government In the
country ln which they are sold. In the first lt Is of the utmost Importance that lt succeed.
Time and aga.ln the United Sta.tes has
country export goods would be completely
exempt from taxes, while ln the second introduced measures to achieve a substantial
country export goods would be taxed doubly. reduotlon ot the pa.yments deticlt. Despite
These questions have been stud!ed by the th.ls, the overa.ll balance of payments showed
OECD. Their economists are aware that abso- only modest improvement until 1965 and in
lute distinctions cannot be made between the past two years deteriorated further.
the incidence of direct and Indirect taxes.
While there Is no dlmculty ln explaining why
293-82(}-11713
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this happened, there ls the danger that repeated !allure will ultimately be interpl'eted
as an inabUity of the United States to restore Its balance of pa.yments. This time there
must be no mistake. The action program
must succeed. Domestic pollolee should be
designed to assure its success.
The persistence of the deficit Is prlmarlly
attributable to the VIetnam war, the infiatlon of 19~6. and the resultant rise in
prices and costs which is still continuing. The
best way of avod.dlng another round of infiation Is through a strong fts=l pollcy. The
President has emphasized this in his balance
of payments message. "No business before the
returning Congress will be more urgent than
this: To enact the antl-infiatlon tax which I
have sought for almost year. Ooupled with
our expenditure controls and appropriate
monetary policy, this will help to stem the
inflationary pressures which now threaten
our economic prosperity and our trade
surplus."
Despite the slowdown of the eoonomy In
1967, prices of manufactured goods rose by
3 per cent and labor costs per unit ot output
in manufaoturing rose by 5 per cent, partly
because the Increase of productivity was held
down by the lower level of industrial production. The continued rise of prices in a period
of moderate demand is a belated adjustment
to the lnftatlon of 1965-66 which disrupted
appropriate price, cost and Income relationships. Th1s happened in 1967 and it will
happen aga.l.n ln 1968. The objeotlve now
mU&t be to restore monetary stablllty by
avoiding renewed lnftatlonary pressures th.1s
year, by gradually moderntlng the rise in
wages, and by holding down the rise In manufacturing costs through a greater inru-ease of
produotlvity. It the u.s. economy 1s to
operate at a h.lgh level of production and employment without infiatlonary pressures, lt Is
essential to have price-wage restraint. The
key to this is voluntary adherence to pricewage guideposts that will keep the wholeeale
price level 0! manufactured goods stable and
will relate the rise of wages to the increase
ot avel'8€e produotlvity In manufacturing. A
country with a balance ot payments problem
oannot alford to see the prices of Its export
goods rise to an uncompetltlve level. To
main-tain stable and competitive export
pricee, lt cannot alford a larger rise In wages
than the Increase of !X'oduotlvity ln Its export Industries.
THE PRESIDENT's BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS
PROPOSALS

(Letter to New York Times by Prof. Gottfried
Haberler, January 9, 1968)
The latest measures to correct the deficit
ln the balance of payments are a further big
step Into the morass of specific controls, Into
what used to be called the "Schachtian" system, named after Its inventor, the Nazi economic wizard Hjalmar Schacht.
To prevent American tourists !rom going
outside the Western Hemisphere Is not only
a shocking Infringement on individual rights,
but gives the worst possible example. It fiagrantly contradicts the often repeated declarations tor freer International trade which
were solemnly reamrmed earlier this year ln
connection with the successful teminatlon
of the Kennedy Round negotiations for tarilf
reductions.
What economic sense does 1t make to refuse tariff protection to the steel, automoblle
and other Industries when the American
tourist industry receives sky-high protection
and the airlines and aircraft industries are
bard hit in the process? Has tourism a comparative advantage over steel and textllee? Is
it more Important to have more ski slopes,
gambling casinos and other tourist attractions than more steel mills and textile
plants?
The worst feature ls the arbitrary dlscrlm·
lnatlon between the Western Hemisphere and
the rest of the world, which add a strong

tQuch of economic wa.rtare to the proposed
measures. What economic sense does It make
to~ tourlets going to .&frlca, but not. those
going to Latin America? Why should Italy
and Great Britain be hit and Canada
:favored?
General nondiscriminatory payments restrictions could perhaps be justified as a
temporary measure 1! BOmething decisive
were done at the same time to correct the
fundamental disequilibrium. But nothing of
this sort has been proposed. On the contrary,
the Federal Reserve continues to pump
money at a record rate Into the economy.
Hardly a week passes without the President
signing Into law new programs costing billionS of dollars, criticizing Congress at the
same time for not spending more.
If lnfiatlon Is not stopped and the financial house put in order, a devaluation of the
dollar becomes unavoidable. An open devaluation, preferably In the form of a fioatlng
rate, would be far better than one dlsgulsed
in a multitude of haphazard, discriminatory
taxes and controls of which the existing and
presently proposed batch Is only the
beginning.
'l'HB
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BALANCE-OF-PAYMENTS
AILMENT OR SYMPTOM?

l>EFICrr:

(By Howard s. Piquet) 1
M08t of those who have expressed agreement with the President's action and proposa.Ls to narrow the deficit In the U.S. balance
of payments have deplored the fact that some
such action "had to be taken". All have expressed hope that the limitations on U.S. private torelgn Investment and on foreign travel
Will be temporary and will be removed as
soon as there Is sub&ta.ntlal Improvement In
the International accounts.
Restriction of the outfiow of capital and
of funds on the ps.rt of American tourists
has the oome kind of effect on the lnternatJ.ona.l a.ocounts as would an a.cros.s-the-boa.rd
restrlct.ion of Imports. Ever since 1934 the
United statee has exercised its leadership to
bring about reductions of trade barriers
throughout the world and to maintain an
unrestricted payments system. The Trade
Agreements Acts, commenolng in 1934 and
culminating In the Trade Expansion Act of
1962 and the Kennedy Round, were aocompanled by strong support of the General
Agreement on Ta.rl:ffs and Trade (GATT) and
the llllternational Moneotary Fund (IMF).
Naturally, there is grave concern that the
resrtriotive measures that have just been
adopted and proposed are In clear contradiction of this policy and that, once adopted,
they will beoom.e more permanent than temporary.
Even experts in international economics
give the Impression of diSagreeing, not only
with respect to the "balance-of-payments
problem.," but also with respect to the nature
of the problem !tel!. Some of the disagreement appears to arise from failure to distinguish betwen financial (Including ftscal) and
monetary phenomena.
Economic problems often involve unseen,
subtle forces and relationships as opposed to
the seen and the obVious. There Is always
danger of concentrating attention on symptoms Instead of on fundamental ailments.
Unfortunately, "monetary" and "financial"
are not clean-cut, mutually-exclusive catesorles, one reason being that, although only
the State can create "money," once created
It serves as the basis for private credit which
performs the same functions as money. Furthermore, when Government debt (a financial phenomenon) Is monetiZed, the money
< Senior Spectall&rt In International Economics, LegdslatJve Reference Service of the
Library of Congress. The views expressed
herein 111re his own and are not to be a.ttrib-

uted to the Library ar ~.
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supply (a monetary phenomenon) is Increased.
If the United States were "Just another
country" its continuing large balance-ofpayments deficits oould not be tolerated.
They would bring about weakness In the foreign exchange value of the dollar and result
in a loss of monetary reserves (gold) which
would necessitate restrictionist domestic economic policies. This was the condition of
Western Europe at the close of World War II.
However, the United States Is not "just
another country." Ever since World War II
it has been used by other countries as a
central banker, performing functions of financial intermediation. Which means that It
has been exchanging Its short-term liquid
llablllties for the long-run llabllltles of other
countries and their nationals. It Is not necessary for a banker, or any one else engaged
In the business of lending, to keep his monetary infiows and outiiows always in balance.
What 1e essential is that he maintain su111.clent reserves to maintain conftdence In hiS
ability to meet the demands of hl.s creditors.
In the short-hand of the day this Is "liquidity."
There can be little doubt about the International ftnanclal Integrity of the United
States. At the end of 1966 the obligations of
Americans to foreigners, Including governments and central banks, totaled $60 b1lllon,
while American claims against forelgnen
totaled $H2 bllllon. The country's liquid reserve (gold) of some $12.5 billion equals approximately 40 percent of its total outstanding liquid liabilities. If the analogy of central banking Is applicable this Is a pretty
healthy reserve.
There has been easy acceptance by the
AdmlnJstratlon, by many members of Congress, and by the press of the aBSertlon that
the only way to solve the "problem" is to
bring the pluases and the minuses In the International accounts Into closer balance
with each other, at least down to the 19651966 deficit level of $1.4 bllllon. The fact that
certain Europeans have been urging that we
do this does not mean that the restrictive
balance-of-payments measures that have
been taken or proposed are the only, or
even a logical, solution of the "problem."
We must make sure, before taking major
action, that we understand clearly the nature of the problem that we are trying to
solve. It Is doubtful whether confidence In
the dollar depends primarily upon the attainment of balance between the total lnfl.ow
and the total outfl.ow of funds across our
national boundaries. The heart of the problem is maintenance of conftdence In the Integrity of the dollar, which 1s a monetary
problem haVing heavy psychological overtones.
I find It dltncult to admit that there has
been any substantial lessening of confidence
in the dollar In View of the fact that the
short-term llabllltles of U.S. banks to foreigners have been Increasing rather than decreasing and, even more signlfl.cant, the fact
that Euro-dollars in circulation are estimated to have expanded to $15 billion. These
are dollars that circulate freely outside of
the United States without any controls by
government whatsoever. If foreigners were
losing confidence In the U.S. dollar would
they be expanding their Euro-dollar holdings
and operations? [In this connection see the
article In the Wall Street Journal of January
15, 1968).
If the problem Is one of maintaining confidence In the dollar there Is serious doubt
as to whether restricting the outftow of U.S.
Investment capital and limiting foreign
travel (which are financial transactions) are
on target. We seem to be trying to cure
symptoms rather than the ailment giving
rise to the symptoms.
On the basis of a comparison of balanceof-payments statistics for the ftrst three
quarters of 1967 with the first three qua;r.

ters of 1966, there Is a strong presumption
that the large outflow of funds in 1967
{figures for which have not yet been released
by the Department of Commerce] was speculative In nature, roughly similar to the dollar
outflow during the fourth quarter of 1960.
This time, the Immediate occasion appea.rs
to have been devaluation of the British
pound, which Induced speculators to anticipate that the dollar W118 next In line. The
President has made it clear that the United
States Is determined to maintain convertiblllty of the dollar Into gold at the ratio
of $1.00 to 1/35th of an ounce of gold, by
asking Congress to remove the 25 percent
gold backing against Federal Reserve notes,
thereby making it clear to the world that
the country's entire gold stock, and not only
the 12.5 billion of "free gold" over and above
the amount presently being maintained as
backing for Federal Reserve notes, will be
available to redeem dollars.
If confidence In the dollar is in danger
of being impaired by speculation would it
not be more logical to cure it by direct means
rather than to penaliZe such "normal" ftnanclal transactions as foreign Investment and
tourist expenditures--that have shown no
substantial increase (certainly not during
the ftrst three quarters of 1967) comparable
to the increase In the over-all deftclt for
1967?
As long as the United States not only redeems dollars In gold at the rate of 1/3&th
of an ounce of gold per dollar, but also guarantees that It stands ready, Bit all times, to
purchase all gold presented to It at $35 per
ounce, Is It not to be expected that speculators, whenever they feel there Is a chance
of the United States devaluing the dollar In
terms of gold, will buy gold and hold It for
the rise? If tbe price of gold Is Increased they
wlll make a handsome profit. If Its price does
not Increase, all that they lose Is the Interest
cost of holding the gold becasue they can
return It at any time to the U.S. Treasury In
exchange for dollars. This IS not true speculation; it Is "one-way street" specul&tlon.
The speculators can Ba~n but they cannot
lose. Since 1962 proposals have been made
that the United States abandon its "guarantee" to buy all gold p:resented to It at the
fixed price of $35 per ounce. Such action
would appear to be more pertinent than limiting the outfiow ot private Investment and
restricting travel by Americans.
The most Important deterrent of all
against dollar speculation Is avoidance of
accelerating lnfiatlon. This can be done only
by hitting hard at its source. Regardless of
cost-push and demand-pull explanations, the
truth ls that lnfiatlon arises from the overIssuance of money by government. The price
rises that ensue result from attempts by Individuals and groups to catch up with the
erosion of the value or the monetary unit
that has already occurred by the !act of overIssue. Inftatlon can be stopped only by putting an end to the continuing monetization
of the Federal debt. If the United States will
demonstrate Its determ.lna.tlon to keep Its
own financial house In order conftdence In
the dollar will remain unimpaired and speculative drives against the dollar will cease.
Under such circumstances there would be
reason to believe that the International dollar-exchange standard can continue to function satisfactorily tor some time to come,
regardleBB of when, or whether, the newlydevised Special Drawing Rights are activated.
LmRARY OF CoNGRESS, LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE
SERVICE, RESTRICTING PRrvATE DmEcT INVESTMENT ABROAD TO NARROW THE BALANCB-OP-PAYMENTS DBr:!Crr

(By Howard S. Pique11, senior specialist In
International economics, Janua17 8, 1968)
INTRODUCTION

The United States has been Incurring de:!lclts In Ita International accounts every year

since 1950, with the sole exception of 1957.
During the five-year period 1962-1966 the
deficit averaged $2.1 billion a year, compared
with $3.4 billion a year during the period
1958-1961. In 1966 It was $1.4 bllllon.
During the ftrst three-quarters of 196'7 the
deficit was running at the annual rate of
$2.2 billion. The outflow of gold, however,
had declined to $158 million, which was
about one-third the 1966 rate.
On the basis of these figures the expectation was that, although the payments balance had deteriorated somewhat since 1966,
the deficit W118 still smaller than it was In
1963 and 1964 and was far removed from the
$3.9 billion deficit of 1960.
However, at his press conference on January 1, 1968 the President announced that
he was taking extraordinary measures to
bring about balance In the International accounts because of the great deterioration In
the country's balance of payments position
In the fourth quarter of 1967.1 He said that
the deficit for the full year 1967 was between
$3.5 and $4.0 billion.
PRESIDENTIAL ANNOUNCEMENT OF JANUARY 1,
1968

A continuing deficit of this magnitude, according to the President, cannot be tolerated
because It would endanger the strength of the
entire free world economy, thereby threatening our own unprecedented prosperity. The
actions that he has taken and proposed are
predicated on the aBSumptlon that the
strength of the dollar abroad depends on
Americans earnJng abroad about as many
dollars as they spend abroad. VIgorous action,
he said, is necessary to bring the International accounts Into equilibrium In 1968.
He announced the imposition of mandatory restrictions on direct Investments abroad
by American Individuals and corporations
and requested a series of other programs, legIslative and voluntary, to narrow the paymente gap.
Those who support the President's position maintain that, had the balance-of-payments statistics for the 4th quarter of 1967
been relell8ed without &n accompanying announcement of corrective action, the reSUlt
would have been to precipitate speculation
against the dollar and to exp08e it to the risk
of loss of confidence.
In introducing his new program the President made it clear that "the ftrst line of defense of the dollar IS the strength of the
American economy". He went on to stress
the Importance or Congressional enactment
of an antllnfiatlon tax and of the exercise
of the utmost responsibility on the part of
business and labor In reaching wage-price
decisions. He directed the Secretaries of
Commerce and Labor and the Chairman of
the Council of Economic AdVisers to work
with leaders of buslneBB and labor In an
endeavor to make more effective the voluntary program of wage-price restraint.
The Administration's new program consists
of four temporary measures and three permanent, or long-term, measures.
The temporary measures affect American
direct Investments abroad, foreign lending
by American ftnancial institutions, travel
abroad by Americans, and U.S. Government
expenditures overseas. The measures affectIng direct Investments are mandatory and
become effective lmmedla.tely, whereas the
others require enabling action, either by
Congress or by governmellital agencies.
The long-term measures are aimed at Increasing US. merchandise exports, at modifying non-tariff trade barriers, and at stimulating Investment aDd travel by foreigners
In the United States.
1 Official figures for the fourth quarter of
1967 released on February 15 showed a deftcit of $7.3 billion at an annual rate and a
deficit for 1967 of $3.6 btlUon, nearly triple
the 1966 deficit.
293-820-11713

TEMPORARY MEASURES

1. Direct foreign. investment. The Presi-

dent stated that, &lthough the e:r:lstlng voluntary program to moderate the outward
fiow of direct long-term capital has been reasonably successful, the curtailment that is
now necessary Is beyond the reach of any
voluntary program. He therefore Invoked his
authority, under Section 95A of the Banking
Act, to establish a mandatory program to restrain new direct investments abroad.
The objective of this mandatory program
Is to reduce the balance-of-payments deficit
by at least $1 billion In 1968.
2. Lending by fi114ncial institutions. The
President announced that he had requested
the Federal Reserve Board to tighten Its program for restraining foreign lending by
banks and other financial Institutions, with
the objective of reducing the balance-ofpayments deficit by another $500 mUllen. It
Is anticipated that the reduction can be
achieved without harming the financing of
U.S. eXPOrts and without jeopardizing the
availability of funds to the less-developed
countries.
He announced that he has given the
Federal Reserve Board stand-by authority
to Invoke mandatory controls should such
action become necessary.
3. Curtailment of fO'T'eign travel by Americans. The American people are asked to de:!er
for two years all non-essential travel outside
the Western Hemlephere for the purpose of
reducing the net travel deficit to $500 million (from Its $2 billion level In 1967). The
President has asked the Secretary of the
Treasury to explore with the appropriate
Congressional committees legislation to
achieve this objective.
4. Government expenditures overseas. Al-

though the United States cannot forego its
essential commitments abroad, the President
went on to say that every step must be
taken to reduce their impact on the balance
of payments without endangering the Nation's security. He has directed the Secretary
of State to lnJtlate negotiations with our
NATO allies to mlnJmlze the foreign exchange costs of keeping American troops In
Europe, through purchase In the United
States of more defense needs and by Increased Investment on the part of our NATO
allies In long-term U.S. securities. He also
Instructed the Director of the Budget to
find ways for reducing the number of American clvlllans working overseas. The Secretary
of Defense Is asked to ftnd ways to reduce the
foreign exchange Impact of personal spending by U.S. troops and their dependents In
Europe.
LONG-TERM MEASURES

23
A special task force Is already at work on this
problem.
The remainder of this memorandum Is devoted to the mandatory program !or curtailIng direct private U.S. investments abroad.
REGULATIONS WrrH RESPECT TO DDIECT FOREIGN
INVESTMENT

The new regulations proVide three basic
limitations on new direct foreign Investment
by American individuals and corporations
which own, or acquire, an interest of 10 percent or more of the voting power, or capital,
of a foreign business venture. The limitations are Imposed on the direct Investor's
dealings with each of the ventures In which
it has such an Interest. The regulations proVide for the following:
1. Annual limits on the amounts of new
direct investment, which vary according to

country, as follows-In the less-developed countries transfers
of new capital, when added to re-Invested
earnJngs, may not exceed In any year 110
percent of the direct Investor's average Investments In these countries In 1965--66.
With respect to Canada, Japan, Australia,
the United Kingdom, and the oil-producing
countries (countries In which a high level of
capital lnfiow Is essential for the maintenance of economic growth and financial
stab1lity) new direct Investments, together
with re-Invested earnJngs, may not exceed 65
percent of the average of Investments In
these countries In 1965-1966.
With respect to all other countries (including continental western Europe except
Greece and Finland) there Is to be a moratorium on new direct Investment. However,
an Investor may re-Invest annually Into his
ventures In these countries up to 35 percent
of the average of his total Investment during
1965 and 1966.
2. Repatriation requirements. It Is required tha.t each Investor repatriate from his
share of the earnings of all hie foreign business ventures amounts equal to the greater
of: (a) the same percentage of his share of
total earnings from these three groups as he
repatriated during 1964--65, or (b) so much
of his share of earnings as may exceed the
limits of capital transfers in each group.
With respect to the continental European
countries, where there Is to be a moratorium
on capital transfers, earnings In excess of 35
percent of historical Investment In 1965 and
1966 must be repatriated.
Furthermore, short-term financial assets
abroad held other than In direct Investments
are required to be reduced to the average
level of 1965 and 1966.
3. Authorization. Specific authorizations
will be required for any transactions subject
to regulations and not falling within the
targets indicated. An Office of Foreign Direct
Investments Is being created within the U.S.
Department of Commerce to administer the
new regulations. It will have power to Issue
specific authorizations. A special staff Is beIng aBSembled for the purpose.

1. Increase U.S. ezports. The President announced his Intention to ask Congress (a)
to support an Intensified 5-year, $200 million
Commerce Department program to promote
the sale of American goods overseas and (b)
to earmark $500 million of the Export-Import
Bank authorization to provide more adequate
export Insurance, to expand guarantees for SIGNIFICANCE OP THE NEW DIRECT INVESTMENT
CONTROLS
export-financing, and to broaden the scope
of Government financing of eXPOrts.
Although the short-run effect of curtail2. Non-tariff trade barriers. He announced Ing the outflow of new U.S. direct Investthe lnJtiatlon or negotiations with foreign ment abroad will be to narrow the overall
countries, particularly those haVing balance- U.S. balance-of-payments deficit, the longerof-payments surpluses, with the objective of run effect will be to Increase lt. The outfiow
Inducing them to minimize the disadvan- of U.S. funds for Investment abroad, the Intages to U.S. exports which arise from differ- flow of earnings on existing Investments, and
ences between national tax systems and U.S. merchandise exports are all structurally
other types of non-tariff trade barriers. His Interrelated. It Is almost Impossible to take
expectation Is that an Improvement of $500 action with respect to any single variable
million in the balance of payments can be for the purpose of diminishing the balancerealized.
of-payments deficit without affecting one or
3. FfYT'eign investment and foreign travel more other variables.
in the U.S. The ftow of foreign funds Into the
The Immediate effect of new long-term
United States, he says, can be achieved by capital Investment by Americans abroad on
an Intensified program to attract larger In- the balance of payments is similar to an
vestment by foreigners In U.S. corporate se- increase of merchandise Imports. The Intercurities and by a program designed to attract mediate and longer-run effects, however, are
more foreign visitors to the United States. of greater significance than the short-run
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effects, because forelgn investments yield
continuing income to Americans.
Shortly after investment funds flow abroad
there Is a tendency for some of them to return to the United States as foreign aftillates
of u.s. firms import equipment and supplles
from the United States for their own use.
According to the U.S. Department of Commerce, exports to such afllllates ln 1964
amounted to $6.3 bllllon and accounted for
25 percent of total U .B. exports.
In the longer run there ls a tendency for
funds to flow back to the investing country
ln the form of earnings on investment. This
inward flow of funds has an effect on the
balance of payments slmllar to that of increased exports and, lf continued over a considerable period of time, will result ln increased outward payments (as would a
ljteady increase of exports) usually in the
form of increased imports. A country that
engages ln large-scale foreign investment
over a considerable period of time can expect that eventually lts merchandise imports will tend to increase, relative to its
merchandise exports. This Is because the investing country receives returns on lts investments, the anticipation of which was
the reason for investing ln the first place.
This was the position of the United Kingdom
during the latter part of the nineteenth century. Current earnings on the large British
foreign investments that had been made
throughout the earlier part of the century
enabled Britons to pay for the country's
substantial excess of merchandise imports
over merchandise exports.
Foreign investment ls also advantageous
to borrowers because lt facllltates economic
development and expansion. Economic development of the less-developed areas of the
world for some time has been an Important
objective of U.S. foreign pollcy.
The outflow of funds for direct investment
between 1954 and 1966 was approximately
$1.9 bllllon a year, while returns on existing investment, in the form of dividends,
branch profits, interest, etc., averaged $3.2
bllllon a year. Expressed as cumulative totals,
the outflow of funds for new direct investment over the 13-year period amounted to
$24.8 bllllon, while earnings on outstanding
direct foreign in-vestments over the eame
period amounted to $41.7 bllllon (see table),
NEW DIRECT PRIVATE FOREIGN INVESTMENT AND INCOME
FROM OUTSTANDING DIRECT FOREIGN INVESTMENTS,
1954-66
(In billions]

Year

New U.S.
direct Invest·
ment abroad

E~~f!~fo~8•

Net effect on
balance of
payments

+$1.2
+1.3
+.4
+.1
+1.2
+1.2'
+1. 1
+1.6
+1.9
+1.8
+2.0
+1.5
+1.6
+16.9

direct Invest·
ments abroad

1954......... .
1955.........
1956.........
1957 .........
1958.........
1959.........
1960.........
1961. .. ......
1962.........
1963.........
1964.........
1965.........
1966.........

-$0. 7
-.8
-2.0
-2.4
-1. 2
-1.4
-1.7
-1.6
-1.7
-2.0
-2.4
-3.5

+$1.9
+Z.1
+2.4
+2. 5
+2.4
+2.6
+2.8
+3.2
+3.6
+3.8
+4.4
+4.9
+5.1

TotaL.

-24.8

+41.7

-3.4

Source: Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Bus;.
ness.

These figures do not Include undistributed
earnings of subsldlarles, which do not affect
the balance of payments because they are
not transferred Internationally.
Total earnings on U.S. direct investments
abroad amounted to $5.1 bllllon ln 1966 and
were second ln importance, on the receipts
side of the balance of international payments, only to the favorable balance on
merchandise trade.
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It ls estimated that the book value of all
U.S. direct investments abroad amounted to
$54.6 bUllon at the end of 1966, which was
more than 41h times larger than in 1950.
Such investments are much larger than total
direct investments by foreigners ln the
United States, which are estimated at about
$9 bllllon.
There can be llttie doubt that the new
policy wlll suceed in narrowing the country's balance-of-payments deflclt. There ls
considerable difference of opinion, however,
regarding the long-run desirablllty and effectiveness of such a policy. Private ca.pltal
Investments constitutes a net plus, rather
than a net minus, ln the country's balance
of payments because, ln due course, lt returns more funds in the form of current income than the total of funds paid out currently ln the form of new Investment.

there will be a changed relationship between
merchandise exports and merchandise imports, with the latter expanding ln relation
to the former as the income from existing
investments abroad comes to exceed new
capital outflow, allowing for payments ln the
form of mllltary expenditures and foreign
ald.
DEvALUATION OJ' THB BRITISH POUND AND ITS
LlKELY EJTECTS ON BRITISH AND AMERICAN
CONSUMERS

(By Howard S. Piquet, senior speclallst ln
international economics, the Library of
Congrese, Legislative Reference Service,
December 8, 1967)
MEANING OF "DEVALUATION"

In years past sovereigns used to enhance
their revenues by debasing the coinage of
the realm, either by cllpplng coins or by
melting them down and re-issuing them ln
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT POSITION OJ' THE
lighter weight. Today, when gold coins no
UNITED STATES
longer circulate, a oountry devalues its
The excess of American investments money standard when lt equates It to a
abroad over foreign investments in the smaller quantity of gold.
United States Is large and has been increasWhen the United Kingdom devalued the
ing. In 1950 U.S. forelgn investments and pound on November 18, 1967 lt changed lts
claims on foreigners totaled $31.5 bUllon, nominal weight from 0.08 ounces of gold
whlle foreign investments and claims on the to 0.06857 ounces. Since the pound Is not
United States totaled $17.6 bllllon, an excess freely convertible into gold this meant only
of almost $14 bllllon on the plus side. By that the par value of the pound sterllng,
1966 American foreign investments and relative to the U.S. dollar (which on the
claims on foreigners had increased to $111.9 books of the International Monetary Fund
blllion whUe forelgn investments In the ls equal to gold at the fixed price of $35 per
United States increased to $60.4 bllllon, a ounce) was reduced from $2.80 to $2.40. This
favorable balance of $51.6 blllion. In the 16 change ln par value was accomplished after
years period 195~6 the excess of American consultation with the United Statee and
claims against foreigners over foreign claims other countries and with the concurrence of
against Americans increased by 270 percent. the International Monetary Fund.
This was not the first time ln recent
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT POSITION OF THE UNITED years that the British pound had been deSTATES, 1950, 1963, AND 1966 (END OF YEAR)
valued. From 1821 to 1931 lts par value was
$4.8667 and throughout most of this period
[In billions of dollars]
the pound was freely convertible into gold.
In 1931 the United Kingdom abandoned the
Types of investment
1950
1963
1966
gold standard and allowed the pound to fluctuate freely. It finally found Its level at $4.03
U.S. investMents and claims on
(a 17 percent devaluation) where it re31.5
88.2
111.9
foreliners '-·· ........... __
mained until 1949 when lt was devalued to
$2.60
(a 30 percent devaluation). The dePrinte Investments and
claims.................
19.0
66.4
86.2
valuation of November 1967 from $2.80 to
$2.40 was by 14.3 percent.
17.5
Lone tenn............
58.3
75.6
Prior to World War I when the United
(11. 8) (40. 6) (54.6)
Direct...............
Short-term assets and
Kingdom, the United Statee and other imclaims.............
1. 5
8.1
10.7
portant countries were on a free gold standard, the par values of their monetary units
U.S. Govemment credits and
reflected their relative weights in pure gold.
claims.................
12.5
25.6
21.8
Thus, the fact that the par value ot the
Long-term credits and
pound was $4.8667 meant that the pound was
claims..... . . ......
21.2
10.8
17.1
4.8667 times as heavy as the U.S. dollar. At
Foreign currencies and
short-term claims...
.3
3.4
2.8
that time gold was valued at $20.67 per ounce.
I MF gold tranehe posiThe United States devalued the dollar in
lion and convertible
1934, thereby raising the price of gold from
foreign currencies...
1. 4
1.2
1. 6
$20.67 per ounce to $35 per ounce, a devaluaForeift:' assets and investmenls
tion of 41 percent. The dollar has remained
60.4
in t e United Sillies.........
17.6
51.5
at l/35th per ounce since that time.
Long term ...............
8. 0
22.8
27.0
France devalued lts franc four times ln
(Direct) ................
(3. 4)
(7. 9)
(9. I) recent years from 19.3 cents (US) to 4 cents
Short-term assets and U.S.
(US)
in 1926, when she went off the gold
Government obli~ations••
9.6
28.7
33.4
Privale obligations•• _.
(6. 5) (14.9) (20. 8) standard. In 1928 she returned to the gold
U.S. Government oblistandard with the franc valued at 3.92 cents
gat1ons....... ·--(3. 2) (13. 8) (12. 6)
(US).
In 1936 France again devalued to about 4.6
Excess, U.S. investments abroad
over foreign investments in
cents (US)-higher in terms of cents than
the United States....... .... +13.9 +36.7 +51.5
In 1928 because, meanwhile, the U.S. had
devalued the dollar. In the 1949 devaluations
1 Not including gold holdings.
the franc was devalued by about 30 percent.
The next French devaluation was ln 1958
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current
when the franc was reduced 15 percent relaBusiness, September 1967.
Whereas over 85 percent of American claims tive to U.S. dollars. In 1960 the Government
against foreigners are long term in nature, introduced the "heavy franc", equal to 100
over 55 percent of all foreign claims against of the old franca and thus worth about 20
cents (US), close to the historic value of the
Americans are short term (see table).
It remains to be seen whether the United franc prior to World War I.
States ls entering a new phase In lts long- EXCHANGE RATES AND INT.IIRNATIONAL FINANCIAL
BQun.IBIIIUM
term International financial position. If there
Is a substantial and prolonged increase In the
Under the free gold standard, which premovement of American capital abroad, rela- vailed prior to 1914, the money of a country
tive to foreign capital invested In the United could remain at parity only as long as the
States, lt Is to be expected that eventually external demand for it equaled lts external

supply. Thus, lf Britons continued over an
extended period of time to spend more funds
abroad than they received from other countries the value of the pound would fall relative to other currencies. The extent to which
pounds (or any other gold currency) could
depreciate was llmlted by the cost of shipping gold between countries (about 2 cents
per pound sterllng). The pound could not
fall by more than two cents, however, because as soon as lt reached $4.8467 1t became
more advantageous for the British to ship
gold than to suffer a foreign exchange loss.
Conversely, lf Britons were selllng more
goods abroad than they were buying in other
countries, there would be a shortage of
pounds ln the foreign exchange market, and
the exchange value of the pound would rise.
If the rise exceeded 2 cents (l.e. lf lt rose
to $4.8867) gold would be shipped into
Britain.
Because gold served as the basis for credit
expansion, a loss of gold l>Y Britain would
cause prices ln that country to decllne, while
lts acqulsltlon by other countries would
cause prices therein to rise. Because lt ls
more advantageous to sell ln a market where
prices are high than ln a country where they
are low, British exports would increase relative to Its imports. There was a tendency,
therefore, for earnings from abroad and payments to foreigners to come into balance
with each other and for foreign exchange
ratee to remain close to parity (the physical
weight of the gold pound measured ln terms
of the weight of the gold dollar, viz: 4.8667).
The exche.nge rate mechanism, under the
free gold standard, was the most Important
bridge between national econorn.lee. Abandonment of the gold standard by all countries, including the United States, together
with the adoption my most countries of pollcles to insulate na.tlonal economies against
each other, made lt possible for exchange
rates to vary much more widely than was
possible under the free gold standard.
Theoretically, even without gold, freely
fluctuating (fiexible) farelgn exchange rates
can bring about increases ln exports or imports, as the prices of imports change in relation to other prices. Thus, lf imports into
the United Kingdom lrwrease, relative to lts
exports, the supply of pounds wlll increase
in the foreign exchange market, and the
value of the pound, ln terme of other currenc.le.s, will fall. As the pound cheapens lt
becomes profitable for Britons to export certain goods to the United States which lt had
not been profitable for them to export before
because foreigners can now obtain more sterllng for their own currency than before. The
two currencies (pounds and dollars) would
be brought into line with each other as prices
ln the two countries (including not only
prices of merchandise, but also the price
of labor and the price of ca.pltal, t.e. wages
and interest rates) adapt to each other.
Since the close of World War II there hae
been no disposition on the pa.rt of a.ny major
country to allow its economy to adapt, ln this
manner, to the economies of other countries.
Under the terms of the International Monetary Fund Agreement of 1944, par values of
currencies are maintained at fixed parities,
stated ln terms of gold but, in practice, !n
terms of the U.S. dollar.
Although some flexlblllty Is allowed whereby exchange rates can vary within a few cents
each side of parity, the breaking of the direct connection between gold and prices ln
all countries has rendered these sllght variations ln exchange ratee lnsu1!1.clent to bring
about the adjustment of national economies
to each other. Furthermore, practically all
countries now pursue policies of full employment, controlled Interest ratee, and other restrictions designed to insulate them against
competitive merchandise Imports and against
the outflow of too much ca.pltal.
For these reasons, a persistent excess of the
international supply Of a country's money, ln
terms of the money of other countries, gives
293-820-11713

rise to pollcles on the part of that country
to support lts value by financial operations
and other controls. If the country is not successful ln doing this lt will lose lts monetary
reserves (gold, lf lt has any, and lts holding
of other convertible currencies) and find itself ln a position where lt can no longer import goods from other countries. To the extent that Imports are necessary for the continued survival of the economy Of the country, a persistently adverse movement ln lts
foreign exchange rate can result ln severe
economic depression.
WHY DID BRITAIN DEVALUE?

Since the close of World War II Britain has
found lt increasingly dlftl.cult to keep lts commodity exports and other foreign earnings at
a level suftl.clently high to enable lt to earn
the foreign currencies needed to purchase the
imports that are essential to the continued
health of lts economy. Notwithstanding the
success of the Marshall Plan, Britain and a
number of other countries found lt necessary
to devalue their currencies, relative to the
U.S. dollar, ln the fall of 1949.
Since 1949 lt has been necessary, from time
to time, for other countries to come to Britain's assistance by making sizeable loans to
enable the British to maintain the pound at
lts $2.80 parity. Britain's problem Is one of
fundamental economic weakness. Whatever
the cause&--loss of Empire, failure of industry to modernize, a too-ready willingness to
adopt social security and welfare measures
that are not supportable by the country's
productivity, or too rapidly rising wage&-the British economy has not been producing
enough goods at costs low enough to enable
lt to export enough to pay for lts imports.
Finally, in November 1967 the British Government decided that lt would be to no avail
to try to shore up the pound any longer, at
$2.80, through borrowing operations. After
consultation with other countries and with
the International Monetary Fund, it was decided that a 14.3 percent devaluation would
be sumclent to enable Britain to increase
production and exports. If prices and wages
are allowed to rise, however, to an extent
that wlll Interfere with exports, even the devalued pound of $2.40 wlll not be sustainable.
It Is this uncertainty regarding the future
that has been inducing speculators to sell
pounds short, ln the expectation that there
will be further devaluation. Although some
of the countries whose economies are most
intimately tied to that of the United Kingdom (Ireland, Denmark, Israel, New Zealand,
Hong Kong, Spain and Bermuda) also devalued, the United Statee, Canada, and the
EEC countries have stated that they will not
devalue their currencies. If all countries were
to devalue to the same degree, of course, the
relationships among their currencies would
be restored to what they were before the
original devaluation.
WD..L THE UNITED STATES DEVALUE THE DOLLAR?

The United States ls ln the unique position
of being the only country whose currency is
convertible (by foreigners) into gold. It te
also ln the unique position of being the
world's International banker, with Its dollar
serving both as the world's principal vehicle
currency and lts principal reserve currency.
The fact that the United States cont inues
to incur a deficit ln lts balance of international payments ls a by-product of that fact
that lt is serving the world as financial intermediary. It can do this because of the
great size of lts economy and lts unprecedented economic strength. The fact that the
United States owes approximately $30 bllllon
to foreigners, in terms of short-term llabllities, and has about $13 bllllon in gold that
can be used to pay those who wish to convert
their dollar claims into gold,l does not mean
1 About $10 bllllon of this gold ls presently
held as a 25 percent legal reserve against outstanding Federal Reserve notes, a requirement that can be suspended for temporary
periods.
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that the United Statee is threatened by bankruptcy. Its claims against foreigners-mostly
long-term claims to be sur&-total well over
$100 billlon. Like any bank, the United States
is engaged in the business of exchanging lts
own short-term llablllties for the long-term
llabllltles of lts cllents. The United States
dld not seek this posit ion. other countries
themselves decided to use the dollar in place
of gold because the dollar ls not only as good
as gold, but Is better than gold, Inasmuch as
those who have dollars on deposit receive
interest thereon, while the gold that they
hold is non-interest bearing.
The world today is on a gold-exchange
standard, the foreign exchange being the U.S.
dollar. As long as confidence ln the dollar ls
maintained there Is no reason to expect that
there wlll be a financial collapse. In final
analysis, the value of the dollar-internat ionally as well as domestically-rests upon
lts purchasing power. As long as the United
States succeeds ln avoiding run-away inflation there ls no reason why the dollar-exchange standard cannot continue In successful operation for many years to come. This is
not to say, however, that the United States
should be unwilling to cooperate with other
countries when, and lf, they desire to create
some form of international monetary standard to take the place of the dollar.
It is conceivable, of course, that other
countries might, by concerted effort, convert
their short-term deposits in American banks
into gold and drain the United Statee of its
entire gold stock. The effect of this would be
to diminish foreign reserves to the extent
that they use dollars rather than gold. It ls
unlikely that other countries will do this,
but lf they should, the chances are pretty
good that, as long as the purchasing power
of the dollar is maintained, the world would
continue to use dollars. It ls conceivable that
gold would decline drastically in value and
that dollars, unredeemable in gold, would
become the world's standard currency. Economists and bankers do not all agree on this
point, although an increasing number of
economists maintain that the world is no
longer on a gold standard, but rather on a
U.S . dollar standard.
Because the U.S. dollar ls the only currency that is directly convertible into gold,
and because it Is the currency which is
equated to gold ln the International Monetary Fund Agreement, the only meaning that
attaches to "devaluation", ln the case of the
United States, would be a decrease ln the
value of the dollar relative to gold, that Is,
an increase in the price of gold.
There is no reason why the United statee
should devalue the dollar. If it were to devalue lt by one-half (that ls, raise the buying
price of gold from $35 per ounce to $70 per
ounce) the action would be followed by similar devaluations on the part of other countries by an equivalent amount so that, as
indicated above, the value of the dollar, relative to the values of other currencies, would
remain the same. In consequence, dollar devaluation would not increase U.S. exports
relative to U.S. imports, and would have
little, lf any, effect on the U.S. balance of
International payments. The only beneficiaries would be the world's principal gold
producers (South Africa, the Soviet Union,
Canada) and countries that have a propensity to hoard gold (such as France) .
Although an increase in the price of gold
would Increase the llquldity of the International payments system temporarily, there Is
nothing inherent ln the process that would
cure th3 basic dlftl.cultles of the system. It
would not be long before the problem of
persistent deficits and surpluses reappeared
and the world would again be confronted by
the problem of having to create stlll more
liquidity and compelled to devalue again.
Moreover, division of the gold stock into a
larger number of currency units than before
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would Increase the supply ot money and be
1n1lationary.
If the United States were to decrease the
quantity of gold that It is willing to give in
exchange for Its present I.O.U.'s (dollars), not
withstanding previous assurances that it
would pay at the rate of $85 per ounce, there
would be no assurance that It might not repeat the process again and again. To introduce such uncertainty Into the world's
credit system would be a sure way to wreck
it.
EFFECT OJ' THE BRrrJSH DEVALUATION

(a) On the British economy

1. Since the pound 1s now slightly cheaper,
relative to most other currencies, there will
be an increase In British exports to countries
that have not devalued. The result will be to
enable Britain to secure an Improvement In
Its balance ot payments position of at least
500 mill1on pounds annually ($1.2 billion at
the new parity) .
2. For the same reason, there wUI be a curtailment of British Imports since It will require more pounds than before to purchase
a given quantity of Imported merchandise.
The price of Imports is Important to Britain
which depends heavily upon them for its
economic We. The British Government has
stated its determination to limit price increases and to ensure that, where higher import costs make price Increases inevitable,
they do not lead to larger wage claims.
8. One of the domestic measures taken to
support the devaluation of the pound Is an
increase In the Bank Rate( roughly the British equivalent of the U.S. rediscount rate)
from 6% percent to 8 percent, Its highest
level since World War I. Banks are to 11m1t
their advances to borrowers which, together
with other domestic supporting measures, 1s
intended to reduce demand at home and to
meet the threat of lntlatlon.
4. Government expenditures are to be cut
by the equivalent of $960 million, including
defense spending and capital investment In
natlona.l1zed industries.
5. The corporation tax 1s to be increased
from 40 percent to 42% percent.
(b) On Brl.ti.sh conBUmers
1. In the ab6ence of devaluation it Is estimated that per80llal consumption in Britain
would have l.n.creased by 3 percent a year,

thereby stimulating Imports and aggravating the oountry's balance-of-payments deflcl1;. It i8 expected that devaluation and supporting policies wm divert this 3 percent tncreo.se from domestic consumption Into increased exports.
2. Because of the Increased bank rate, other
rates ot intsrest will aleo rise, thereby making It more dl.1!icult for British consumers

to borrow.
3. For the same rea.eon, British savers will
be in a posl.tlon to demand higher returns
on their personal Institutional savings.
4. The down payment on automobiles 1s
Increased to 33¥.. percent and the repayment
period reduced to 27 months.
5. There will be a stricter "incomes pollcy,"
which means that there Will be greater res16tance to rising wages. Such e!forts at restructuring British industry are deemed to
be necessary to enable Britain to exploit the
opportunity she now has to eliminate her
persistent balance-of-payments deficit. The
Government hopes for an export-led economic growth that will not be deftatlonary
and that will not retard production.
6. As exports increase It 1s hoped that Industry will need more labor and that unemployment wU1 fall.
7. It will be more dlftlcult tor Britons to
travel abroad thllill before the devaluation.
Hotel accommodations abroad in countries
that have not devalued their currencies will
cost more In terms of pounds, and the money
lett over for spending will be worth less
abroad because of the devaluation. It 16 likely
that, before long, there wU1 be an tnc:rease
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In International air fares. For the Immediate
present, however, air tickets may be purchased 1n Britain at the old prices.
(c) On the U.S. economy
1. It 1s to be expected that there will be

a decrease In U.S. exports to the United
Kingdom and other countries that have devalued their currencies. This does not mean,
however, that all U.S. exports wm be directly a!fected. In 1966 U.S. exports to the
United Kingdom totaled $1.7 b1lllon and to
all the countries that have devalued (as of
Nov. SO) a little over $3.1 billion, which represents only slightly more than 10 percent of
total u.s. exports.
The U.S. exports to the United Kingdom
that will be most directly a!fected are machinery and transport equipment, other
manufactured goods, and food (Including
grains).
2. It 1s to be expected that there will be an
increase in Imports into the United States
from the United Kingdom and other countries that have devalued their currencies.
Here, too, the e!fect wm not bear directly on
all U.S. imports. Imports from the United
Kingdom in 1966 totaled $1.8 billion and
from all the countries devaluing slightly less
than $3 billion, or about 11¥., percent of total
U.S. imports. The Imports from the United
Kingdom that will be most directly a!fected
are machinery and transport equipment,
alcoholic beverages (mostly Scotch whiskey)
and such manufactured goods as iron and
steel, textiles, clothing, and musical instruments.
3. To prevent an outflow of U.S. funds to
Britain to take advantage of Increased rates
ot interest there. the Federal Reserve System has Increased the U.S. rediscount rate
to 4% percent. This will be followed by an
upping of other Interest rates.
4. The dollar value ot U.S. foreign investments in Britain will su!fer not only from
the devaluation but also from higher tax
rates on profits and other new austerity measures. It 1s probable that industries in the
United Kingdom producing for export will be
favored over those producing for the domestic
British market. Producers of automobiles and
machinery probably will be favored over retailers and service orga.nl.zations.
(d) On U.S. conBUmers
1. Many Imported goods from the United
Kingdom. such as automobUes and woolens,
should be somewhat cheaper than betare.•
For example, a woolen sweater priced at 10
pounds oould cost $24 instead. of $28, and a
Brltlah automobile priced a.t 1,000 pounds
could oost $2,400 instead of $2,800 (on a net
basis).
2. Higher interest rates will increase the
cost of home mortgagee and other installment purchases, such as automobiles and
consumer hardware items.
S. For the same reason, savers should receive higher rates of return on their savings
In Savings and Loan Associa.tloll6 and other
savings Institutions as the Increased rediscount rate 1s reflected throughout the Interest
rate structure.
4. Increased taxes and cuUI 1n Government
spending would demonstrate to world central banks that the United States is determined to get its domestic budget under
control. If this reasoning prevails. It is likely
that there wm be increases in taxes.
5. Travel tor Americans in Britain and
other countries that have devalued will be
cheaper than before the devaluation because
holders of dollars will get more in !oreikn
currency tar their travelers cheques.
6. Air fares for Americans will remain oonstant for a time, but may be increased after
• In some cases it may be poselble for producers of certain Britii!h exports to increo.se
their selling prices, 1n terms of pounda,
thereby negating thiS e!fect of the devaluation.
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the "standstill agreement" among the airllnes expires. However, Americans In Britain
will be able to purchase air transportation,
focr a time at least, with sterling. In the
United States, however, tickets must be purchased with dollars.
SUMMARY STATEMENT OJ' REMARKS TO THE
HOUSE REPUBLICAN CONFERENCE ON THE
PRESIDENT'S BALANCE-oJ'-PAYKENTS
PRoGRAM, JANUARY 24, 1968

(By Robert A. Mundell)
THE GOLD CRISIS

My position on the recent measures advanced by the Administration to Improve the
balance of payments can be summarized as
follows:
1. They will not improve the U.S. balance
of payments.
2. They will weaken the dollar in the long
run and seriously undermine U.S. financial
leadership.
3. There are better alternatives.
1. The measures are expected to Improve
the u.s. balance of payments. However, they
could improve, worsen, or leave unchanged
the balance of payments, depending on (a)
the definition of the balance of payments
used and (b) the monetary-ftscal measures
with which they are combined. They can improve the tourist account and the direct
investment acoount, but thiS 1s not the same
as the aggregative accounts as a. whole.
2. Whatever the initial e!fects on the foreign Investment and travel accounts, the Impact on the remainder of the total balance
will be negative. This is because ot (a) evasion of the restrictloll6 through loopholes,
(b) substitution of other forms of foreign
assets a!fected by the measures, (e) reduction
In the in1low of foreign capital, (d) reduction
in the trade balance surplus, (e) disguised
capital exports through the under-invoicing
of exports and the over-invoicing of imports,
and (!) reduction of export supply because
of the full-capa.clty state Of the U.S. economy. All these effects can be predicted on
the basis of economic theory and empirical
studies of similar measures like the lET and
theVFCRP.
3. The long-run e!fecUI are certain to be
negative. To the enent that demand for
foreign goods and asseUI is reduced, foreign
central banks will take action to protect
their own balance of payments. COrTectlon of
the U.S. balance of payments is contingent
upon worsening foreign balances, and the
U.S. does not have direct con<trol over foreign balances.
At; best, the U.S. can bring deflationary
pressure to bear on the world economy, but
this is an extremely risky course at the present time.
4. The measures would bear heavily on
Canada and Japan, despite the asserted attempt to exempt these countries from the
controls; they may even contribute to devaluation ot these currencies even though no
fundamental disequilibrium exists in the
case of either the dollar or the yen.
5. Control measures that are partial will
not be successful. The experience of countries with inconvertible currencies in the
past has been that controls have to be progressively tightened and ultimately lead to
de facto, followed by de jure, devaluation.
This has been a common syndrome throughout Latin America, post-war Europe, and the
Communist countries. But controls for the
U.S. are even more d11Jlcult; first, because
the U.S. does not have the experienced bureaucracy and police force trained to Implement them, and second, because of the
loopholes connected with the canadian and
Mexican borders and the huge fiow of air and
sea travelers.
6. Controls have other grave risks, and in·
volve a ftlght from recorded to unrecorded
transactions and from bank deposits to cash.
They are Inequitable because they penallze
the honest.

7. The measures will accelerate the withdrawal of foreign-owned capital in the u.s.
For the first time In recent U.S. history, there
has arisen fear of potential blocking of accounts, especially in the event ot a crisis.
This negative e!fect on the accounts could
alone be suftlcient to cancel any positive
effects on the accounts directly a!fected.
8. The argument that the restrictions on
capital exports would reduce U.S. competition for European assets and thereby lower
their price has a measure of validity. In this
sense the measures could be looked upon as
a means, like optimum tarl!fs, of exploiting
the national monopoly power of the U.S.
financial community over other countries.
By preventing competitve bidding, the U .S.
can lower the price of European assets, but
if this 1s the subtle reasoning behind the
measures, it Is a shabby example of hypocrisy
for the world's leading power.
9. It would be a mistake to infer by Its
sUence that the U.S. business community
supports these measures. Any acquiescence
to the controls is based on the special Interests of lobbies hoping for special exemptions
and fearful of reprisals 1f they do react publicly against the government's policy.
10. The measures would weaken the U.S.
dollar by reducing its usefulness as a world
currency. Both private holders and central
banks will withdraw balances they fear may
be blocked. Central banks may attempt to
"get gold while it lasts." The measures create
a "sauve que peut" attitude.
11. The controls will have pernicious effects. They are o!fensive to the U.S. system
of free enterprise. They were advanced In the
mistaken belle! that the U.S. has no better
alternative to confront the crisis which confronts it. If that is so, it would involve an
open admission that the French have taken
the initiative out of U.S. hands. But this Is a
mistake. The crisis Is partly the making ot
the U.S. authorities themselves. The U.S. has
followed the wrong course in its balance of
payments policy and needs to alter direction.
The U.S. should abandon Its defeatist attitude and take positive steps to reassert Its
financial leadership.
To this end, I would recommend that the
U.S. take Into account the following principles:
(a) The way to increase demand for dollars is to make dollars more desirable. Thus
(1) eliminate the interest equalization tax,
(11) eliminate the "voluntary" foreign credit
restraint program, (111) reject the current
measures, (lv) abandon all other measures
that have mistakenly been Imposed for "balance of payments" reasons, and (v) restrain
Inflation in the U.S. even If It means an increase In taxes or higher Interest rates. A
more restrictive financial policy is needed
in the U.S. even for domestic reasons.
(b) Solve the gold problem directly, Instead of worsening it by weakening the dollar as a freely usable world currency.
The first recommendations speak for
themselves. The second requires a decision,
which must be made very soon, between (1)
cooperative solutions and (11) a unUateral
solution.
There are two cooperative solutions. One
1s for the major central banks to commit
their gold stocks to stab1Uze the free market price of gold. With over 25,000 tons of
It among them and yearly privats supply
(and demand) in the neighborhood of 1,000
tons, this involves no risk whatsoever for
the next five or ten years. The formula I
suggest (as I did in 1965) is for the gold
pool to issue gold-pool certificates in exchange for the gold of the major powers.
The major countries would then use goldpool certlftcates for reserves instead of gold.
When gold Is fed to the market from stocks,
(interest-bearing) dollars (or other convertIble currencies) would be received 1n exchange; when gold Is taken from the market, the dollars or other convertible cur293-82G-11713

rencles are given back to it. The certificates
would initially have 100 per cent gold reserves behind them, but there would be no
harm in letting the reserve ratio drop to
70 or 80 per cent over the years. Over time
the certificates would acquire the status of
International money. The lower the reserve
ratio, the more interest the certificates could
pay.
The other cooperative solution is a uniform reduction In the par value of all currencies (an increase in the price of gold).
This would be a wasteful solution, and It
would involve inequitable transfers to Russia
and France. I would prefer this to the proposed controls, but regard it as definitely
worse than the gold-pool certificate plan. and
worse than the un1latera1 solution.
The unUateral solution Is for the U.S. to
get out of the gold market, at least over the
next two years. The commitment to keep
dollars convertible Into gold for the monetary
purposes of foreigners 1s no longer necessary
for the U.S., nor is it in the national interest.
It is a service the U.S. provides to other
financial nations so that they can justify
Internally, their policies of keeping their currencies fixed to the dollar and holding international reserves In the form of dollars. It
is in the U.S. interest to provide this service
only as long as other nations want to use it
and enable the U.S. to perform tt. If that is
the case, the other nations will agree to a
cooperative solution. If it is not the case,
the U.S. should get out of the gold market
and stop paying a very high cost for the sake
of providing a service other nations no longer
want. (Despite the fact that France has attempted to wreck the present system, she
still uses the service by pegging her currency
to the U.S. dollar.)
Freeing the gold price does not mean abandoning the role of the U.S. dollar as a world
currency. On the contrary, it would enhance
this role if combined with the elimination of
restrictive balance of payments measures. It
1s doubtful that the world shares the discontent of the Continenal Powers with the
way the u.s. has run the dollar exchange
standard. There is simply no viable alternative to it at the present time. The question
of compena.stlon may not even arise. But it
would not be hard to handle; my suggestion
would be to compena.ste those countries who
no longer intend to hold dollars or peg their
currencies to the dollar.
THE DoLLAR AND GoLD

(By Prof. Robert A. Mundell, University of
Chicago, taken from "Man and EconomIcs," by Robert A. Mundell, McGraw-Hill
Book Co., New York, 1968)
The international monetary system has
been in trouble in one way or another for
half a century. Prior to 1914 the major nations alternated between gold and silver and
b1metall1c standards, but since 1870 gold
had ruled the roost. Gold was the anonymous monarch in a world of creative nationalism, and it counted for more than a
mere medium of exchange and contract; It
symbolized internationalism and the rule of
international law. Like any sovereign it had
its detractors, but these were inconsequential as long as sterling, the power behind
the throne, was accorded the respect due
the currency of the greatest financial power.
National currencies were equal, but sterling
was more equal than the others.
The use of a national money as an International reserve asset is not, of course, a.
new phenomenon; it goes back to Biblical
times and wa.s widespread during the Renaissance and the eighteenth cenutry. During the nineteenth century, when the pound
sterling was fixed to gold, many central
banks outside as well as inside the British
Empire held sterling balances In London
banks, usually at the Bank of England, to
provide a national reserve. The Bank of
England, "the Old Lady of Threadneedle
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Street," managed the system so that when
It lost gold, bank rate (the rate charged
by the Bank of England on loans) would
be raised and a tightness would develop In
the London money market, spreading into a
general scarcity of liquidity for all those
who had stakes In the London capital market.
The London capital market was a world
market, with borrowers and lenders placing
and taking up loans and capital-market
issues through the facilities that the financial center of the empire had developed.
When money was scarce in London, it would
tend to become scarce all over the world,
and a general reduction in world expenditures would take place; when money was
easy in London, Interest rates all over the
world tended to be low. The Bank of England,
through its use of bank rate, was the "price
leader" in the world monetary system. For
a century the bank managed to keep sterling
convertible Into gold on the basis of an incredibly small gold reserve, by today's standards, relying on confidence in the stab111ty of
sterling and the power of London to attract
gold through the use of bank rate when It
was needed. As Walter Bagehot, the English
economist and journalist who wrote Lombard
Street, said, "8 per cent wm bring gold from
the moon."
In rough outline, here Is how what should
probably be called the gold-sterling-exchange
standard worked in the world as a whole.
Whenever a peripheral country ran short of
gold (that is, whenever It had a balance-ofpayments deficit), It would a.llow moneymarket conditions to tighten (as they would
automatically unless the monetary e!fect of
the gold loss were o!fset by an expa.nston of
domestic credit), thereby attracting capital
and curtailing expenditure; and when It had
excess gold, it would allow money-market
conditions to ease, with the opposite effect.
As we have seen, the Bank of England followed the same policy, but since the London
capital market was huge in relation to other
centers, the Bank of England in e!fect dominated all othere and a!fected world interest
rates and expenditures. Thus whenever the
Bank or England was short of gold, world Interest rates would be high, and whenever the
Bank of England had excess gold, world interest rates would be low. London was the
channel through which gold production and
hoarding wa.s fed into the world financial
system and determined, along with banking
operations in the London market, the world
price level.
The First World War changed all that. Besides shattering the 1llusions of a generation
brought up to expect continuity and progress as the patrimony of the greatest organized culture the world has ever known, the
European "clvU war" destroyed the fabric
ot the international order-an order that
was symbolized, in the economic sphere, by
the mutual harmony of interests binding
trading nations together. The International
gold standard broke down completely at the
outbreak of war all over the world except the
United States, while the agony of the prolonged war and the bitterness it had stamped
on an entire generation set the stage for the
ill-conceived Treaty of Versailles.
Neither political nor monetary order could
be restored on the old basis. America had
remained on gold during the war, and on
America was laid the heavy responsibUity of
picking up the pieces. After the war ended,
Benjamin Strong, the G<>vernor of the New
York Federal Reserve Bank, and Montague
Norman, the Governor of the Bank of England (the so-called mystery man of high
finance), made valiant attempts to reinstate
the old system and spent many fateful hours
together reorganizing the currencies of Europe, later joined by Moreau, the Governor
of the Bank of Prance. This team did tn the
middle twenties what the IMP was to do after
the Second World War,
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Alas for the welfare of the world, the system had been rebuilt upon sand. Currencies
had depreciated In terms ot guods, and Brltaln!s fatal error ot 1925 (when Church111 was
Chancellor of the Exchequer) 1n gotng back
to the old prewar parity left not only the
pound but also the gold base of the International monetary system In jeopardy. The
weakness might have been revealed In any
event, but the undervaluation of the franc
after 1926 sealed the fate of the pound and
the International system. The system col·
lapsed In 1931 when Britain, whose balanceof-payments position had been undermined
by defiatlon In the United States, abandoned
gold In the wake of the chain reaction Initiated by the failure of the big VIennese bank,
the Credit Anstalt. All the klng's horses
could not put the system together again.
Some hope for the system was rekindled
after United States devaluation 1n 1934, when
the price of gold was raised to $35 an ounce,
but by that time the world depression had
become deep, economic nationalism was on
the march, and the disease of total!tarlanlsm
had spread all over the southern, middle,
and eastern parts of the European Continent.
The post-Second World War system built
up at Bretton Woods, where the United Nations set up the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank, was an attempt
to correct the mistakes of the Interwar period by "humanizing" the gold standard. But
the IMF was not strong enough In experience,
reputation, or resources to replace the authority of the major financial countries,
especially, now, the United States. The real
power behind the IMF system became the
United States, and Its Instrument was the
dollar.
In a technical sense and tn fact, the United
States became the center of the International monetary system. First, the United
States became the sole country pegging Its
currency to gold; tn this sense the dollar became the key currency. Second, and partly
because of the first event, other countries
pegged their currencies to the dollar, either
directly or through the pound, franc, or
escudo; In this sense the dollar became the
primary intervention currency. Third, dollars became Increasingly used as an lnterna·
tlonal asset for central banks; 1n this sense
the dollar became the primary reserve currency. Fourth, the dollar became Increasingly
used for trading operations as a currency ot
contract; In thls sense the dollar became the
primary vehicle currency (along with the
pound). Fifth, and finally, the dollar was
Increasingly used as the currency of quotation; 1n this sense the dollar became the
main currency used as unit of account. In
these five roles the dollar became the currency that was more equal than any ·other
just as sterling was In the nineteenth century.
After the war no one doubted the strength
of the dollar, and dolla.rs were accumulated
by central banks as being more useful than
gold beca.use of the Interest that could be
earned and because the dollar was the cur·
rency of Intervention In the exchange market. AB postwar recovery proceeded, the European countries developed the balance-atpayments surpluses needed to rebuild their
reserves. The surpluses were taken out In
both dollan and gold as no one doubted the
ablllty of the United States to convert dollars Into gold. But In 1958, after the European currencies had become convertible and
mucb stronger, the United States balance-of•
payments deficit, which ln the early fifties
had averaged $1 b1lllon, jumped to $3 bil·
lion. Awareness ot the Implications for convertibility of the dollar becsme appa.rent, and
central banks took a closer look at their
porttolioe. Since 1958 the United states has
run a deficit of over $2 billion of which, 0111
the average, about halt was taken 1n gold
and half In dollars. But many central banks
held dollars merely bec&U88 they did DOl;
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want to embarrass the United States. Involuntary dollar holdings mounted untu
France led the way to a "declaration of Independence." Afte!" the spring of 1965 France
began converting Its entire surplus Into
gold, and other countries became lncreas·
lngly reluctant to expand their holdings of
United states dollars. In effect, the world
monetary system appeared to be moving back
to the gold standard.
Thus we see that since the Second World
War the world economy has been moving
toward a system which, In some respects, 18
similar to that of the nlneteenth-centlll"Y
gold-standard system, with the dollar, New
York, and the Federal Reserve System replacing sterling, London, and the Bank of
England. However, the present system 18
complicated by a Federal Reserve policy that
is more ambiguous than the Bank of England
used to have. The present system makes use
of numerous rest:"lctlons and prohibitions,
and there Is a. greater sel!-consclousness on
the part of foreign central banks about the
advantages to be gained from a system which
relies heavily on the dollar and United States
monetary policy.
Let us put these complications aside for
a moment, however, and concentrate on
some of the Institutional features through
which the system works. First of all, the
United States government forbids Its own
citizens to hold gold, so th111t there Is no
legal gold market In the United States; the
center of the world's gold market Is London
(whicb, however, Is not open to the British
public, since the British government also
forbids Its citizens from holdlng gold). But
the United States Is still the main determinant of the market price o! gold, since the
United States Treasury will sell or buy gold
for dollars at $35 an ounce for monetary
purposes to foreign central banks. This
means, in effect, that the London privatemarket gold price cannot differ from $35
an ounce by much more than the cost of
shipping gold from the United States to
London.
Let us see how the gold market works.
New gold production, o! somewhat more
than $1 billion worth a year (the main producer 18 South Africa, with Russia and oanada of considerably less Importance) Is marketed through London. Producers sell gold
In London. Consumers buy lt. Usually the
supply exceeds the demand, and the Bank
of England takes up the excess gold, paying
for It with dollars; It then replenishes Its
dollar holdings by selltng the gold to the
United States Treasury or to other central
banks. (The Bank of England manages the
recently developed "gold pool," by which
demand for new gold by other maJor central
banks Is managed collectively.) But when
the private demand for gold exceeds the
supply, the Bank of England sells gold from
Its own reserve 1n exchange for dollars and
then presents the dollars for conversion to
gold a.t the United States Treasury. Thus
United States gold losses or gains are directly dependent on whether there Is an
excess demand or excess supply of gold In
the London market. They also depend on
whether other central banks want to keep
less or more o! their reserves in dollars or
gold. United States gold losses over any
period of time are thus compoeed of the
excess of private demand for gold over Its
supply In the private gold market and the
excess .of dollar holdings of foreign central
banks. Ruaslan sales or purchases have to
be Included In private demands or supplies.
The most Important causes of tl.uctuatlons
tn the United States gold stocks, apart from
cbanges ln the fiow of gold from the mines,
are the following:
1. Russian gold sales. When the Russians
have a poor wheat harvest, they ship gold
to London to get dollars to pay tor wheat
Imports, but when their harvest Is good, they
prefer to add their domestic production of
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gold to their gold stocks. Thus the United
States gold stock goes up when the RuBBlan
wheat crop Is bad, and down (or up by less)
when It Is good.
2. Private hoarding. When there Is an Increase or decrease ln the speculative demand
for gold or In the demand tor Its use ln Industry and the arts, the United States gold
stock goes correspondingly down or up.
3. CentraZ bank converSions. When the
other central banks want to alter the composition of their reserves and shift from
dollars lnto gold, the United States suffers a
gold loss; and when they want to Increase
their holdings of dollars at the expense of
gold, the United States has a gold gain.
4. A deficit in the United States baZance of
payments. When the United States monetary

system creates more money than Americans
or private foreign residents want to hold,
the fiow of dollars offered on foreign-exchange markets abroad expands either directly or Indirectly after first raising United
States prices or lowering United States Interest rates. Since foreign central banks keep
their exchange rates fixed to the dollar, they
have to buy up the excess dollars on the
exchange markets, dollars which they convert Into gold at the United States Treasury.
A lax United States monetary policy therefore Induces gold losses, while a restrictive
(or not excessively expansive) one Induces
gold gains.
The first three factors affecting the United
States gold stock tend to be rather volatile
and suggest that the Federal Reserve System cannot follow as simple or convenient
a. set of rules for monetary policy a.s those
adopted by the Bank of England In the nineteenth century; tightening the monetary polIcy when there Is a gold loss and easing It
when there Is a gold gain. If the Federal Re·
serve followed such a rule uncritically,
United States monetary policy would be dictated In part by the whims of foreign central
banks and private gold hoarders and by Russian wheat harvests. Such a policy on the part
of the Federal Reserve System would not be
in the interests of the United States or Indeed In the interests o! the world community
as a whole.
This Is the justification, In part, for the
United States practice of sterilizing gold
movements, preventing them, 1n the first Instance, from having an Impact on outstandIng dollar liabilities. But the process of sterIlization Is, 1n fact, probably carried too far.
As noted above, gold losses may be due to a
deficit In the United States balance of payments arising from excessive credit expansion
In the United States. If gold losses arising
from exce88 credit creation In the United
States are sterilized, the disequilibrium Is
perpetuated with no compensating gains.
If the United States authorities dld not
sterilize the Initial gold outfiow, gold would
eventually come back to the United States ln
the proce88 of transferring In goods, through
a. balance-of-payments surplus, the financial
transfer Implied by the capital movement.
It Is sometimes argued, however, that unless the authorities sterlllze the gold outfiow, defiation or unemployment ln the
United States will result. But there Is no
reason for defiation or unemployment to result from the transfer process. If no sterilization took place 1n either the United States
or Britain, the British would spend more on
all goods, Including American goods, while
the Americans would spend less on all goods,
Including British goods. The change ln
spending Is not the same as a change 1n In·
come or employment, and Indeed the shift
In the International pattern of expenditure
could Induce infia.tlonary pressure in the
United states rather than detl.atlonary
preasure.
It Is sometimes argued that because the
United States Is a large country, with only
a small proportion of Internationally traded
goods, the decrease in United states spend-

lng on American goods will be large, causing
a net fall in spending on American goods and
bringing about recession. But the conclusion
dooo not follow because, for precisely the
reason the decrease in United States spending on home goods will be high, the Increase
ln foreign spending on United States goods
will be high also.
It may next be argued that in all count ries, Including the United States, many
goods are not traded at all, so that there
will be a large drop In United States spendIng on domestic goods and export goods
without any corresponding Increase in
spending by foreigners on United States domestic goods. But because the United States
is large, a given change in spending, spread
over a wide range of goods, needs to reduce
demand only a little in any one sector of
the economy, so that price changes also need
only be minor. Price changes undoubtedly
occur after any disturbance, but international disturbances In a large country with a
small International sector are likely to be
correspondingly small
It Is partly because of the adoption of this
faulty technique of automatic sterilization,
based on unsound theory as well as practice, thlllt Britain, the United States, and a
few other countries that have followed their
bad example have managed to maintain and
perpetuate balance-of-payments disequilibriums over a long period of time, to the discomfort of the inhabitants of these countries
and at the social cost of the remainder of
the world community. The harm Is not restricted to a persistent weakneSB of the
pound sterling, and an Incipient weakness
of the dollar, but extends to the measures
adopted 1n their defense. These measures
have Included prohibitions on Imports, hidden export bounties, altered military-pro·
curement plans, taxes on capital exports,
new laws forbidding private gold purchases,
and arm-twisting "gentlemen's agreements"
with banks. In the case of America these
measures have created in the minds of many
observers the sorry spectacle of a superpower, a democracy, creating on the basis
of a wrong theory and faulty practice, an
artificially weak currency, Imitating measures Invented In Nazi Germany and perpetuated all over Europe in the years following
the end of the Second World War. The situation is made more ironic by the fact that
America led the battle against those very
measures when they were Imposed In Europe
where to a large extent they have now been
abandoned.
Until recently the continental European
position has been that the United States
should correct Its deficit and then make an
agreement on International monetary reforms, probably through creating a new reserve asset, while the United States position
has been to talk about reform before correcting the deficit. In a formal sense the
major countries Including the United States
have now decided to go ahead with reform,
but it ls of the kind Ukely to paper over the
cracks In the wallpaper rather than undertake any real replastering.
The case for reform of the system Is a
strong one, if the rest of the world Is unwilling to continue to use the dollar to the
extent It formerly did, but It is not clear
that the central banks can or will agree on
the ingredients constituting an Improvement
1n the world monetary system. Many Europeans have become bitter about the Intrusion
at American capital into Europe and Its buyIng up European factories--purchases which
the Europeans themselves have financed by
holding on to dollars needed to lubricate the
fiow of trade. In another vein they argue that
the dollar holdings of the European countries have helped finance the Vietnam war,
of which they disapprove. Against this some
American economists have Insisted that the
Inadequate capital markets in Europe-Inadequate because of Europe's own restrictions--have left European companies no re293-a2G-11713

course but to use the dollar as a financial
Intermediary between lenders and borrowers. The dollar Is so entrenched, so strong,
and so useful that Its use will, like the English language, spread over the world-not a
very comfort ing thought to the new nationalism developing on the Continent of
Europe.
[The] resent ment of American financial
expansion Is not shared by all Europeans,
many of whom see great advant ages In
American capital investments as a medium
by which the t echnology gap between Europe
and America. can be reduced. But from the
standpoint of the world's monetary system,
the United St a t es answer to the bitterness
Is a simple one:
"The error in l!uch thinking
Ignores t he common ground
That t he dollar Is a cancer
No cure yet found."
It Is in this antagonistic mllieu that t he
managers of the system-the cent r al bankers
and the finance m inisters--have reached an
Impasse on the fundamental reform that is
necessary. The stabillty of the syst em depends entirely on t heir ability to agree, yet
the ingredients for agreement are not present.
The weak link In the present system Is the
threatened 1nstab111t y 1n the price of gold,
since the United States cannot cont inue to
sell gold and a t t he same time preserve confidence In the dollar. At present, events are
moving on a collision course, which in the
absence of cooperation will result in a
sporadic and uncont rolled increase In the
price of gold. It would be far better t o r aise
the price of gold by agreement than to have
this decision forced on the world through
the lnabllity of t he major powers to cooperate.
Yet it Is surely clear that an Increase In
the price of gold is at best a second best
course. The way out, the path of st ab111t y,
lies in agreement among the main European
countries, Japan, and the United St at es that
they need to preserve the present dollar price
of gold and will commit their gold reserves to
that ead. After all, If there can be no agreement on a new system, it Is better to make do
with the one we now have than to allow the
forces of instablltt y to disrupt the unprecedented expansion of industry and trade that
has been the outstanding feature of the
postwar world economy.
Were the central banks to agree on this,
there would have to be a balance of responslbllity between the United Stat es, at the
center of the system, and the other major
countries. A gentlemen's agreement Is really
necessary whlle baste reform Is being worked
out-or at least t alked about. Europe and
Japan must be w1lling to alter the composition of their reserves to the extent necessary
to preserve the present dollar price of gold.
To make Europe's commitment worthwhile,
the United States, on Its part, would have to
be wllllng and able to preserve the st abllity
of Its economy and take International int erests into account .
THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND INTERNA•
TIONAL MONETARY REFORM

(By Dr. Patrick M. Boarman)
For the past decade and a half, American
payments to other countries have regularly,
exceeded other countries' payments to us,
except in 1957 when the Suez crisis raised
demand for American exports and produced
a small surplus (of about $500 mlllion) .
From 1951 to 1958, U.S. balance of payments
deficits were moderate, averaging about $1
billlon a year, and were considered desirable
as contributing needed reserves to the rest
of the world then suffering ffom a "dollar
shortage".
After 1958, the deficits became a cause
of concern as they Increased In size, assumed
a chronic character, and were accompanied
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by substan tial declines in t he monetary gold
reserves of the U.S. The cumulative total of
such deficit s bet ween the end of 1960 and
the end of 1967 was $17.2 billion. In the same
period, the gold reserves of the U.S. fell by
some $6 billion to an historic low of approximat ely $12 billion (they were about
$23 b llllon In 1957) . This represents a drain
of national monet ary reserves of a magnitude
and speed which Is unique in the annals of
the International monetary syst em.
COMPLACENCY OF THE ADMINISTRATION

The ongoing payments deficits and gold
hemorrhaging of the United States have
placed in serious jeopardy the country's
abllity t o meet Its political, milit ary, and
economic commitments as leader of the
Free World. The Republican Party a ttaches
the highest priority to the task of bringing
our International accounts lnto equlllbrlum.
This can be accomplished only when we recognize t hat t he radical changes which have
occurred In t he rest of the developed world
since 195G-increased compet itiveness, technological progress, and effective policies of
stablltzation-requlre compensating Int ernal
adjustment s In our economy. What is required before all else both for our int er nal
and our external health Is a return t o fiscal
and monet ary discipline.
Complacency h as marked t he Administration's a ttitude toward t he balance of
payments crisis and the Impression h as been
created t hat b alance of p a yments equlUbrium ca nnot be expected as long as t he
Vietnam war continues. This is an ext remely
dangerous course and will t end t o erode
whatever Int ernat ional confidence In t he
dollar st ill remains. Continued doubts about
Its a.b111t y to serve as the keyst one of the exIsting int ernat ional monetary syst em could
lead to a collapse of &he system. I ndeed,
the posslblUty of such a worldwide m onet ary
disaster h as ftgured prominently in m any
objective st udies of the current situation
by leading experts.
SHORT-TERM

LIABILITIES

EXCEED

RESERVES

The elements of crisis are present In these
facts: against the U.S. reserve of about $12
billion In gold st ands a grand tot al of approximately $30 bllllon In short-t erm liabilIties to forelgners--$14.5 bllllon of them
convertible at on ce on demand Into gold
by foreign o!Hclal agencies. In effect, such
demands, If present ed simultaneously, would
render t he U.S. Internation ally b a nkrupt.
Hopefully, t h is cat astrophe wm not occur.
But the act ual det erioration of the International economic position of the U.S. Is disturbing enough.
The American reserve posit ion ts furt her
aggravated by the existing requirement that
at least 25 percent of the Federal Reserve
notes outstanding be backed by gold. When
allowance Is made for this reserve requirement amoun ting to about $10 bllllon, only
$2 billion in free gold Is avallable t o meet
the vastly great er sum of our International
llab1llties.
THE ROLE OF GOLD

It Is true t hat the gold cover for domestic
currency can be abrogated as It was In 1965
in respect t o the deposits of the Federal Reserve Syst em. Then as now, however, such
a step serves merely as a palllatlve and has
no real effect on t he basic causes of the
balance of payments di!Hcultles of the nation. Indeed, by removing the Immediate
pressure on the reserve position, It tends to
prolong t he fundamental dlsequ111brlum In
the nation's international economic relationships. The alleged purpose of abandoning
the gold backing requirement Is to forestall
a run on our gold by making the whole
gold stock available now. But foreigners are
certain to be more impressed by the a.b111ty
of the U.S. to hold the line against lnfiationary pressures at home, thus making gold
outfiows unnecessary, than by Its w1llingness

to pay out its entire gold reserve to back up
an internationally depreciating dollar.
Because the dollar senres, together with
gold, ae a principal component of the in·
ternational reserves o:f the rest of the world,
doubts about its future have measura.bly increased the fragl.llty of existing monetary
arrangements. World reserves are normally
increased each yea.r by additions to monetary
gold stocks from new pl'Oduction. In the
last few years, however, virtually the entire
world output of gold has been absOrbed privately, with one-third of the total being
purchased by industry and two-thirds by
hoarders. The private absorption of gold was
$1.5 blllion in 1966, of which $1 blllion was
purchased by hoarders speculating on a devaluation o:f the dollar in terms of gold. New
gold production, including sales from the
USSR, was $90 million less than the amount
privately absorbed with the result that the
monetary gold stockS of the world actually
declined in 1966, the first such decline in
modern monetary history.

A !Un'BEAT J'BOM PIUNCIPLE

Tlle United staites, which led the way after
World War n in freeing the international
eoonomy of Lts shackles, is now perversely
retreating from fts own principles. It enthusiastically supports tariff cutting under
"Kennedy rounds" whlle adamantly resisting the internal disc.lpllne---in monetary and
ft.soa.l matters-that international trade
requires.
It couples demands for "libera.lize.tion" of
trade in goods and services, hypocritically,
with programs to deliberalize capital movements. The restrictions an capital outflows
are, in effect, a form of exchange control,
while the interest equalization tax on the
sale of a. foreign securities in the U.S. is a
disguised form of selective devaluation of
the dollar. These are exceedingly drastic and,
in the end, self-defeating interferences with
the fundamenta.l freedoms ot Americans to
carry on legitimate business activity
wherever they may c:hooae. But they are the
predlcta.ble response of an Administration
DECLINE OF U.S. TRADE SURPLUS
which seekS to avoid at all coots the modificaA particular o&use of concern in view of tion of domestic objectives 1n the interest of
the developtnents he!'e described has been achieving internattonal equillbrlum.
the significant deterioration of the United
SELF-DEFEATING CONTROLS
states balance of trade. The U.S. has tradiIn spite of the Administration's imposition
tionally counted on its large surplus on trade of controls on capital movements, the deficit
to offset the large out:floWB of oa.pital from in the balance ot payments has persisted. It
this country, both on private and govern- amounted to $1.3 blllion in 1965, $1.4 billlon
mental account. But the trade surplus fell in 1966, and the estimated deficit for
from its high of almost $7 bllllon at the 1967 is 1n the $4 bUlion zone. It now
close of 1964 to less than $4 bUiion in 1966. is clear that preoccupation with the attainThe worsening of the trade balance was due
of short-run balance between receipts
not only to Vietnam-caused increases in 1m- ment
payments by arbltrarlly restricting acports (which increased 10 percent more rap- and
tivity in specific sectors, e.g., cutting back on
idly than exports) but to inflationary pres- capital
outflows, can actually provoke new
sures in the domestic economy which raised disequlllbrium. This is because items in the
private demands for resources which nor- balance of payments are closely interrelated;
mally would have been exported. The weak- "corrections" in one Item cannot be made
ness of the trade balance raises the poesi- without producing counterbalancing changes
blllty of a larger balance of payments deficit
in the immediate future and therewith of the in other Items.
To lllustrate, exports of money capital by
emergence of a new and more critical turn
American corporations to their foreign: subin the U.S. position in the world economy.
sidiaries tend to increase U.S. merchandise
VOLUNTARY RESTRAINT OF CAPITAL OUTFLOWS
exports because foreign a11iliates of American
The essence of the U.S. problem is that the firms import large quantities of merchandise
imperatives of the balance of pa.yment&-the a.nd services from the U.S. for their own use.
need to bdng domestic costs, prices, and In- The U.S. Department of Commerce has esticomes into harmonious relationships with mated that merchandise exports by Amerithose prevalllng in the countries with which can firms to their :foreign amlia.tes in 1964
we trade-are not permitted to interfere with amounted to 25 percent of total U.S. exports
the ideological and political imperatives of 1n that year. Moreover, there is evidence that
easy money pollcies, expanded spending pro- current cutbacks 1n U.S. long-term investgrams, and chronic budget deficits. The om- ment abroad will sacrifice future net lnfiows
cia! U.S. pos.ttion appears to be: it is not our on such investments. Total U.S. direct inpolicies which should a.dJl:St to the needs vestments abroad are already so large that
of the balance of payments, but the be.la.nce the return of funds to the United States in
of payments which should adJust to our the :form of dividends a.nd profits exceed the
policies. Accordlngly, the major response of outflow of new investment. In 1966 the rethe Administration to the be.lance o:f pay- turn on existing direct foreign investments
ments crisis has not been to reduce domestic was ~.1 billion compared with new direct
infialll.onary pressures but rather to clamp investment abroad in that year of $3.4 blllion.
controls on the movement of private capital
Slmllarly, the cutbacks in U.S. bank lendout of the United States.
ing abroad-which were significant contriThe so-called "guidelines" promulgated by butions to the reduction In the balance of
the Administration for o&pital lending payments deficit at the time they occurredabroad are the counterpart in our interna.- have been largely offset by declines in foreign
tiona.l affairs of the "guideposts" ooncept in deposits in the u.s. Denied credit facillties
the domestic eoonomy. Both substitute gov- in the U.S., foreign holders of dollar deposits
em~nent fiat for the forces of the market:
in American bankS have drawn them down
both conflict violently with the principles of instead. Aga.ln, "voluntary" prohibitions on
freedom of enterprise and e11iclent allocation U.S. industrial investment abroad have
of economic resources.
caused American firms to borrow abroad;
The techniques the Admln1stl'ation pro- this has helped measurably to push up interpoeee tor overcoming international dis- est rates abroad relative to the U.S., thus
equilibrium a.re but a throwback to the solu- cancelllng out In part efforts to stem capital
tions used in the 1930's--the era of "Inter- outfioWB by raising interest rates here.
In sum, restrictions of investment outnational la.iseez-faire." The nations &imply
retreated from the international economy so flows, whlle of help 1n the short run, may
that they could pursue autonomous domestic be moving the economy of the U.S. even
farther away from balance of payments
policies and they secured this retreat with the equilibrium
in the long run. Instead of nararmor of exchange oontrols, quotas, and bt- rowing the deficit, they tend to widen it.
la.teral trade agreements. BaJa.nce of pay- This is because none of these measures is
ments crises were avoided but at the b.eavy a. substitute tor removing a chief cause of
coet ~almost total dislntegratton or the ln- the deficits, viz., the absence of fiscal reternationa.l economy.
straint and monetary discipline within the
29~20-11713
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U.S. It is, moreover, certain that the continued reliance on guidelines and elmilar
controls will seriously preJudice the role of
the U.S. as world banker, provoke retaliatory
measures In other countries, and thus ultimately force a return to the economic nationalism of the unlamented 1930s.
LONDON MONETARY AGREEMENT-AN ILLUSION
OF STRENGTH

Spokesmen of the Administration would
have it believed that the ba.lance of payments d111iculties of the United States are
the outgrowth of deficiencies in the internationa.l monetary system. Statements adverting to the seriousness of the U.S. position have been coupled with emphasis on
the need for reform of the international
monetary system. The widely halled London
Monetary Agreement of 1967 providing for
the creation of a new form of international
reserve to supplement gold and dollars is
expected to resolve our di11iculties. In fact,
these "special drawing rights or SDR's-which are simple bookkeeping entries supported by the prestige of the Internationa.l
Monetary Fund~e additional lines of
credit extended by th• surplus countries to
the deficit countries.
The power to apply the provisions of the
new agreement lies 1n the hands of the
Common Market countries who are in surplus and wbo represent only 18 percent o:f
the votes in the IMF. Tlle other 82 percent
are deficit countries, Including chiefly the
U.S., Great Britain, and the underdeveloped
countries. It is clear that the deficit countries--the only ones in need of more "International liquidity"-would like to see
early creation of substantial amounts of
SDRs. The steady decline in U.S. gold stocks
has moved the Administration to engage
in desperate maneuvering to discover new
means of covering its chronic payments
deficits.
But the surplus countries are understandably determined not to supply resources for
that purpose. Neither the amount of new
reserves to be created nor when they are to
be pa.ld have been agreed upon, nor is any
decision on these matters likely to be forthcoming untU the U.S. has ended Its deficit.
THE KEY ROLE 01' THE DOLLAR

The cla.lms made by the Administration
that the London accord represents "one of
the great days in the history of International
financial cooperation" appear vastly exaggerated. The evidence suggests that It is not
the international monetary system that Is in
need of reform so much as the U.S. dollar,
a.nd that it is the shaky position of the dollar
which puts the international monetary system in a precarious position.
If the U.S. tails to bring its international
accounts into balance and if, as a result, a
devaluation of the dollar in terms of gold
becomes necessary, the consequence may well
be a world-wide llquidity panic as all nations rush to acquire gold or attempt to prevent loss of their own gold. Naive hopes that
gold can be ellmlna.ted as a component of
interna.lonal reserves founder on the ages-old
a.nd universal preference for the metal as the
one medium of international exchange which
Is beyond the control of any single nation
or group of nations.
The continued primacy of gold as International money makes it unlikely that the
International Monetary Fund, even with the
potential new resources established under the
London agreement, would be able to prevent
a crisis precipitated by collapse of confidence
in the dollar. Tlle IMP was designed to provide stop-gap Bold to countries with temporary
short-falls in their balances of payments.
It was not designed and it is not able to cope
with the prolonged cumulative deficits of the
sort the u.s. h118 been experiencing. When
it is recalled that a prior devaluation of a
key currency-the devaluation of the British
pound in 1981-triggered an international
liquidity criels and brought on world-wide

deflation and depression, the ominous
character of the ongoing lnternatlona.l deficits of the U.S. is revealed.
INTERNATIONAL LIQUIDITY AND 'l'BADJ:

As long as the U.S. continues in the de-

plied by exporters or importers, or in some
cases by lntematlonal institutions. Ot such
commercia.l credit, there is 1n indivldua.l
countries norma.lly no shortage, or internal
credit policy ca.n be adJusted to make up
tor any untoward tightness of :funds. In contrast, international reserves are required to
finance only the inevitable differences between the value of a country's total imports
and its total exports: their purpose is not to
finance trade itself but net trade imbalances.
The alleged shortage of liquidity is not a
genera.l lllness a11iicting the world because of
the failure of growth in gold stocks and
dollar reserves to keep pace with the growth
In world trade; it is a surfeit of dollars, indeed, which is the contemporary international malaise. Since the exchange reserves
of one country are always the exchange deficiencies of another country, a liquidity problem emerges only in respect to some countries, viz., those with chronically unba.lanced
balances of payments. If all nations' imports
and exports on current and capital account
exactly ba.lanced, no international movement
of cash would be required at all. While this
hypothetical situation is hardly likely to be
realized, the principle is clear: surpluses and
deficits (excesses or deficiencies of "interna.tiona.l liquidity") a.rlse in specific countries
as the product of their individual policies
a.nd not In the world at large. No "world
state" exists of which It could be sa.ld that
it is short of "world liquidity."

ficit position Its plea for the establishment
of a. mechanism to produce "paper gold"
must remain suspect; 1n tact, Its motives in
this respect have been all too transparent.
But the urgency of the case tor an Increase
In "international liquidity" remains dubious
for more fundamental reasons. The historical record shows that there is no necessary
relationship between the growth of world
trade a.nd th growth of world montary reserves. On the contrary, both magnitudes
would appear to develop in a completely unrelated wa.y. In past periods, world trade has
decreased substantially in value while
world reserves have rapidly increased. At
other times, for example in the post World
War II period, world trade have advanced
far more rapidly than the growth in reserves.
It is significant that prior to 1914 when
nations allowed their internal economies to
adjust to changes in the international economy, the term "shortage of international liquidity" was unheard of. tt is a fact that
Great Britain, the leading trading nation of
the nineteenth century, supported a vast
network of trade and payments on a miniscule reserve; nor did the relatively small size
of the British reserve prevent her trade and
DANGERS OP "PAPER GOLD"
that ot the whole world from undergoing extremely rapid growth in this period. The
Thus, the problema.ttCBl aspects o! Adminequlllbrating forces at work under the gold istration supported schemes to overcQIIle the
standard reduced the need for reserves to a alleged illiquidity of the world by creating a
Ininlmum.
new reserve unit is seen to lie In the fact
that the deficit countries-the only ones
THE PHANTOM OF "WORLD LIQUIDITY"
who
would require such artifioia.l reserves-The basic error of the "liquidity shortage"
thesis is its contusion of internal with ex- would in effect be allowed to obtaln carte
ternal liquidity. But the two a.re quite dif- blanche for further deficits. It would be the
ferent in origin and in effect. An internal surplus countries which would be required to
contraction or expansion of liquidity rela- exchange real goods for "paper gold" and
tive to physica.l product can normally be ex- hence to bear the burden of the continuous
pected to induce a contraction or expansion import of inflation to which such a perpetual
of demand and of economic activity gen- motion Inaehine would give rise.
It is oonoeded that there must be enough
erally. Conversely, an Increasing volume of
business and trade cannot be supported with- international liquidity to provide the time
out an Increasing volume of credit and cash. required tor nations to make the Internal
The function of international reserves, adjustments Mlled for by their ba.lance of
however, is not to consummate international paymelllts situation. But there must not be
transactions. These are, on the contrary, fi· a.n endless supply of liquidity; llquid.Lty must
nanced by ordinary commercial credit sup- be permitted to run out for only this ultl-

mate restl'aint is oa.pable of inducing the
domestic economic and fisca.l disclpllne
which is the necessary condition of oontinued participation by each country in the
tnternattona.l dlvlslon of la.bor.
Under the guise of a noble and seemingly
disintel'ested appea.l tor more international
liquidity for a. liquidity-starved world, the
Incumbent Admlnistra.tion is in reality seeking to oontlnue adamantly with the eoonomic
status quo a.t home, come what ~nay 1n the
shape of balance of payments d111iculties. The
plea in truth is not fOl' more liquidity for
"the world", but for the United States: it
is a plea. tor more oasb. with which the AdIninistration can continue in its "guns and
butter" policies.
Under the circumstances, It is not surprising that the surplus countries a.re resisting American attempts to have them accept "paper gold" in exchange for their real
goods and services. The surplus countries
see no reason for admitting the Inflations
being exported to them-via the balance of
payments-by the deficit countries as long
as the deficit countries refuse to admit some
deflation or even to moderate their own Internal inflationary processes.
THE NEED FOR DISCIPLINE AT HOME

Neither paper gold, nor "Special Drawing
Rights," nor flexible rates of exchange, nor
any other devices no matter how sophlstlosted, can dispense a deficit na.tlon such as
the United States from the adJustments of
its internal economy needed to achieve external equ111brium. Chronic deficits in the
balance of payments, or a continuously depreciating currency, are the result of a. country's attempt to live beyond its means at
home while seeking, through trade, to induce other countries to pick up the tab tor
the difference. This is a eltuation which will
yield a shortage of international liquidity
tor the deficit country under a.ny international monetary system.
The times are over in which the prestige
a.nd power of the dollar could compel the
surplus nations to give up their own Vital
interests-in particular, their concern for
the avoidance of in:flation-aga.lnst their
own better Judgment. In international monetary afl'a.lrs, the power of decision has
passed hummtatingly from our hands. We
can regain it only by returning to monet ary
discipline and fiscal sanity at home.
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--FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE-April 2, 1968

President Johnson now has a singular opportunity to begin putting this
Nation's fiscal house in order.
Having decided against an attempt to seek reelection, he is free to act
without regard to political considerations.

He is in perfect position to launch

the "austerity program" he recently declared is urgently needed in this country.
I ask that the President reconsider the position he took on management of
our fiscal affairs in his address to the Nation on radio and television Sunday
night.

In that speech he indicated that he will simply sit back and wait for

Congress to make reductions in his budget for fiscal 1969.
If the fiscal situation at the federal level is as critical as the President
and his advisers have painted it, then the country cannot wait for Congress to
act.
I urge instead that the President immediately outline and implement the
austerity program he recently declared to be so necessary if the United States is
to maintain any semblance of prosperity.

This means the President should impose

immediate lower spending limitations on each department and agency.
The President on his own can order a sweeping hold-down in all federal
spending unrelated to the Vietnam War.

In view of the fact he will not be

seeking reelection, he should have no difficulty in imposing a ceiling on federal
spending immediately--a ceiling which would remain in effect at least throughout
the rest of his term in office.
President Johnson has sought to eliminate some of the divisiveness in this
country over Vietnam by removing himself as a candidate for reelection.

Let him

now act to slow inflation and the continuing deterioration in the value of the
dollar by cutting his own budget.
service.

He would be doing the American people a great

25 July 1968
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HOUSE REPUBLICAN POLICY CQrfrfiTTEE OPPOSES H.R. 15890 - ~ B.I LL THAT Y.TOULD. AUTHORIZE
42s ADntnoNAL sUPERC'RADE :PosmONs ~

The House Republican Policy Committee is opposed to H.R. 15890.

This bill

would authorize 428 additional supergrade positions (GS-16, 17 and 18) in the Executive
Branch.
There are at the present time a total of 9,320 supergrade posts (or their
equivalent) in the Executive Branch.
per year.

-:..,

\

These positions pay between $22,835 and $28,000

The addition of 428 such posts (365 to a general pool and

63

to spe.cific

agencies) would increase the Federal payroll by at least $10 million a year.

Moreover,

a promotion to a supergrade usually creates a chain reaction of at least a dozen pro-

.

.

motions or new appointments in the lower grades, each of which requires additional
Federal expenditures.
Out of the total of 9,320 supergrade positions now in existence, Congress
establishes numerical ceilings affecting only about one-half.
on the remainder.
positions.

There are no limitations

Since 1961 there has been a total increase of over 4,000 supergrade

This large increase is in direct conflict with the Congressional policy

that was established in Public

La"t~

87-367.

One year ago the bill submitted by the Administration provided for an increase
of 245 supergrade jobs in the ''general quota pool" under the jurisdiction of the
Civil Service Commission and 63 supergrades for certain specified agencies.
time, the Chairman of the Commission, John

l-1.

At that

}facy, Jr., testified, "The 245 that we

are proposing at the present time represent the Commission's best judgment as to the
number that are needed for the foreseeable future. ''

Now in just one short year, the

needs of the Commission's general quota pool have increased from 245 to 365 supergrade

,

positions.

~i)

Moreover, of the 365 general pool supergrade positions, 100 would be held
(over)

~

in reserve for future use.
This legislation has been recommended by the Johnson-Humphrey Administration
despite the fact that we are in a fiscal crisis that has placed in jeopardy the
financial structure of this Co.untr.y •. It would substantially expand the elite cor{)S
of the Federal bureaucracy

.ev~

though in .an eff:ort to

m~et

this crisis'· a 10 percent

surtax has been imposed on the American Taxpayer and the Administration has been
ordered to cut $6 billion in 1969 budget expenditures and reduce the Federal payroll
by 250,000 permanent positions.
The proposed legislation is economy in

rever~e.

a Bureaucracy out of control determined to make its own
music.

is a flagrant.example of

ru~es

and march to its own

If this legislation. is adopted, top paying jobs. C70uld be auarded in the to~an:!.ng

days of a thoroughly discredited
cronies.

It

~.re

administratio~

urge that H.R. 15890 be defeated.
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9lst Congress
First Session

March 11, 1969
Statement Number 4

STATEMENT ON INCREASE OF THE PRESENT FEDERAL BORROWING AUTHORITY
The House Republican Policy Committee urges the establishment of the
federal debt ceiling in the amount of $365 billion, and the provision of an
additional temporary borrowing authority of $12 billion to be available until
June 30, 1970, to accommodate seasonal financing peaks during the present calendar
year.
A projection of seasonal requirements indicates that the present borrowing
authority ltmitation will be clearly inadequate in the last quarter of this calendar
year.

Even the financing requirements for April, 1969, will present most serious

strains on prudent financial management.

An increase in the current debt ceiling to

accommodate immediate obligations is urgently needed.
The debt ceiling will require real expenditure restraint by the Executive
Branch and the Congress.

Present debt projections indicate that the proposed new

ceiling will necessitate a review of the ceiling next year, thus affording a further
opportunity for appraisal of the budgetary and expenditure activities of the Executive
Branch and the Congress.
The Nixon Administration is currently reevaluating all federal programs for
the purpose of effecting significant economies.

It is hoped that this reevaluation

will provide substantial reduction in federal spending.
We urge the Administration and the Congress to exert every reasonable effort
toward striking a true balance between the income of the Government and its
expenditures so that further increases in the debt limit will not be required.

CONGRESSMAN

GERALD R. FORD
HOUSE REPUBLICAN LEADER

NEWS
RELEASE

--FOR RELEASE ON RECEIPT-April 24, 1969
Remarks by Rep. Gerald R. Ford, R-Mich., Republican Leader, u.s. House of Reps.,
Placed in the Body of the Congressional Record of Thursday, April 24, 1969.
Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to proceed for one minute and to
revise and extend my remarks.
Mr. Speaker, on April 21 the President of the United States sent the
Congress a message urging repeal of the 7 per cent investment tax credit effective
as of that date.
On that same day I endorsed President Nixon's call for repeal of the
investment tax credit for several reasons but primarily because I believe such
action is necessary to curb inflation and thus shield the American people from
the repeated blows of price escalation.
Yesterday I was shocked to learn that the cost of living had jumped
eight-tenths of one per cent during March, a rate of price rise which runs to
nearly 10 per cent on an annual basis.
Mr. Speaker, as the proverb in the greatest book ever written so wisely
warned:

"As ye sow, so shall ye reap."

We are today continuing to suffer from

the inflationary policies of the past three years and the failure of the Johnson
Administration to take timely action against inflationary pressures that surfaced
as early as late 1965.

Now the battle against inflation is infinitely more

difficult to win.
Mr. Speaker, the sharp cost of living jump in March strengthens my earlier
judgment that the Congress should respond as quickly as possible to President
Nixon's call for repeal of the investment tax credit.
Although it is possible to read too much into one month's cost-of-living
index figures, the warning signal in the March data is unmistakable.
To me it says that the fiscal and monetary measures already taken by the
Administration and by the Federal Reserve Board to slow down the economy and bring
inflation under control are inadequate for the task.
There is always risk involved in actions taken to dampen down the economy.
But we must take such risks, carefully and judiciously, if we are to bring
inflation under control.
The impact of investment tax credit repeal will not be felt in the economy
immediately.

When it does register, cutting the income tax surcharge in half next

Jan. 1 as proposed by President Nixon will probably be needed as a stimulus to the
economy,
We must win the fight against inflation, for it weighs most heavily upon
the poor.

And runaway inflation would inevitably be followed by a deep recession

and heavy unemployment.
I hope the members of this House will support the President in his efforts
to repeal the investment tax credit.

...
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January 27. 1970

Remarks on floor of House of Representatives by Rep. Gerald R. Ford

Mr. Speaker:

I am sure all of us here listened to the President's talk on television last
night with great interest.
It was in my opinion a forthright and convincing speech.
It was a speech that recognized the value of and the need for not only
educational programs, but other social programs also.
But it was a speech that also made absolutely clear what the real issue is
and what it is not.
Certainly, the issue is not a debate on the merits of education or on whether
federal funds should be spent on education.
Certainly the issue is not one of whether or not we should have an impacted
aid program, although there is no doubt that that program needs extensive reform.
The issue was simply:

inflation and the duty of the President as the national

leader to control it.
In the President's mind and I'm sure in the minds of most of us here, inflation
is the overriding domestic issue at this time.
This being so, the President recognizes that it is his duty and his obligation
to take the necessary steps to bring it under control.
One of these steps is to keep federal spending under federal income.

This, t oo

the President is determined to do.

That is why we have a balanced budget this year

and why we will have one next year.

That is why the President has vetoed the HEW

appropriations bill.

And that is why those who recognize the overriding need to

control inflation will vote to sustain that veto.

####
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January 27, 1970
Statement Number 1

9lst Congress
Second Session
HOUSE REPUBLICAN POLICY STATEMENT
ON
SUPPORT OF VETO OF LABOR-HEW APPROPRIATIONS BILL

The House Republican Policy Committee supports President Nixon's veto of
the Labor-HEW appropriations bill.
The bill provides new obligational authority for FY 1970 in the amount of
19.7 billion, and appropriates $1.26 billion more than was requested by the
President.

Such an increase, at this period in history, is clearly inflationary.

The President is making every effort to control an inflation which has
reached an annual rate of more than six percent.

The necessary tools to control

the ever-rising cost of living must be provided by the Congress.

It cannot be

expected that rising costs be curbed when the Congress votes large, unbudgeted
sums which make such control impossible.
Unless inflation is halted, all government programs, including those for
education, will suffer.

Even more importantly, if inflation continues to run

rampant, it will be to the detriment of all Americans, especially those on the
lowest rung of the economic ladder.

We cannot in good conscience add to the cost-

of-living crisis of the old, the sick, the disabled and others on low or fixed
incomes.
A major portion of the $1.26 billion increase provides mandatory grants
requiring the Administration to allocate funds regardless of real need or of its
inflationary effect; a significant portion of the $1.26 billion increase provides
(over)

lower priority items which can be postponed without lessening the quality of
American education.
As President Nixon stated in his veto message, the HEW FY 1970 appropriation
represents "the wrong amount for the wrong programs at the wrong time".

Much of the

add·on merely increases spending for existing educational programs without providing
sorely-nec~ed

reforms to improve the quality of those programs and to use most

beneficially and equitably each dollar appropriated.
In supporting the President's veto we wish to emphasize that neither he nor
we oppose the expenditure of adequate funds to meet today's bona fide educational
needs.

Within the framework of a balanced budget the President proposed record-

high expenditures for education in FY 1970, 13% above those of last year.

We

support these increases.
We do not believe, however, that the addition of a $1.26 billion spending
program, late in this fiscal year and late in this academic year, at the expense of
a balanced budget, can bring true benefit to education.
and has proved education's worst enemy.

Persistent inflation can

And, despite the measures taken by this

Administration to curb inflation, the cost of living has risen three percent since
the HEW appropriations bill was first considered by the House of Representatives
last July.

Thus the economic picture is entirely different than it was when this

bill was initially voted upon.
In the past decade the free spenders in the Executive Department, with the
agreement of Congress, created federal deficits of $57 billion.

The increased cost

of living which such deficits have brought to all Americans, is all too well known.
Inflation is largely psychological.

People who make management decisions

still are thinking in terms of further inflation, because they are not yet

convince~

that this Congress has the courage to make the hard decisions necessary to stem the
inflationary tide.

This vote will be a clear signal to them, and to the World··

America, through its Congress, either will or will not "bite the bullet".

The effect-

of overriding the President's veto would, therefore, be to encourage inflation, and
further increase the cost of living to all Americans.
The House Republican Policy Committee urges support of President Nixon's
veto.
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January 2C, 1970
Statement of Rep. Gerald R. Ford (R-Hich.,l• House Republican Leader
Once again the House of Representatives, spe&;ing for the American people,
has upheld the President of the United States and the highest interest of
the country.
President Nixon's search for a just peace in VietNam uas overwhelrainnly
sustained by the House on a non-partisan basis.

Today we demonstrated that in

domestic affairs, the Itepublicans in the House can sustain President Nu:on
on a partisan basis, if need be.
I am deeply gratified that substantially more than the constitutional nULilier
of 145 House votes to sustain a Presidential veto uere cast by House Republicans.
I ara also profoundly pleased that so many Democrats put the soundness of the
dollar and the future of the nation ahead of narrou partisanship in joining
to support President Nixon on this critical issue.
I am sure this victory for every American in the field of fiscal responsibility
will be folloued pronptly by a joint effort on the part of the President and
the Congress to support all our important health and education programs
adequately for the balance of this fiscal year.
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FOR TI-fi·ffiDIATE RELEASE
February 2, 1970
Statement of r:.ep. Gerald R. Ford (R-Hich.). House Republican LC!ader
President Nixon's proposed balanced budget and his economic oessage
arc marked by courage and candor.
It is particularly gratifying that the President proposes to achieve
a budget surplus uithout neu or additional Federal taxes.
He is moving deliberately and decisively to slou dotm and stop the
ravages of inflation as he is to slo\·7 dolm and stop the ravages of Vietnam.
Both are difficult and dangerous situations still, but years of drift have
been checked and ue arc nou moving in neu directions.
I have not cxauined the nell budget recotunendations in detail, but
I have great confidence in the Secretary of Defense and in the other Cabinet
Officers who have been called upon to
costs for the coming fiscal year.

r.llll~e

sharp cuts in their departmental

The Congress uill, as ah1ays , have an

opportunity to study, adjust and finally uork its uill on the President's
proposed budget, but the House has just demonstrated that He can sustain his
promised veto of inflationary increases.

The American people uill support

such prudent concern for their savings, the buying pouer of their earnings,
and their tax dollars.
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--FOR RELEASE AT 12 NOON WEDNESDAY-February 25, 1970
Remarks by Rep. Gerald R. Ford, R-Mieh., Minority Leader, U.S. House of
Representatives, to be placed in the Congressional Record of Wednesday,
Feb. 25, 1970.

Mr. Speaker:

Last Thursday the House Majority Leader placed in the

Congressional Record a statement in which he castigated the Nixon Administration
for the inflation President Nixon inherited from the previous Democratic
administration.
This is the height of irony, Mr. Speaker -- that the Democratic floor leader
in the House should seek to blEme the Nixon Administration for the inflation today
that is directly due to the policies of the previous Democratic Administration.
The gentleman from Oklahoma knows as well as does anyone else in this chamber
that the inflation from which we continue to suffer began in 1965 and gathered
speed because of excessive and often irresponsible federal spending and the
uncoordinated monetary policies in the years immediately thereafter -- years when
both the White House and the Congress were controlled by the Democratic Party.
The Democratic floor leader would have the .American people believe that
their economic lot has suddenly worsened, has deteriorated because a Republican
President now sits in the l'lhite House.
The truth is that the Democrats, because of irresponsible fiscal policies,
brought on inflation which a Republican President now is forced to combat, with
all of the painful consequences attending such efforts.
The truth is that the real earnings of the non-farm worker in the private
sector rose hardly at all in the Democratic years of 1965, 1966, 1967 and 1968 -the years when then President Lyndon Johnson said we could have both guns and butter.
Figures I have just obtained from the Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor
Statistics show that a non-farm worker's rise in gross weekly earnings between
January 1965 and January 1969 were almost completely eaten up by increases in
consumer prices and by income and Social Security tax increases.
The gross weekly earnings of this worker rose 19 per cent during this
period -- from $92.64 a week to $110.25.
But what happened to those weekly earnings as a result of price increases
and the rise in taxes?

The advance in earnings almost vanished.
(more)

-2·-

The Consumer Price Index jumped from 108.9 in January 1965 to 124.1 in
January 1969, a 14 per cent rise.

When a non-farm "rorker 's gross weekly earnings

were adjusted for price increases, he showed an increase in real earnings of only
4.4 per cent in that 4-year period under the Democrats.
Add to that the increase in income and Social Security taxes, and the
non-farm worker's real weekly earnings drop to $77.90 a week-- an increase in real
earnings of only 0.7 per cent in four years!
That is what the American worker has to show for all of his years of
struggle during the previous Democratic Administration -- a rise of 0.7 per cent
in real weekly earnings.

This is less than a one per cent increase in purchasing

power, not much help for a growing or expanding family.
The Democratic floor leader has unfairly attacked the Nixon Administration
for its efforts to combat the inflation brought on by the previous Administration,
a Democratic Administration which committed 540,000 military personnel to Vietnam
and refused to pay for that war, an administration which ran up federal deficits
totalling $45 billion.
He should be candid enough to tell the workers of America that the Nation
is plagued by Democratic inflation -- that the Nixon Administration is finding it
extremely difficult to fight that Democratic inflation because it was permitted
to gain momentum while the Democrats controlled both the vlhite House and the
Congress -- that Democrats currently are not cooperating with the President in his
efforts to fight Democratic inflation but are seeking to make political capital
out of those efforts.
It of course is naive to expect some Democrats to make such admissions,
although I must say that Sen. Edmund Muskie was frank enough to state in a recent
Christian

Science Monitor interview that President Nixon had inherited his problems

from the previous Democratic Administration.
So we are not really being naive today.
candor.

We are simply making a plea for

And we would also express the hope that the Democrats would stop playing

politics with the people's pocketbook.
President Nixon is making a constructive effort to solve the inherited
problem of inflation.

He is seeking to build a strong peacetime economy that will

provide jobs and industrial growth for a better America.
the opposition party than political sabotage.
# # #

He deserves better from
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Remarks by Rep. Gerald R. Ford, R-Mich., Minority Leader, U.S. House of
Representatives, to be placed in the Congressional Record of Wednesday,
Feb. 25, 1970.

Mr. Speaker:

Last Thursday the House Majority Leader placed in the

Congressional Record a statement in which he castigated the Nixon Administration
for the inflation President Nixon inherited from the previous Democratic
administration.
This is the height of irony, Mr. Speaker -- that the Democratic floor leader
in the House should seek to blame the Nixon Administration for the inflation today
that is directly due to the policies of the previous Democratic Administration.
The gentleman from Oklahoma knows as well as does anyone else in this chamber
that the inflation from which we continue to suffer began in 1965 and gathered
speed because of excessive and often irresponsible federal spending and the
uncoordinated monetary policies in the years immediately thereafter -- years when
both the White House and the Congress were controlled by the Democratic Party.
The Democratic floor leader would have the American people believe that
their economic lot has suddenly worsened, has deteriorated because a Republican
President now sits in the llhite House.
The truth is that the Democrats, because of irresponsible fiscal policies,
brought on inflation which a Republican President now is forced to combat, with
all of the painful consequences attending such efforts.
The truth is that the real earnings of the non-farm worker in the private
sector rose hardly at all in the Democratic years of 1965, 1966, 1967 and 1968 -the years when then President Lyndon Johnson said we could have both guns and butter.
Figures I have just obtained from the Department of Labor's Bureau of Labor
Statistics show that a non-farm worker's rise in gross weekly earnings between
January 1965 and January 1969 were almost completely eaten up by increases in
consumer prices and by income and Social Security tax increases.
The gross weekly earnings of this worker rose 19 per cent during this
period -- from $92.64 a week to $110.25.
But what happened to those weekly earnings as a result of price increases
and the rise in taxes?

The advance in earnings almost vanished.
(more)

-2-

The Consumer Price Index jumped from 108.9 in January 1965 to 124.1 in
January 1969, a 14 per cent rise.

When a non-farm worker's gross weekly earnings

were adjusted for price increases, he showed an increase in real earnings of only
4.4 per cent in that 4-year period under the Democrats.
Add to that the increase in income and Social Security taxes, and the
non-farm worker's real weekly earnings drop to $77-90 a week -- an increase in real
earnings of only 0.7 per cent in four years!
That is what the American worker has to show for all of his years of
struggle during the previous Democratic Administration --a rise of 0.7 per cent
in real weekly earnings.

This is less than a one per cent increase in purchasing

power, not much help for a growing or expanding family.
The Democratic floor leader has unfairly attacked the Nixon Administration
for its efforts to combat the inflation brought on by the previous Administration,
a Democratic Administration which committed 540,000 military personnel to Vietnam
and refused to pay for that war, an administration which ran up federal deficits
totalling $45 billion.
He should be candid enough to tell the workers of America that the Nation
is plagued by Democratic inflation -- that the Nixon Administration is finding it
extremely difficult to fight that Democratic inflation because it was permitted
to gain momentum while the Democrats controlled both the White House and the
Congress -- that Democrats currently are not cooperating with the President in his
efforts to fight Democratic inflation but are seeking to make political capital
out of those efforts.
It of course is naive to expect some Democrats to make such admissions,
although I must say that Sen. Edmund Muskie was frank enough to state in a recent
Christian

Science Monitor interview that President Nixon had inherited his problems

from the previous Democratic Administration.
So we are not really being naive today.
candor.

We are simply making a plea for

And we would also express the hope that the Democrats would stop playing

politics with the people's pocketbook.
President Nixon is making a constructive effort to solve the inherited
problem of inflation.

He is seeking to build a strong peacetime economy that will

provide jobs and industrial growth for a better America.
the opposition party than political sabotage.
# # #

He deserves better from
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--FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE-March 11, 1970
Remarks by Rep. Gerald R. Ford, R-Mich., placed in the Congressional Record of
Wednesday, March 11, 1970.

Mr. Speaker:

On Monday the distinguished Majority Leader of the House

informed us that because the unemployment rate rose to 4.2 per cent in January
he had concluded this Nation is in the grip of a recession.
This is a most interesting observation, Mr. Speaker, particularly if you
look at the unemployment rates for the years 1961 through 1965, when Democrats
were in control of both the White House and the Congress.
A look at the unemployment rates for those years tells us that the Majority
Leader is making statements that are indefensible.

Apparently he is trying to talk

us into a recession.
If he is not trying to talk us into a recession, then he would have to
assert that the United States suffered through a five-year recession in the last
decade -- because in all of those years the unemployment rate exceeded the current
rate of 4.2 per cent.
In 1961, the unemployment rate was a shocking 6.7 per cent.
was 5.5 per cent.

In 1962, it

In 1963, it was 5.7; in 1964, 5.2; and in 1965, 4.5.

In 1966, the unemployment rate dropped to 3.8, less than 4 per cent, and it
has remained below 4 per cent until recently.
Now to What can we attribute this drop to less than 4 per cent in
unemployment -- a most welcome decline if viewed as a bit of data unrelated to
other economic factors.
One does not have to hold a doctor's degree in economics to recognize that
the sharp decline in unemployment in 1966 coincided with a sharp surge in the
economy triggered by the Vietnam War.
Conclusion -- the only valid conclusion

is that we have been experiencing

a false prosperity generated by a war into which we were led by the previous
administration.
That same false prosperity generated inflationary pressures which steadily
pushed up the cost of living for every man, woman and child in America.
(more)

And, as

-2former President Johnson said in his last Economic Report, transmitted to the
Congress in January 1969:

"The problem~ of rising prices and wages remain intense

as 1969 begins."
The Majority Leader now talks of a recession.

In fact, he flatly asserts

that "we are in a recession" because the uenmployment rate has risen to 4.2 per cent.
Would he also say then that the years 1961 through 1965 were recession years?
The Majority Leader talks at the same time of "Nixon inflation," and yet
Lyndon Johnson in his 1969 Economic Report freely admitted that "the first
significant break in relative price stability occurred early in 1965" and added
that "more pervasive inflationary pressures started in the second half of 1965
when the military buildup in Vietnam began."

Mr. Johnson went on to say:

"Higher costs had been built into the economy during 1965 and 1966, and when the
economy picked up speed in the second half of 1967, prices and wages again
accelerated. 11

"Union settlements," he said, "which had lagged in the initial

stage of the advance, rose especially sharply in late 1967 and in 1968."

And

at that point Mr. Johnson stated that price and wage increases remained a severe
problem at the beginning of 1969.

Mr. Speaker, President Nixon and others of us are fighting the inflation
which was allowed to gather momentum under the previous Democratic administration.
One of the unfortunate consequences of that fight is that we are in a temporary
slowdown and unemployment has risen.
Mr. Speaker, rather than talking us into a recession it would better behoove
the Majority Leader to lend his support to the fight against inflation.

He knows

full well that it has been necessary to cool off the economy in an effort to slow
the rise in prices.

He knows full well that a rise in unemployment is an

unfortunate but inevitable result of that cooling off.
The Majority Leader has been seeking to blame the present Administration
for the sins of the previous Democratic administration.
is bad for the entire country.

This kind of "politicking"

And I doubt it is good politics because the

American people know that our inflation problems were inherited from a Democratic
Administration, and our fellow citizens also know that the Nixon Administration
has made sound decisions which will avoid a recession, slow down inflation and
preclude unacceptable unemployment.
# # #
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--FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE-June 17, 1970

Remarks by Rep . Gerald R. Ford , R-Mich . , on the floor of the U.S . House of
Representatives , Wednesd~ , June 17 , 1970.

Mr . Speaker:
inflation.

President Nixon has laid it on the line in the battle against

He has--to the benefit of the Nation--told the American people just what

the situation is and what he will do to deal with it and , just as importantly , what
he will not do .

This is the kind of guidance the country needs at what I consider

to be a most crucial juncture in our fight against inflation .
I am pleased that the President will appoint a National Commission on
Productivity and that he has directed the Council of Economic Advisers to prepare a
periodic Inflation Alert.

This now becomes the key to achieving price stability.

It focuses attenti on on the area which is central to progress toward price stability-improvements in productivity.
without gains in productivity .

We cannot lick inflation of the cost-push variety
So this problem is paramount at this time .

The President has also laid it on the line in urging the Congress not to grant
him powers he has said he will not use but to move ahead quickly to pass constructive,
meaningful legislation sorely needed in this time of economic transition .
Congress should act with purposeful determination to give the President the
program he has requested•-stronger unemployment insurance , the Manpower Training
Act, a $50 million supplemental appropriation to provide summer jobs for students,
insurance to protect small investors against brokerage house failures, a cost-ofliving tie with Social Security, the Emergency Home Finance Act, the means to
stimulate loans to small businesses at lower interest rates, and emergency assistance
to financially-distressed railroads.
As

the President so plainly and pertinently said, this is no time to play

politics with the economy of this country.

It is a time that demands the utmost

display of responsibility on the part of business, labor and government .

Above all,

it is a time for affirmative action--action of the kind described by the President,
action that will move this country toward a genuine prosperity based on a peacetime
economy and the price stability that keeps more dollars in the pockets of the
American working man.
I commend the President for his most timely statement and urge that the
Congress join with him in successfully moving this country from a wartime to a
peacetime economy.
the action.

The problems are big enough for all of us to have a piece of
# # #
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--FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE-June 17, 1970
Remarks by Rep. Gerald R. Ford, R-Micl1., on the floor of the U.S. House of
Representatives, Wednesd~9 June 17, 1970.

Mr. Speaker:
inflation.

President Nixon has laid it on the line in the battle against

He has--to the benefit of the Nation--told the American people just what

the situation is and what he will do to deal with it and, just as importantly, what
he will not do.

This is the kind of guidance the country needs at what I consider

to be a most crucial juncture in our fight against inflation .
I run pleased that the President will appoint a National Commission on
Productivity and that he has directed the Council of Economic Advisers to prepare a
periodic Inflation Alert.

This now becomes the key to achieving price stability.

It focuses attention on the area which is central to progress toward price stability-improvements in productivity.
without gains in productivity.

We cannot lick inflation of the cost-push variety
So this problem is paramount at this time.

The President has also laid it on the line in urging the Congress not to grant
him powers he has said he will not use but to move ahead quickly to pass constructive,
meaningful legislation sorely needed in this time of economic transition.
Congress should act with purposeful determination to give the President the
program he has requested--stronger unemployment insurance, the Manpower Training
Act, a $50 million supplemental appropriation to provide summer jobs for students,
insurance to protect small investors against brokerage house failures, a cost-ofliving tie with Social Security, the Emergency Home Finance Act, the means to
stimulate loans to small businesses at lower interest rates, and emergency assistance
to financially-distressed railroads.
As the President so plainly and pertinently said, this is no time to play

politics with the economy of this country.

It is a time that demands the utmost

display of responsibility on the part of business, labor and government.

Above all,

it is a time for affirmative action--action of the kind described by the President,
action that will move this country toward a genuine prosperity based on a peacetime
economy and the price stability that keeps more dollars in the pockets of the
American working man.
I commend the President for his most timely statement and

urge that the

Congress join with him in successfully moving this country from a wartime to a
peacetime economy.
the action.

The problems are big enough for all of us to have a piece of
II # #
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July 7, 1970
Statement by Rep. Gerald R. Ford, Republican Leader 2 U.S. House of Representatives

Leaders of the Democratic Party would have the American people believe that
we have "a sick economy, a very sick economy," to use the words employed on
television last night by Democratic National Chairman Lawrence F. O'Brien.
This is sick talk.

This is playing politics with the people's pocketbook.

This is the big lie technique, aimed at scaring the American people for political
gain.

It is simply not borne out by the facts.
The facts are that the economy is not only sound. but growing.

The facts

are that we can expect real economic growth at an annual rate of 3 per cent to
develop over the next six months.

The facts are that the economy has turned the

corner from Democrat wartime inflation toward Republican price stability and
peacetime prosperity.
Sen. Edmund Muskie, D-Me., last night suggested we should now impose wage
and price controls to halt inflation.

Yet the overwhelming majority of economists

in this country, without regard for political affiliation, have repeatedly stated
that wage and price controls simply do not work.

You do not solve the problem

of inflation simply by decreeing that prices be frozen for a time.

During

World War II we had strict price controls, with an enormous bureaucracy to enforce
them, and the Consumer Price Index still rose an average of 3.5 per cent.
As I said earlier, we have turned the corner toward price stability and a
new period of healthy economic growth.

The Nixon Administration, by judiciously

and firmly applying appropriate monetary and fiscal policies, has managed to avoid
both a deep recession and a new inflationary surge.
Inflation has been slowing, particularly in wholesale prices where it has
dwindled to a 1.4 per cent rate during the second quarter.

Inflation ran to more

than 5 per cent in 1969 as a result of four Democratic years when inflation was
allowed to gather speed unchecked.

The pace rose to about 6 per cent in the first

quarter of 1970 but it now is falling back to an annual rate of 4.5 per cent or
less.

Most importantly, productivity has finally begun to increase and this is

a most hopeful sign in the fight against inflation.
inflation will slow to

So my prediction is that

4 per cent or less this year.

We are on the rieht economic path.

We can look to the future with

confidence -- a future that promises high employment, diminishing unemployment,
stabilization of prices, and prosperity without war.

# # #
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--FOR IJ..n.mDIATE RELEASE-July 7, 1970
Statement by Rep. Gerald R. Ford, Republican Leader, U.S. House of Representatives

Leaders of the Democratic Party would have the American people believe that
we have "a sick economy, a very sick economy," to use the words employed on
television last night by Democratic National Chairman Lawrence F. O'Brien.
This is sick talk.

This is playing politics with the people's pocketbook.

This is the big lie technique, aimed at scaring the American people for political
gain.

It is simply not borne out by the facts.
The facts are that the economy is not only sound but growing.

The facts

are that we can expect real economic growth at an annual rate of 3 per cent to
develop over the next six months. The facts are that the economy has turned the
corner from Democrat wartime inflation toward Republican price stability and
peacetime prosperity.
Sen. Edmund Muskie, D-I.fe., last night suggested we should now impose wage
and price controls to halt inflation.

Yet the overwhelming majority of economists

in this country, without regard for political affiliation, have repeatedly stated
that wage and price controls simply do not work.

You do not solve the problem

of inflation simply by decreeing that prices be frozen for a time.

During

World War II we had strict price controls, with an enormous bureaucracy to enforce
them, and the Consumer Price Index still rose an average of 3.5 per cent.
As I said earlier, we have turned the corner toward price stability and a

new period of healthy economic growth.

The Nixon Administration, by judiciously

and firmly applying appropriate monetary and fiscal policies, has managed to avoid
both a deep recession and a new inflationary surge.
Inflation has been slowing, particularly in wholesale prices where it has
dwindled to a 1.4 per cent rate during the second quarter. Inflation ran to more
than 5 per cent in 1969 as a result of four Democratic years when inflation was
allowed to gather speed unchecked.

The pace rose to about 6 per cent in the first

quarter of 1970 but it now is falling back to an annual rate of 4.5 per cent or
less. Most importantly, productivity has finally begun to increase and this is
a most hopeful sign in the fight against inflation.

So my prediction is that

inflation will slow to 4 per cent or less this year.
We are on the right economic path.

We can look to the future with

confidence-- a future that promises high employment, diminishing unemployment,
stabilization of prices, and prosperity without war.

# # #
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--FOR IMHEDIATE RELEASE-August 10, 1970
Statement by Rep. Gerald R. Ford, Republican Leader, U.S. House of Representatives
I am today joini.ng l'lith Representative Frank Bm-1 (R-Ohio), the ranking
Republican Member of the Committee on Appropriations, the cntiro :Uoucc Republi-

can

Le~dorch~p

nnd

~tho~

Minority Members of the Appropriations Committee in spon-

soring the "Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1970" l-thich l·7ould prevent budget-busting
by the Congress as well as by a President .
For years Presidents and Congresses have sought to blame each other for
big spending and budget deficits.

No matter l-Jho uins this political argument, the

American taxpayer loses.
This bill would apply a $205,600,000,000 limitation on federal spending for
fiscal year 1971 in a uay that uould permit Congress to control the results of its
own actions on individual appropriation bills frotl the point of viel-1 of the total
Federal budget .

In order t o accomplish this it l·rould provide a means of modifying

actions on individual appropriation bills if these actions collectively would exceed the limitation proposed in this bill.
Specifically:
(1)

It uould provide that Congressional increases over the budget on in-

dividual appropriation bills that would have the effect of increasing total expenditures above the bill ' s ceiling uould then be subject to autooatic reduction
according to a formula and by an amount necessary for the budget to remain within
the ceil inc .
(2)

It uould cake possible the application of this formula in those manda-

tory spending programs when appropriate and necessary to comply with the limitation
and exempt the government from liability for any differences between the amount
appropriated and the amount made available.
(3)

It would oaly exempt from the ceiling those increases or decreases that

result froo the so-called uncontrollables -- social security trust fund payments,
veteran::;' pension funds, etc. (as shoun on p. 44 of the Budget -- House Document
No. 240).
(4)

It uould repeal the previous expenditure lioitation and substitute

this one for it .
Uc

u~H

Pl'COS

for prompt consideration of this "Fiscal Responsibility

Act of 1970" so that every Member of this Congress uill have an opportunity to vote
the satae way he talks on the subject of big spending.
# IJ 1ft
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Statement by Rep. Gerald R. Ford

August 13, 1970

I voted to save the taxpayers nearly a billion dollars.

That is the

significance of my vote to sustain the presidential vetoes of the Office of
Education and Housing and Urban Development-Independent Offices appropriations
bills .

The two vetoed bills provided $994 million more than requested by the

President, although the President ' s budget provided funding for education and
housing at a level generously above that of the previous Administration.
The question was not whether education and housing would be adequately
funded.

These needs were gmply met in the President's budget.

The question was

whether the Congress would appropriate far in excess of funding which is adequate
for the times--appropriate excessive funds at a time which is critical in the
fight against inflation .
This is a time when not only American families but the Federal Government
should live within a sensible budget.

If the Federal Government does not live

within its means, how can the President ask the American people to do so?

If the

Congress does not cooperate with the President in holding to a sensible Federal
Budget~

how can the Congress expect the American people to act responsibly in the

battle against inflation?
The issue in these veto override moves by the Democratic leadership in the
Congress was just this:

Fiscal responsibility.

I am terribly disappointed that

the House of Representatives has failed to fully measure up to the challenge.
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--FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE-August 22, l9'TO

The cost of living figures for July, released

ye~terday,

indicate that

inflation is definitely easing and that the Nixon Administration was right in
sticking to its policies of fiscal and monetary restraint .
The Nixon "game plan" is producing a victory over inflation.

That is the

significance of the July figures--the fact that the rise in the cost of living in
July was 0.3 of one per cent on a seasonally adjusted basis, only about half of
the rate of increase recorded last winter .
The fact that the increase in cost of living is easing is also reflected
in an increase in the average worker's spendable earnings--up 80 cents a week in
July for a worker with three dependents.

The average purchasing power of the

American worker is increasing under the Nixon Administration.
I think every American should be encouraged by the slowdown in inflation.
This easing in inflation has become more pronounced in June and July.

We now can

look forward to a continued improvement in our overall economic situation , both
from the standpoint of cost of living and the general strength of the economy.

# # #
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--FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE-August 22, 1970

The cost of living figures for July, released yezterday, indicate that
inflation is definitely easing and that the Nixon Administration was right in
sticking to its policies of fiscal and monetary restraint.
The Nixon "game plan" is producing a victory over inflation.

That is the

significance of the July figures--the fact that the rise in the cost of living in
July was 0.3 of one per cent on a seasonally adjusted basis, only about half of
the rate of increase recorded last winter.
The fact that the increase in cost of living is easing is also reflected
in an increase in the average worker's spendable earnings--up 80 cents a week in
July for a worker with three dependents.

The average purchasing power of the

American worker is increasing under the Nixon Administration.
I think every American should be encouraged by the slowdown in inflation.
This easing in inflation has become more pronounced in June and July.

We now can

look forward to a continued improvement in our overall economic situation, both
from the standpoint of cost of living and the general strength of the economy.

# # #
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September 23, 1970
A Statement by Rep. Gerald R. Ford,

R~ch.,

Republican Leadera U.S. House ot Reps.

There is good news today tor the workers and housewives of America.
The news is that the increase in the cost of living has slowed to the lowest
pace in nearly two years .
This is conclusive evidence that the Nixon Administration policies of fiscal
and monetary restraint are working in the fight against inflation.

This is solid

evidence that all of the scare talk about the need for wage and price controls was
exactly that--wild talk Which flowed from a desire to reap political advantage.
We have now not just turned the corner on inflation.

We are on the road to

relative price stability.
I have predicted that the Administration's policies will slow inflation down
to a 3 per cent rate.

I renew that prediction today.

As I see it, the annual rate

of consumer price advance will fall from the present level of 6 per cent to about
3 1/2 per cent by the end of this year and to 3 per cent by the summer or fall of
1971.
I firmly believe that the Administration's policies of fiscal and monetary
restraint are producing a victory over inflation.
game plan all along.

This has been the Administration's

It is a game plan which is going to push the ball over the

goal line.
And now that we have started down the road to relative price stability, it
is all the more important that Congress refrain from mandatory overspending-refrain from jeopardizing the economic gains we have made in our transition tram
a wartime to a peacetime economy.

# # #
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--FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE-September 23, 1970
A Statement by Rep. Gerald R. Ford,

R~Mich.,

Republican Leader, U.S. House of Reps.

There is good news today for the workers and housewives of America.
The news is that the increase in the cost of living has slowed to the lowest
pace in nearly two years.
This is conclusive evidence that the Nixon Administration policies of fiscal
and monetary restraint are working in the fight against inflation.

This is solid

evidence that all of the scare talk about the need for wage and price controls was
exactly that--wild talk Which flowed from a desire to reap political advantage.
We have now not just turned the corner on inflation.

We are on the road to

relative price stability.
I have predicted that the Administration's policies will slow inflation down
to a 3 per cent rate.

I renew that prediction today.

As I see it, the annual rate

of consumer price advance will fall from the present level of 6 per cent to about
3 1/2 per cent by the end of this year and to 3 per cent by the summer or fall of
1971.
I firmly believe that the Administration's policies of fiscal and monetary
restraint are producing a victory over inflation.
game plan all along.

This has been the Administration's

It is a game plan which is going to push the ball over the

goal line.
And now that we have started down the road to relative price stability, i t
is all the more important that Congress refrain from mandatory overspending-refrain from jeopardizing the economic gains we have made in our transition from
a wartime to a peacetime economy.

# # #
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--FOR RELEASE AT 12 NOON FRIDAY-January 29, 1971
President Nixon's fiscal 1972 budget is a carefUlly dravn fiscal plan which
stands out as perhaps the first Federal

b~dget

clearly designed to help promote

fUll employment and peacetime prosperity.
It is also a fair share budget, drafted to provide proper health care for
our citizens regardless of economic

circ~tance,

to place an income fioor under

every family in .America, and to strengthen efforts to guarantee the civil rights
of all Americans.
I fUlly support the concept of employing the Federal budget to bring about
fUll prosperity in peacetime, in combination with monetary policy.

It is far

better to plan a deficit aimed at achieving prosperity with price stability than to
stumble into a deficit with a blindfold on.

In the one instance, we have our eyes

focused on a healthy national objective; in the other, we simply sink into
uncomprehending red ink.
It is time for an expansionary budget.
inflation.

We have turned the corner on

We will continue to make progress on this problem.

afford to keep a halter on the economy.

Meantime we cannot

Instead, we must prescribe the medicine of

stimulation.
In the human needs sector of the budget, I reaffirm my support for reform of
the scandalous welfare system and pledge my support for accelerated efforts to find
a cure for cancer and to provide all needy .Americans with proper healthy care.

In

combatting cancer, we must provide all the funds that can be profitably spent.
I shall also support every sound effort to restore and preserve our environment.

One of the most serious shortcomings of the last Congress was its failure to

establish an Environmental Financing Authority to help communities meet their share
of water pollution control costs where necessary.
I am also pleased by the sharp increases in fUnding to fight street crime
and organized crime and to bring about prison reform.
I thoroughly agree with the President that the Federal grant system must be
revised.

I have long favored block grants in broad problem areas, as the President

has proposed under special revenue sharing, and also general sharing of completely
untied revenue.
With regard to the Defense Department budget, I feel that deep thoughtless
cutting by the Congress would be most ill-advised.
in combat-readiness and must be modernized.
technological progress.
our military needs.

Some of our forces are lacking

We are confronted with the need for

We cannot afford to take a head-in-the-sand attitude toward

Our national defense is a matter of high priority.

Coincidental with the need to modernize our forces is the need to modernize
our military personnel policies.

We must reduce our draft calls to zero and make

the transition to an all-volunteer force.

The funds requested by the Defense

Department to this end would be well used.
# # #
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Statement by Rep. Gerald R. Ford
The action taken by the President to dampen inflationary pressures in the
construction industry should be welcomed--not only by the American people
generally but by construction workers in particular.
Suspension of the Davis-Bacon Act will increase competition in bidding
on government projects.
costs.

It will tend to hold down further rises in construction

It will tend to create more work for construction workers.

In the final

analysis, both the public and the construction workers will benefit.
The President is saying that the government will not have a part in
abetting inflation.

He is saying that the Nixon Administration will take decisive

action as necessary to bring inflation under control.

# # #
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--FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE-February 23, 1971

Statement b¥ Rep. Gerald R. Ford
The action taken by the President to dampen inflationary pressures in the
construction industry should be welcomed--not only by the American people
generally but by construction workers in particular.
Suspension of the Davis-Bacon Act will increase competition in bidding
on government projects.
costs.

It will tend to hold down fUrther rises in construction

It will tend to create more work for construction workers.

In the final

analysis, both the public and the construction workers will benefit.
The President is S&Jing that the government will not have a part in
abetting inflation.

He is

s~qing

that the Nixon Administration will take decisive

action as necessary to bring inflation under control.
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April 20, 1971

FOR RELEASE AT WILL

The board of directors of the llationa.l Police Officers Association
has appointed Congressman Gerald R. Ford an honorary vice-president of the
association.

Ford was notified of the honor by Frank J. Schira, association

executive director.
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The board or directors or the national Police Officers Association
has appointed Congressman Gerald R. Ford an honorary vice-president of the
association.

Ford was notified of the honor by Frank J. Schira, association

executive director.
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April 22, 1971
Statement by Rep. Gerald R. Ford
What is most striking and significant about the marked slowdown in the cost of
living rise during the first quarter of 1971 is that it comes at a time when the
economy has registered the sharpest quarterly growth in our history.
What this means is that we are nov apparently enjoying the best of both
worlds--a bringing of inflation under control at the same time that the economy
moves briskly forward.

This stands in sharp contrast to 1970, when the economy was

at a virtual standstill while inflation still came on strong.

That was a time when

we temporarily suffered the worst of both worlds--a condition brought about by our
refUsal to deal firmly with inflation during the 1965-68 period.
A review of both the inflation and growth sides of the economic ledger gives
us real cause for encouragement.
The cost of living during the first quarter of 1971 rose only 2.7 per cent on
an annual basis, the smalleet quarterly rise in four years.
At the same time the gross national product grew by $28.5 billion, the highest
absolute increase in history.
records.

Retail sales are up.

Automobile sales are setting

Housing starts are at an annual rate of 1.9 million.

Unemployment is

levelling off and can be expected to move downward as the economy continues to expand
and available jobs increase.
The cost of money is coming down.
first time in 10 years.

Interest rates have fallen sharply for the

Roughly 60 days ago, U.S. Treasury bills sold at rates

that marked an eight-year low.
We have genuine reasons for optimism.

Overall, the economy is looking healthy.
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Statement by Rep. Gerald R. Ford
What is most striking and significant about the marked slowdown in the cost of
living rise during the first quarter of 1971 is that it comes at a time when the
economy has registered the sharpest quarterly growth in our history.
What this means is that we are now apparently enjoying the best of both
worlds--a bringing of inflation under control at the same time that the economy
moves briskly forward.

This stands in sharp contrast to 1970, when the economy was

at a virtual standstill while inflation still came on strong.

That was a time when

we temporarily suffered the worst of both worlds--a condition brought about by our
refusal to deal firmly with inflation during the 1965-68 period.
A review of both the inflation and growth sides of the economic ledger gives
us real cause for encouragement.
The cost of living during the first quarter of 1971 rose only 2.7 per cent on
an annual basis, the smallest quarterly rise in four years.
At the same time the gross national product grew by $28.5 billion, the highest
absolute increase in history.
records.

Retail sales are up.

Automobile sales are setting

Housing starts are at an annual rate of 1.9 million.

Unemployment is

levelling off and can be expected to move downward as the economy continues to expand
and available jobs increase.
The cost of money is coming down.
first time in 10 years.

Interest rates have fallen sharply for the

Roughly 60 days ago, U.S. Treasury bills sold at rates

that marked an eight-year low.
We have genuine reasons for optimism.

Overall, the economy is looking healthy.
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--FOR RELEASE ON RECEIPT-May 12, 1971

West German Chancellor Willi Brandt's policy of Ostpolitik (East Politics}
will not benefit NATO or the Free World, House Republican Leader Gerald R. Ford
declared

tod~.

Ford said he is "disappointed" that Brandt has chosen to lead West Germany
on the path of Ostpolitik.

Ford said he has not discussed with President Nixon the

Socialist West German premier's efforts to negotiate with the Communists.
said he personally is convinced that Brandt is "giving

aw~

But he

something he did not

have to give away and is getting nothing in return."
Ford made his remarks in an interview with the legislative committee of the
Steuben Society of America, a group which has just concluded a
Washington, D.C.

four-d~

visit to

Ford will be the principal speaker at the Steuben Society's

52nd Founder's Day Banquet May 22 at the Hotel Americana in New York City.
"It appears , " Ford told the Steuben Society committee , "that the West
German chancellor is preempting the prerogatives of the Western powers in seeking
to negotiate a final East-West settlement and a German peace treaty."
On another subject, Ford expressed the view that inequities were created by
the Immigration Act of 1965.

This Act, Ford said, should be reviewed by the

Congress.

# # #

REP . JOHN J . RHODES, (R.·ARIZ.) CHAIRMAN
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92nd Congress
• First Session

July 27, 1971
Statement Number 7

HOUSE REPUBLICAN POLICY COMMITTEE STATEMENT ON H.R. 8432, AS AMENDED,
THE EMERGENCY LOAN GUARANTEE ACT

The House Republican Policy Committee supports the passage of H.R. 8432, as
amended, the Emergency Loan Guarantee Act.
A severe economic and employment crisis has developed in the aerospace and
defense industries, brought about by the 'substantial reduction of military requirementa in Southeast Asia, the decrease of expenditures for space exploration, and the
necessary application of strict fiscal and monetary policies to restrain the
tating inflationary forces unleashed during the 1960's.

devas~

This combination of circum-

stances has contributed, to a large degree, to the present financial difficulties of
the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, the Nation's largest defense and aerospace
contractor.
If the Lockheed Corporation is to avoid bankruptcy, financial assistance is
immediately required, assistance which, without guarantees, is unavailable from
private sources.

Failure of this major U.s. enterprise would result in the loss of

tens of thousands of· jobs throughout the country, financial hardship for 35,000
subcontractors and suppliers (of which 27,000 are small businesses), increased procurement cosfs to the Department of Defense, a loss of tax revenue to the federal
government and a substantial adverse effect upon our already critical international
trade balance.

The failure of other major enterprises, which might be similarly

plagued by a temporary shortage of working capital, could have equal or greater
(over)

-2-

adverse effect on our economy.

In every instance, the avoidance of such losses and

the protection of the interests of jobholders, taxpayers, creditors and investors
are of critical importance.
To establish systematic procedures for dealing with certain financial crises
of major domestic enterprises, H.R. 8432, as amended, has been favorably reported
by the Committee on Banking and Currency.

The bill is in accordance with recommen-

dations of the Administration and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System.
n.R. 8432, as amended, establishes an Emergency Loan Guarantee Board with
authority until December 31, 1973, to guarantee loans to major business enterprises
facing temporary adversity, when it is determined that failure would seriously and
adversely affect the economy or employment of the Nation or any region thereof.

A

guarantee would be made only if the Board found credit on reasonable terms were
otherwise unavailable and a reasonable expectation for timely repayment of the loan
existed.

Dividend payments and asset transfers by the borrower would be restricted,

and every effort would be made to collateralize fully the amount of the loan guarantee; the government's loan guarantee would have a prior claim to the lender's
interest in any collateral securing the guaranteed loan and any earlier outstanding
loan of the lender.

Guarantee authority is limited to $2 billion outstanding at

any one time; it is further limited to $250 million for any individual borrower.
H.R. 8432, as amended, provides limited loan guarantee authority.to assist any
major enterprise whose failure in terms of lost jobs, financial hardships and undermined confidence in the economy would be very great.

It expands in a meaningful way

the long-standing effort of the federal government to provide necessary credit
assistance in those areas clearly in the public interest.
The House Republican Policy Committee urges the prompt passage of H.R. 8432,
as amended.
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--FOR RELEASE AT 12 NOON-August 6, 1971
Remarks by Rep. Gerald R. Ford, Minority Leader, U.S. House of Representatives, on
the Floor of the House Frid~, August 6, 1971.
Mr. Speaker:

Those Americans who have been engaging in an exercise known

as "knocking the economy" have been doing their country a terrible disservice.
Not only does such criticism tend to undermine the steady recovery we are
experiencing but it simply does not square with the facts.
The truth is that the U.S. economy is steadily moving toward full recovery.
As proof of that we have a host of second-quarter earnings reports showing solid

gains in various industries and we have the recent upsurge of sales in the auto
industry, the bellwether of the economy.
The automobile companies reported record retail sales of 260,990 cars during
the July 11-20 selling period.

This sales increase was led by General Motors,

which reported a record 10-day volume of 165,663 cars.
The sales pace from June 21 through July 20 represented a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of 8.5 million domestic units--or roughly a 10

~llion

rate

when imported cars are included.
The July automobile sales figures confirm earlier reports of strong retail
sales activity.
Total retail sales from January to June rose at a rate of 15 per cent per
year, and sales for nondurables increased at a 12 per cent per year rate during
this period.

These outlays should continue to rise as real. incomes enlarge and

the rate of personal saving moves down to more normal levels.
The pace of residential building is also encouraging.

Seasonally adjusted

housing starts ran at an annual rate of 1,881 ,000 units during the first six
months of 1971.

This was an increase of 48 per cent over the rate for the

comparable period in 1970.
The expanding rate of spending in these key categories contributed to an
increase of $52 billion in the nation's gross national product during the first
half of 1971.
During that same time, the rate of inflation, seasonally adjusted, averaged
4 per cent per year, well below the 6.2 per cent figu1•e for the first half of 1969
when the present Administration assumed office.
There is also evidence that unemployment has begun to move down from the
peak level reached last winter.
The facts are that we are taking an overheated economy back to a sustainable
growth path during a period of painful transition from wartime to peacetime.
The strong growth of consumer spending is a major factor in making this transition
a success.

A aloaina note:

Ir all the Americans who were in military uniform or in

defense jobs when the present Administration took office were still thus occupied,
our unemployment rate would be 4. 2 per
and jobs without war.

~"(~ ,t.

The Republican Party wants prosperity
# # #
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--FOR RELEASE AT 12 NOON-August 6 , 1971
Remarks by Rep. Gerald R. Ford, Minority Leader, U.S. House of Representatives, on
the Floor of the House FridS\Y', August 6, 1971.
Mr. Speaker:

Those Americans who have been engaging in an exercise known

as "knocking the economy" have been doing their country a terrible disservice.
Not only does such criticism tend to undermine the steady recovery we are
experiencing but it simply does not square with the facts.
The truth is that the U.S. economy is steadily moving toward full recovezy .

As proof of that we have a host of second-quarter earnings reports showing solid
gains in various industries and we have the recent upsurge of sales in the auto
industry, the bellwether of the economy.
The automobile companies reported record retail sales of 260,990 cars during
the July 11-20 selling period.

This sales increase was led by General Motors,

which reported a record 10-day volume of 165,663 cars.
The sales pace from June 21 through July 20 represented a seasonally
adjusted annual rate of 8.5 million domestic units--or roughly a 10

~llion

rate

when imported cars are included.
The July automobile sales figures confirm earlier reports of strong retail
sales activity.
Total retail sales from January to June rose at a rate of 15 per cent per
year, and sales for nondurables increased at a 12 per cent per year rate during
this period.

These outlays should continue to rise as real incomes enlarge and

the rate of personal saving moves down to more normal levels.
The pace of residential building is also encouraging. Seasonally adjusted
housing starts ran at an annual rate of 1,881,000 units during the first six
months of 1971 .

This was an increase of 48 per cent over the rate for the

comparable period in 1970.
The expanding rate of spending in these key categories contributed to an
increase of $52 billion in the nation's gross national product during the first
half of 1971.
During that same time, the rate of inflation, seasonally adjusted, averaged
4 per cent per year, well below the 6.2 per cent figure for the first half of 1969
when the present Administration assumed office.
There is also evidence that unemployment has begun to move down from the
peak level reached last winter.
The facts are that we are taking an overheated economy back to a sustainable
growth path during a period of painful transition from wartime to peacetime.
The strong growth of consumer spending is a major factor in making this transition
a success.

A cloains note:

If all the Americans who were in military uniform or in

defense jobs when the present Administration t ook of fice were still thus occupied,
our unemployment rate would be 4. 2 per
and jobs without war.
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The Republ ican Party wants prosperity
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--FOR If.1tiJEDIATE RELEASE-August 16, 1971

The President's prescription fer the economy is strong medicine but the
right action for these times.

It is a coordinated, constructive combination that

will promote consumer confidence, increase employment, stop inflation and make
American products more competitive i n both domestic and world markets.
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August. 16, 1971

The President's prescription for the economy is strong medicine but the
right action for these times.

It is a coordinated, constructive combination that

will promote consumer confidence, increase employment, stop inflation and make
American products more competitive in both domestic and world markets.
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--FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE-September 9, 1971

STATEMENT OF REP. GERALD R. FORD (R-MICH.), HOUSE MINORI TY LEADER

I was impressed by the President ' s nonpartisan appeal to all Americans
to work together for real prosperity without war and without inflation, and
by the strong bipartisan response from the Congress.
President Nixon reassured the nation that all the elements contributing
to our economic strength, including business, labor and agriculture, will be
consulted in planning the system of wage and price stabilization that will follow
the temporary 90-day freeze .
There is no longer any reason for anyone to fear that the sacrifices he
is making will become permanent inequities.

I am confident that most Hembers

of the Congress, Democrats and Republicans, as well as the overwhelming majority
of Americans will cooperate fully with the President in meeting the challenges
of peace to our economy.
Internationally, President Nixon plainly put all nations on notice that
~he

United States intends to compete vigorously but fairly and to retain its

place as the number one economic power in the world.
the united determination of the country .

II

II

II

In this he surely speaks
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--FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE-October 8, 1971
Statement by Rep. Gerald R. Ford
President Nixon has outlined the proper course for this Nation to follow
in the months ahead if its citizens are to enjoy price stability once again and
the dollar is to recover its strength.
Phase II of the President's price and wage control program will demand the
highest degree of good citizenship on the part of all Americans.

If they respond,

as I feel sure they will, the President's program to achieve price stability and
promote prosperity in peacetime will succeed.
Phase II of the President's program will encourage the consumer.

Prices

will be controlled.
It will encourage workers.

There will be equity and equality of sacrifices.

It will require sacrifice among businessmen, employes and investors.
The ultimate result will be an expanded and stable economy, with more jobs
and less inflation.

# # #
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--FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE-October 8, 1971
Statement by Rep. Gerald R. Ford
President Nixon has outlined the proper course for this Nation to follow
in the months ahead if its citizens are to enjoy price stability once again and
the dollar is to recover its strength.
Phase II of the President's price and wage control program will demand the
highest degree of good citizenship on the part of all Americans.

If they respond,

as I feel sure they will, the President's program to achieve price stability and
promote prosperity in peacetime will succeed.
Phase II of the President's program will encourage the consumer.

Prices

will be controlled.
It will encourage workers.

There will be equity and equality of sacrifices.

It will require sacrifice among businessmen, employes and investors.
The ultimate result will be an expanded and stable economy, with more jobs
and less inflation.
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--FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE-November 9, 1971

Comment on Pay Board Decision
The Pay Board had no other responsible choice if we are to curb inflation
and bring rises in the cost of living down to the 2 to 3 per cent level by the
end ot next year.

The decision seems to me to be reasonable and wise.

It is now vital that members of Congress determined to lick inflation
knock out of the Economic Stabilization Act ot 1971 the committee-approved
provision which would completely undermine the Pay Board decision and destroy
the President's New Economic Policy.
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Comment on Pay Board Decision
The Pay Board had no other responsible choice if we are to curb inflation
and bring rises in the cost of living down to the 2 to 3 per cent level by the
end of next year.

The decision seems to me to be reasonable and wise.

It is now vital that members of Congress determined to lick inflation
knock out of the Economic Stabilization Act of 1971 the committee-approved
provision which would completely undermine the Pay Board decision and destroy
the President's New Economic Policy.
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--FOR RELEASE AT 12 NOON-November 29, 1971

Remarks by Rep. Gerald R. Ford on the Floor of the U. S. House of Representatives
Nov. 29 , 19.(1.

MR. SPEAKER:

On November 19 , the Washington Post acknowledged that the

U. S. economy is faring better.

And indeed it was right!

Revised statistics show

that the real gross national product grew at an annual rate of 3.9 per cent during
the third quarter of 1971, rather than the 2.9 per cent shown in earlier projections.
Simultaneously, inflation, as measured by the GNP deflator, rose at an annual rate
of 3.0 per cent during the third quarter, as compared to 4.0 per cent in the second
quarter and 5.3 per cent in the first.

The rise in the Consumer Price Index during

the month of October was .1 per cent, after seasonal adjustment.

This was the

smallest monthly rise in the CPI since April, 1967.
It is obvious that President Nixon's New Economic Policy is working.
Phase I -- the freeze --was a great success.

It clamped down hard on the

inflationary spiral which we inherited from the fiscal irresponsibility of the
previous Administration.

It united the American people in a massive attack on the

monster which has been eating away at the purchasing power of the American worker.
In constructing Phase II the Administration has sought to incorporate a high
degree of equity into the framework of its policies.

Requests for exception to or

exemption from the guidelines of the Pay Board and the Price Commission will be
examined carefully on an individual basis.
Because of these positive, innovative Administration policies, 1972 will
fulfill President Nixon's prediction that it will be a great year economically.
The prestigious Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development Secretariat
has predicted that the U. S. economy will grow at a real rate of' over 6.0 per cent
during the first six months of 1972.

Economic expansion at this rate will

constitute a strong recovery from the economic slowdown which we experienced
during most of 1970 and will return us to a path of steady economic growth in a
climate of price stability.
# # #
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Remarks by Rep. Gerald R. Ford on the Floor of the U.S. House of Representatives
Nov. 29 , 19'(1.

MR. SPEAKER:
U.

s.

On November 19, the Washington Post acknowledged that the

economy is faring better.

And indeed it was right!

Revised statistics show

that the real gross national product grew at an annual rate of 3.9 per cent dur:i.ng
the third quarter of 1971, rather than the 2.9 per cent shown in earlier projections.
Simultaneously, inflation, as measured by the GNP deflator, rose at an annual rate
of 3.0 per cent during the third quarter, as compared to
quarter and 5.3 per cent in the first.

4.0

per cent in the second

The rise in the Consumer Price Index during

the month of October was .1 per cent, after seasonal adjustment.

This was the

smallest monthly rise in the CPI since April, 1967.
It is obvious that President Nixon's New Economic Policy is working.
Phase I -- the freeze -- was a great success.

It clamped down hard on the

inflationary spiral which we inherited from the fiscal irresponsibility of the
previous Administration.

It united the American people in a massive attack on the

monster which has been eating away at the purchasing power of the American worker.
In constructing Phase II the Administration has sought to incorporate a high
degree of equity into the framework of its policies.

Requests for exception to or

exemption from the guidelines of the Pay Board and the Price Commission will be
examined carefully on an individual basis.
Because of these positive, innovative Administration policies, 1972 will
fulfill President Nixon's prediction that it will be a great year economically.
The prestigious Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development Secretariat
has predicted that the U. S. economy will grow at a real rate of over 6.0 per cent
during the first six months of 1972.

Economic expansion at this rate will

constitute a strong recovery from the economic slowdown which we experienced
during most of 1970 and will return us to a path of steady economic growth in a
climate of price stability.
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